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Co-Chairperson of the Legislative Council, 

Members of the Legislative CounCil, and 
Members of the Iowa General Assembly 

November 15, 1990 

Dear Senator Hutchins and Members of the General Assembly: 

On behalf of the Healtn Care Expansion Task· Fm-ce, we are pleased to submit 
this final rsport to the Legislative Council and the General Assefnbly. The report 
provides an assessment of the very real and pressing health care access problems 
faced by uninsured and underinsured persons in Iowa, and e)(amines the underlying 
causes of these problems. It also presents a series of recommendations that are 
designed, in the short-term, to reduce the financial barriers currently faced by many of 
the State's most vulnerable populations---including the State's most precious resource, 
its children---and, over the long-term, to chart a course for making major 
improvements in the ways health care is financed and delivered in the state of Iowa. 

It is not the Task Force's intention that its proposals be viewed as solely the 
Legislature's recommendations, separate and distinct from the positions taken by 
other organizations examining the issue of health care access. Indeed, through both 
the composition of its membership and the outreach efforts of the Task Force and its 
consultant, Health Systems Research, Inc., the Task Force has sought to obtain the 
views of interest parties throughout the state and to coordinate its activities with those 
of such other entities as the Governor's Blue Ribbon Commission on the Uninsured. 
The Task Force would like to extend its thanks to the many individuals and 
organizations who took the time to share their information and perspectives with the 
Task Force. 

The Task Force also wishes to thank its consultant, Health Systems Research, 
Inc. and to inform you that HSA, Inc., as part of its contract, will be available to 
provide testimony to the General Assembly. 

It is the Task Force's hope that its recommendations that seek to improve upon 
the states current, fragmented health care financing system and provide coverage to a 
small, but very vulnerable, portion of the State's uninsured population can be 
implemented rapidly. We also hope that our recommendation concerning long-term 
systemic reform will provide a context for continued diSCUSSion and action on this 
issue. 

~~{~ 
Co-Chairperson 

Sincerely, 

t?~~~ 
?epr~sentative Patricia Harper 
Co-Chairperson 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

. In 1989, the Iowa General Assembly enacted Senate File 538, which created the 

Iowa Health Care Expansion Task Force. According to this enabling legislation, the 

purpose of the Task Force is to oversee the conduct of a comprehensive study of the 

State of lowa's health insurance needs and an analysis Of extending health care coverage 

and/or services to persons in the State who are uninsured or underinsured'. 

Since it was formed in May of 1989, the Task Force, with the assistance of Health 

. Systems Research, Inc., a Washington, D.C.-based consulting firm, has explored in detail 

the problems of the uninsured and underinsured in Iowa, as well as the underlying causes 

of these problems. It also examined a broad array of program and policy options for 

reducing ·the access barriers faced by these vulnerable populations. In conducting its 
• analYSis, the Task Force and its consultant have received input from a wide range of 

individuals and organizations in the State. 2 

This final report presents the Task Force's assessment of the heatth care access 

problems that exist in Iowa, the principles it developed to guide the formation of public 

policy in this area, and its specific recommendations for legislative action on the part of 

the Iowa General Assembly to address these problems. 

It is the Task Force's expectation that the enactment of these recommendations 

will alleviate many of the pressing health care access problems faced by Iowa's most 

vulnerable citizens. At the same time, however, the Task Force recognizes that the final 

, The Task Force membership is presented in Appendix A. 

2 A list of the individuals and organizatiOns with whom the Task Force and/or 
Heatth Systems R~search, Inc. have consulted can be found in Appendix B. 
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solution to the problems of the uninsured and underinsured will require a much more 

fundamental and sweeping reform of our current system of health care financing. While 

it is the Task Force's view that such reform must ultimately occur at the national level, it 

understands that the impetus for such action must spring from involvement in the issue 

at the state and local leveL It is the Task Force's hope that its effort to address the health 

care access problems that exist today in Iowa will be part of a broader movement toward 

an improved health care financing and delivery system nationwide. 

• 
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II. TASK FORCE ANDINGS 

The TasK Force's examination of the health care access problems faced by 

uninsured and underinsured persons in Iowa led to a number of important findings 

concerning the nature of these problems and their underlying causes, These are 

summarized below. 

FINDING # 1 

In 1989, approximately 220,000 IoNans had no health care ~ge. 

According to data from the Iowa portion of the 1989 Current Population Survey 

(CPS), about 220,000 Iowans lacked health care coverage of any type, including coverage 

from private insurance carriers or government programs such as Medicare or Medicaid. 

This 'represents about nine Percent of the State's under-65 population.3 • 

An analysis of the socio-demographic characteristics of Iowa's uninsured 

population revealed thae 
• Over a quarter of the uninsured are children, while a fifth are 

young adults aged 18 to 24. The vast majority of the 
remaining uninsured are non-elderly adutts. Because of the 
nearly universal coverage provided to the elderly by the 
federal Medicare program, less than one percent of Iowa's 
uninsured are aged 65 or older. 

• Iowa's uninsured population is predominantly a low-income 
one. Nearly a third of the uninsured are in households with 

1 The fact that this estimate of the size of the Iowa's uninsured population is lower 
than previously reported figures is due in large measure to improvements in the way the 
current Population Survey collects information on insurance status. 

4 See Appendix C for further detail on the characteristics of Iowa's uninsured 
population. 
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incomes that fall below the poverty line.5 Another 40% had 
incomes between one and two times the poverty level, while 
20% had incomes between two and three times poverfy. Only 
ten percent had incomes greater than three times the federal 
poverty level. 

• The uninsured population appears to be relatively evenly 
distributed throughout the State's urban and rural areas. 

ANDING # 2 __________________ """'!"' ___ _ 

Most uninsured persons have some link to the worfdrJrc6. 

Analysis of the 1989 CPS data revealed that over 80% of all uninsured, non-elderly 

adults in Iowa were employed at some time during the year in which they were uninsured. . 

Nearly a third reported being employed full-time during the entire year. A quarter were 

employed full-time during part of the year, while another quarter were part-time workers . 

Only 17% of these uninsured adults were unemployed the entire year. • 

When both uninsured adults and children are considered, the link to the workforce 

becomes even stronger. More than half of these uninsured persons were members of 

families in which the head of the household was employed full-time during the entire year. 

Only 14% were in families in which the head of household was unemployed. 

S The federal definition of poverty varies according to family size and changes from 
year to year. For example, in 1989, the annual federal poverty level for 8 family of three 
was set at $9,690.00. 
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ANDING # 3 

~ half a all uninsured worlcers In Iotva are employed by small buSinesses . 

. As is the case in most other states, the majority of uninsured workers in Iowa 

(53%) are employed by firms with 25 or fewer emplOyees. This means that workers in 

small Iowa firms are more than twice as likely to be uninsured as workers in larger firms. 

ANDING # .. _______________________ _ 

one impottant reason for the large number d uninsured worlcers in small firms is 
the inability d many small business e s to obtain B80rdabIe health care CCNerage for 
their employees. 

While businesses of all sizes encounter problems providing adequate health care 

coverage for their employees at a reasonable cost, the obstacles faced OY small 

businesses can be particularly difficult to overcome. • 

For example, restrictive underwriting practices by insurers can often result in certain 

employees of small firms or even entire categories of small businesses being refused 

health care coverage. Those small firms for which health care coverage is available are 

faced with high premiums that reflect heavy administrative costs, the possibility of double, 

or even triple, digit increases in premiums for one year to the next due to rapid turnover 

in insurers' small business rating groups, and significant gaps in coverage due to such 

things as exclusions of benefits for pre-existing conditions. As a result, many small 

businesses find !hat purchasing adequate health care coverage for their workers is not 

an affordable aItemative. 
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ANDING # 5 _____________________ _ 

The aIfordability of health care COWInige is a problem faced not only by employers, 
but aJso by employees and other individualS. 

In an effort to control employer health care costs, there has been a trend toward 

greater employee cost sharing in the form of increased premium contributions and/or the 

imposition of higher deductibles and coinsurance requirements. For many lower income 

families, this increased cost sharing can mean that they cannot afford coverage. 

In fact, a study by the National Health Care campaign found that Iowa families 

earning $24,200 with incomes at or below 200% of the federal poverty level (e.g., $24,200 

per year for a family of four) have little or no disposable income. It is only when families 

earn more than 250% of the poverty level that they begin to accumulate the disposable 

income required to contribute toward a portion of their health care premium costs.' 

• 
One unsettling indication of the difficult decisions low-income families may be 

forced to make with respect to health care coverage is the finding from the analysis of 

1989 CPS data that approximately one-quarter of all uninsured children in Iowa were in 

families in which the head of the household had health insurance. Given that most firms 

require higher employee premium contributions to obtain dependent coverage, this finding 

may reflect the fact that many working parents who receive health insurance through their 

employers may be unable to afford the additional cost of extending coverage to their 

children. 

6 See The Affordability of Health Care for Iowa's Working Families, December, 
1989, Iowa Health Care for All, Des MOines, IA 
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ANDING # 6 ______________________ _ 

The lack a adequate health cat8 coverage can have a negative effect on healttJ 
sta1lJ$ and limits access to cost-elfBCtJve health setVices. 

The finding is supported by national data showing that: 

• The uninsured report lower health status than the insured or 
"underinsured" population. 

• The uninsured use fewer health services than insured 
persons, including cost-effective preventive services such as 
prenatal care. 

• When the uninsured do use health services, it is more likely 
to be in costly institutional settings, such as hospital 
emergency rooms. 

ANDING # 7 » 

• 
It is na only uninsured Iowans, but also many Inadequately Insured persons who 
encounter financial batrietS to receiving neer:Jed C819. 

The Task Force found that many insured Iowans have health care coverage that 

does not provide them with access to needed care or dOes not adequately protect them 

from catastrophic expenses. Given the Task Force's interest in promoting access to cost

effective preventive care, it was particularly disturbed by the results of a survey of major 

health insurers in Iowa conducted for the Task Force by Health Systems Research, Inc., 

which indicated that less than half of all poflCies sold in the State included coverage of 

preventive services for children. This gap in coverage means that for low-income insured 

families with such coverage gaps, significant financial barriers may exist to their receiving 

preventive serW::es. 

The Task Force found the size of the problem of underinsurance to be a significant 

one. For example, while approximately 66,000 Iowa children were uninsured in 1989, the 

Task Force estimated that over 85,000 privately insured children in families under 200% 
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of poverty were not covered for preventive services. Thousands more with such 

coverage faced extremely high deductibles before their coverage took effect. This 

combination of limited income and gaps in coverage means that for financial reasons, 

many of these children may not benefit from services that could prevent health care 

problems or detect and treat them in their early, less costly stages. 

FINDING # 8 _______________________ _ 

The 1C1W8 Medicaid program provides health care coverage for many low-income 
persons in the State although many persons in need are not eligible for coverage 
and coverage of families is fragmented. 

The number of uninsured and underinsured persons in Iowa would be much higher 

were it not for the Iowa Medicaid program. This program, which is presently funded with 

federal and state dollars and administered by the Iowa Department of Human Services, 
. .'. . 

provides coverage to approximately over 195,000 low-income Iowans who are ei\htr 

elderly, disabled, children, or the parents of disabled children. 

While the Iowa Medicaid program is a relatively expansive one in that it extends 

coverage to nearly all of the eligibility groups allowed by federal law, federal restrictions 

result in many low-income persons, including many people living below poverty, being 

ineligible for coverage.7 However, one small, but particularly vulnerable, eligible group 

that is not currently covered for the full range of benefits under the Iowa Medicaid 

program are aged or disabled persons who have incomes that are below the federal 

poverty level but too high for 551 and Medicaid. Approximately, 1,000 Iowans are 

estimated to fall into this category. 

Another important problem with the program is that Medicaid eligibility is 

particularly fragmented with respect to families with children, in that, according to federal 

7 In general,among the low·income groups presently not eligible for Medicaid 
coverage are single adults who are not disabled, childless couples, and children aged 
eight and older in families with incomes greater than two-thirds of the poverty level and 
caretakers in such families. 
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requirements, income eligibility is set at a higher level for younger children than for older 

ones. For example, Iowa Medicaid currently covers: 

• Pregnant women and infants in families with incomes up to 185% of the 
federal poverty level; 

• children aged. one through five up to 133% of poverty; 

• children aged six and seven up to the poverty level; and 

• children aged eight to twenty-one through up to about two-thirds of poverty. 

This means that, depending upon the family's income, some children in the family 

may be eligible for Medicaid and others may not. The recent Federal Budget 

Reconciliation Act will address some of these inconsistencies by extending Medicaid 

coverage to children under poverty through age eighteen. This change, however, will not 

be an immediate one, but will be phased in on an age-specific basis through tr,e year· 

2002. And even when fully phased in, it will not eliminate the problem of family coverag\ 

for families between 1()()oA, and 133% of poverty. In these households within this income 

range, children will be eligible for Medicaid through age five, but ineligible thereafter. 

The Task Force identified several other important issues associated with the 

Medicaid program: 

• Many persons in need of health care services and who are 
eligible for the program may not apply for coverage. This 
may be due to the fact that they are not aware that they might 
be eligible or because they refuse to apply because of the 
perceived welfare stigma associated with the program. 

• While the Iowa Medicaid program provides preventive services 
for children under its Early, Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, 
and Treatment (EPSDl) program, the utilization of the benefit 
by Medicaid eligible children is extremely low. The 
combination of new federal requirements and the recognition 
of the importance of this benefit necessitates the program's 
taking steps to improve its performance in this area. 

These problems must be addressed if the Iowa Medicaid program is to reach its 

full potential in meeting the health care needs of the State's low-income population. 
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FINDING" 9 _______________________ _ 

~ 's publicly-supportBd health cat8 delivety programs provide impcxtant seNices 
to the State's unifl&lreC and underifl&lred populBlions.. HoNever, they do not meet 
all tfle needs 01 these populations and their performance in a number 01 key areas 
could be improved.·· 

There is a loose-knit system of public and quasi-public health care providers in the 

state that serves as a safety net for many uninsured Iowans. The network includes: 

• 3 community health centers (CHCs) in Des Moines, Waterloo, and 
Davenport, funded by the Federal government under Section 330 of 
the Public Health Services Act, and one federally funded Migrant 
Health Center to serve farm workers. 

• 11 Medicare-certified rural health clinics (RHCs) that are permitted to 
employ allied health personnel, such as Physician Assistants and 
Nurse Practitioners, under general physician Supervision. . . 

• 29 Matemal ~d/or Child Health Centers (M/CHs) funded primarily 
through the Iowa Department of Health that operate at least 
episodically in all 99 counties. 

• 9 training sites of the Family Practice Residency Training Program (7 
of which are under the direction of the University of Iowa) that train 
family physicians and receive $1.7 million in state funds. 

• 4 school·based youth services programs that provide health services 
as part of their responsibirlties were funded fOf FY 91 by the 
legislature, and which are currently under development. a 

• 

8 The State funds a number of other health care-related activities. State and federal 
funds support dental treatment for children and pregnant women in the M/CH program. 
Specialized .w:es for chronically in and disabled children are delivered through the 
University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics. Homemaker/home health aide services in all 
counties provide long-term care to permit children and adults to remain at home. Well 
elderly clinics provide health assessment, counseling, and referral to treatment for people 
over age 55. Public f:lealth nursing services in all counties (funded by state and local 
sources, but using county-employed nurses) provide counseling, health promotion, health 
assessment, nursing care, and referral to treatment. These programs all serve families 
with incomes below from 100% to 185% of the federal poverty level free Of at a reduced 
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Only the rural health centers and community health centers function as full-service 

primary care clinics for the low-income uninSlJred. The network of Maternal and Child 

Health Centers serving all 99 counties receives $3.5 million in state and federal (MCH 

block grant) funds to provide maternity and child health services to about 18,000 clients 

with incomes under 185% of the federal poverty level. The Maternal Health Centers 

provide or arrange for bOth prenatal and delivery services for low-income women. 

The Child Health Centers offer only preventive care, such as immunizations and well-child 

check-ups. However, they can refer sick children to community physicians for primary 

care for problems other than chronic illnesses or injuries under a $400,000 voucher 

. program established by the legislature in 1989. As many as half of the children served 

by the centers do have some form of health insurance, but no coverage for preventive 

care. 

The Task Force's specifiC findings with rel;pect to the State's network 't 
ambulatory care providers are as follows: 

• The Maternal and Child Health Centers provide an important 
foundation for the deliverv of ambulatory care services to lows's 
uninsured and underinsured populations. However. they do not 
meet a/l the needs of these COpulations. 
This network of centers is unique and forms the framework for a 
public and quasi-public delivery system where private providers are 
not available or willing to serve the uninsured. However, these 
centers do not meet all the needs of these populations, particularly 
with respect to preventive services for children. It is estimated that 
in 1989 there were about 50,000 uninsured children in Iowa under 
200% of the federal poverty level and 85,000 privately insured 

charge and generally cover higher income persons for a higher fee. 
In addition, a SlJrvey of Iowa counties conducted by Health Systems Research, Inc. 

with the cooperation of the Iowa State Association of Counties found that county 
expenditures on personal health services for low-income persons exceeded $10 million 
in 1989. 

See Appendix F for Health Systems Research, Inc.'s August, 1990 report to the 
Task Force which provides additional information on Iowa's service delivery activities and 
a map showing the locations of publicly supported health centers. 
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children in this income category without preventive care coverage. Of 
these 135,000 children, about 11,000 uninsured children were served 
by Child Health Centers and about 11,000 other uninsured Children 
were served by Community HeaJtt1 Centers. 

• There is great variety among the M /CH centers in terms of structure 
and orientation. 

• 

Some are traditional local public heaJtt1 nursing agencies, while 
others are local community service groups (Community Action 
Programs or family service agencies), or hospitals. Some of these 
agencies view their mission narrowly to provide specific services on 
request, while others seek to provide a broad range of services and 
promote them in the community. The programs that appear to work 
best combine or at least co-Iocate maternal and child centers Oust 
over half the programs are combined) and have a good sense of the 
health care needs and resources of the communities in which they 
function. 

Relationships with local physicians. critically important to the centers' 
sYccess. vary across the state. 
Child Health Center staffs have found the voucher program very 
useful. Physicians, who are paid Medicaid rates for a limited number 
of viSits, have generally responded well to the program and are 
willing to participate. Other relationships between the centers and 
physicians seem to depend upon the local medical marketplace. The 
general shortage of physicians willing to deliver babies makes it 
difficult for some Maternal Centers to find contracting physicians. 

• Coordination between MlCH Centers and Medicaid is vital but 
inadequate. 

• 

Maternal Health Centers have seen their funding change from mostly 
federal MCH Block grant to almost exclusively Medicaid, as Medicaid 
eigibility for pregnant women and infants has expanded up to 185% 
d the federal poverty line. Nevertheless, some staff noted that their 
of I Its have difficulty completing the Medicaid application process. 
Ewn with presumptive eligibility, the follow-up Medicaid application 
II a.mbersome and confusing. M/CH c:enter staff do not always see 
their job as assisting clients to apply for Medicaid, and local social 
services staff are not always helpful in their attitudes. 

Even for eliQible children. the sjck care yoycher program is limited . 
The Child HeaIttl Center voucher program pays tor acute rather than 
chronic care or care for accident or injury. SUch a limitation can 

12 
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impede continuity of care and discourage providers from addressing 
the full health needs of the child. 

• Adolescent health care is an unmet need. 

• 

Adolescents are reluctant to attend child health clinics, due both to 
attitude and to the physical locations of many of these clinics. Most 
temporary and some permanent sites are in church basements and 
other settings in which limitations on privacy make them 
inappropriate for older children. Special education and outreach 
efforts also necessary to attract these youth to preventive health 
clinics. 

On the whole. M /CH centers agpear to haye the flexibility to meet 
local communitv needs. but the state has not established guidelines 
for their performance or rigorously evaluated their effectiveness. 
MjCH contracts have apparently been awarded based on historical 
pattems of local service delivery, and changes in contractors is rare. 
The new revenues from expanded Medicaid eligibility for pregnant 
women and young children may free up federal and state maternal 
and child he?lth care fundS and offer the opportunity to review M/CH 
center goals and performance. The contract process can strike a 
balance between identifying and addressing unique local needs and 
meeting state standards to improve accountability. Most centers have 
unsophisticated patient tracking systems that would need 
improvement to monitor their performance and compliance with state 
standards. 

• Preventive and pdmarv care for uninsured adults is limited and many 
communities are not served by a tun-service ambulatorv cliniC. 
Community Health Centers provided preventive and primary care to 
about 37,000 patients in 1989 but exist in only three communities in 
the state. The University of Iowa's $27 million 'state papers' program 
provides primary and acute care in Iowa City to about 550 
obstetric/newborn and 800 orthopedic patients (non-quota patients) 
and 3,900 patients referred under the county quota system. 

• Jho pepartment of public Health will be undertaking new needs 
cameo! and data collection duties under recent federal law 

cNnges. 
In the 1989 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act, Congress imposed 
new responsibilities upon state Maternal and Child Health agencies. 
These agencies will be required to submit to the Federal government 
statewide needs assessment data on services to women and 
children and to outline a plan to meet various national MCH goals. 

13 
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States must also report h6aIttI status indicators, such as perinatal 
and maternal mortality, immunization status, low birth weight rates. 
and rates of early prenatal care. 

. • There is the opportunity foe jrnproved coordination of multiple 
initiatives targeted to vulnerable children. 
A number of federally-supported initiatives dealing with 
particularly vulnerable children need to be integrated with one 
another and with other state activities to develop a coherent 
systems for these children. The State should seek to 
combine resources in planning and implementing the 
provisions of such federal initiatives as the CASSP program, 
M/CH services for children with special health care needs, 
Public Law 99-457 Part H, and Public Law·99-661. 

• Although not well quantified. it is certain that there are shortages of 
primary care providers in many areas of the state. These shortages 
increase the problems the State's uninsured and ynderinsured 
pooulations face in accessing both the pdyate and pyblic sector 
delivery SYstems. 
Research by the University of Iowa, the Iowa Medical Society, health • 
professional licensing boards, and the Health Professionals Shortage 
Committee and Governor's Task Force on Rural Health have all 
documented shortages of personnel such as obstetricians, family 
practitioners, physician assistants, pediatric nurse practitioners, nurse 
midwives, and registered dieticians. However, despite many 
independent studies of the health personnel shortage issues, there 
is no single focal point within State government to conduct or 
coordinate data collection, analysis, and solution development for 
this overarching health care delivery problem in the state. 

ANDING # 10 ____________________ _ 

The aJITfft hesJth cata fInBncIng S)." IS neither an efficient nor an equitable 
stTucU8 tor providing health cat8 coverage tor all. 

Perhaps the most sweeping and significant c:ondusion reached by the Task Force 

is that the current health care financing system in operation in Iowa and in the nation as 

a whole represents a very inefficient and inequitable mechanism for providing appropriate 

health care for all. 
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The inequities of the current financing arrangements were often discussed during 

the course of the Task Force's deliberations. Among the specific examples cited by the 

Task Force were: 

• ·Cost-shifting· whiCh finances the cost of providing hospital 
care and other services to uninsured individuals by increasing 
charges to persons with health care coverage. Private health 
care purchasers' bills also are increased due to "cost shifting" 
that results from inadequate reimbursement rates being paid 
by public programs such as Medicare and Medicaid. 

• Inequitable tax policies that provide corporations a 100% tax 
deduction for the cost of providing health care benefits to their 
employees but allow self-employed persons to deduct only 
25% of the cost of similar coverage. 

• Inequitable eligibility requirements for public health care 
financing programs that carl result in (a) one family receiving 
Medicaid benefits while a second family with only a few dollars 
more a month in income being denied coverage; or (b) the 
young children in a low-income family being covered by 
Medicaid while the older children are ineligible, even if these 
older children have serious health problems. 

• The movement of insurance carriers away from community
rating that has made health care coverage extremely 
expensive for many segments of the population. 

• The inability of some small or even mid-sized firms to obtain 
any type of health insurance coverage beca11se of the nature 
of their business or the presence of even one employee with 
high health care needs. 

• 

The Talk Force was equally distressed by the failure of the current system to 

provide for the health care needs of all citizens in an efficient and effective manner. 

Among the factors that the Task Force cited as evidence of the current system's 

inadequate performance in this area were: 

15 



• An inadequate focus on prevention and early intervention to 
detect and treat health care problems before they worsen and 
require more expensive treatment, inctuding inpatient care. 

• High administrative costs associated with the marketing and 
provision of health care coverage to individualS and small 
groups. One recent national survey found that administrative 
expenses for coverage of firms with four or fewer employees 
equaled about 40% of the amount paid out in claims, 
compared to 5.5% for very large businesses O.e., more than 
10,000 employees). 

• The failure of the current financing system to effectively 
control spiralling health care costs. 

Finally, the Task Force noted that the current pluralistic systems of health care 

coverage makes it difficult to direct public programs toward one uninsured group without 

the private sector's incentives for coverage of these and other populations. Among the 

Task Force's concerns in this area are that: 

• A move to provide public sector coverage of one group (e.g., 
uninsured Iow-income working families) may cause some 
businesses to drop their own coverage of other low-income 
workers and their families. 

• Incentives aimed at getting employers to cover uninsured 
workers raises equity issues with respect to the treatment of 
businesses that had already assumed the responsibility of 
providing such coverage to their employees. 

• 

These findings, along with a set of principles used by the Task Force to guide it 

in its policymaking process, provided the foundation upon which the Task Force 

developed its recommendations. Those guiding principles are described in the following 

section of this report. 
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III. GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

As it began its review of different approaches to improve access to needed care 

for Iowa's uninsured and underinsured populations, ttIe Task Force identified a set of 

twelve principles that it believed should be used to guide ttIe development of both short

term and long-term public policy in this area. These principles are as follows: 

Access 

1. All Iowans should have access to adequate, effective, appropriate, and quality 
health care services without regard to financial barriers. 

2. A basic level of health care should be defined to which everyone has access, with 
priority on effective, appropriate, and qualHy care, especially preventive and 
primary care, early diagnosis and treatment, and incentives for healthy ltiestyles . • 

Financing 

3. All Iowans Share a responsibilHy to Obtain adequate coverage for themselves and 
their dependents, but the government Should parricipate in financing care for those 
unable to pay. ~ 

4. Responsibility for the financing of options should be equitably distributed among 
payers. 

5. Options for imprCNlng access Should minimize the negative impacts on businesses 
and on current employer health benefits plans. In addition, disincentives Should 
not be adopted which would cause employers currently offering health benefits to 
drop or redIJctJ this coverage. 

Cost ContaJOIJW!t 

6. Health cat8 expfJIIditure contrOls Should be essential elements 01 approaches to 
expand access to care for the uninsured and to ensure continued adequate 
coverage for those currently insured. 

7. Use of cost Sharing may be considered to contrOl excessive utilization but should 
take into account ability to pay. 
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8. Approaches ShOUld include incentives to seek and provide care in the most 
efficient and cost effective manner and location, including contractual 
arrangements for patient management and utilization controlS. 

9. Provider reimbursement should be set at reasonable levels and should promote 
. efficient seNice delivery and constrain unnecessar; expenditures. 

10. Individuals should have reasonable choice in selecting health care providers, 
although they may be restricted to certain providers in cases where these 
arrangements significantly increase the cost~8Ctiveness of this care. 

General 

11. Approaches to expand access to care for the uninsured should be as simple to 
administer as possible and avoid duplication of resources. Special attention 
should be given to minimizing the administrative burden on small businesses, 
providers and consumers. 

12. Program policy design should be sensitive to prOblems of provider availability and 
a~cessibility, especially in rural areas. 

• 
The principles developed by the Task Force conceming cost containment reflect 

a balanced view that any coverage extended to the currently uninsured population should 

not be considered exempt from any and all cost management provisions, nor should it 

be considered an experimental setting in which highly restrictive cost containment features 

not seen in other private or public programs are tested. Instead, state of the art cost 

management features, such as utilization reviews based upon the development of 

appropriate practice guidelines, should be incorporated in this coverage in a manner that 

is consistent with both the health needs and low income status of this population and the 

practices of the o1her health care coverage plans. 

Having agreed on these principles, the Task Force then made several additional 

decisions conceming the way in which several of these principles should be 

operationalized. These decisions focused on the definition of the population for which the 

government should provide assistance in financing health care coverage and the 

identification of population groups and health care benefits to which priority should be 
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given. These dedsions, which were included in the Task Force's interim report to the 

General Assembly, are as.follows: 

• Individuals and families with incomes at or below the federal 
poverty line cannot afford to contribute to their health care 
coverage. ltis appropriate for government to assume these 
individuals' portions of their health care coverage costs. 

• Individuals and families with incomes above poverty but still 
considered low-income (e.g., below 20()% of the poverty level) 
can be expected to assume some, but not necessarily all, of 
the cost of their health care coverage. Govemment should 
assist in financing coverage for this group on an income
related sliding scale basis. 

• These income guidelines may be increased to allow either full 
or partial government subsidization of health care coverage 
costs associated with certain high priority populations. 
Pregnant women and children are considered as high priority 
populations because of the positive health effects associated 
with the provision of adequate prenatal care and preventive 
services to these groups. The next level of priority was given 
to disabled adults. 

• Wrth respect to health care benefits, highest priority was 
assigned to the provision of preventive care, followed by 
primary care services. 

• 

The Task Force's recommendations that draw upon these principles are desCribed 

in the following section. 
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rv. RECOMMENOA nONS 

Over the past year. the Task Force has reviewed a wide range of options for 

addressing the needs of Iowa's uninsured and underinsured populations.; These options 

included a number of different approaches to address the problem, including: 

• The expansion of existing public he8Ith care finandng 
programs and/or the establishment of new financing 
programs; 

• improvements in the public sector health care service delivery 
system; 

• efforts to make private health care coverage more affordable; 
and 

• major reform of the Iowa health care financing and delivery 
system. • 

Based upon its analysis of this broad range of policy alternatives and their 

appropriateness to the Iowa environment, the Task Force developed the following 

recommendations for action by the Iowa General Assembly. 

RECOMMENDATION # 1 

Establish a new public financing program to ptOdde COIIetag8 to non Medicaid 
eligible children below 133% cI the fedeta} pt:NeI1y level. 

9 A fur1her diSQ ISsien of the range of approaches other states have taken to 
address the health care access problem can be found in Appendix O. A summary of 
other states' demonstration projects designed to expand private sector health care 
coverage, which was prepared by Health Systems Research, Inc. and provided to the 
Task Force at its June 12, 1990 meeting is presented in Appendix E. Finally, descriptions 
and preliminary cost estimates of specific options examined by the Task Force are 
included in Appendix F. 
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As described earlier under Finding II 8, Medicaid coverage in Iowa is available to 

children on a staggered age and income-related basis, as follows: 

• Pregnant women and children under 185% of the federal 
poverty level; 

• children aged one through five up to 133% of poverty; 

• children aged six and seven to 100% of poverty; and 

• children to age 21 up to about 67% of poverty. 

The gaps in Medicaid coverage of low-income children and the fragmentation in 

coverage that occurs in some low-income families with children of different ages will be 

reduced substantially as the state implements the new federal requirements extending 

Medicaid to all children below the age of 19 in families below the poverty level. However, 

this expanded coverage will not be immediate, but must be phased over an 11 year 
• • • 

period. In addition, it will not extend coverage to older children in families with incomes 

between 100% and 133% of poverty. 

Given (1) the long implementation time-frames and the gaps that will remain even 

after these Medicaid expansions are fully implemented, and (2) the importance attributed 

by the Task Force to providing adequate health care -- including preventive services - to 

all children in the State, the Task Force recommends the establishment of a new state

sponsored program that would provide health care coverage to all non-Medicaid eligible 

children under the age of 18 in families with incomes below 133% of the federal poverty 

level. In 1990, this income limit would be equal to an annual income of approximately 

$14,045 for a family of three. 

TwO alternative benefit packages were considered by the Task Force. Given the 

availability of state funds, it recommends the provision of a benefit package similar to that 

provided to other low-income children under the Iowa Medicaid program. However, if 

sufficient funds are not available to support this full benefit package, the Task Force then 
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recommends the provision of an ambulatory services-ixlly package similar to that offered 

under state programs in Minnesota and New York. 

Under this program, coverage of children under poverty would be fully subsidized 

by the state, while an annual enrollment fee of $50 per child would be charged for the 

Medicaid benefit package and $25 per child for the ambulatory benefit package. Some 

switching of coverage is expected to occur as some children covered by more expensive 

private coverage shift over to the public program. Differ-ent participation rates in the 

program are assumed, depending upon current coverage status of the children and the 

scope of benefits covered under the program. 

Assuming the program becomes operational in late 1991, it is estimated that 

enrollment will grow over a three year period until it peaks at approximately 9,200 children 

in late 1994/eariy 1995. From that point on, enrollment is expected to decline gradual~ 

as the phase-in of the new Medicaid coverage requirements reduce the number of 

children eligible for the program. By the year 2002, assuming no new Medicaid 

expansions or other changes in health care coverage status of children, enrollment is 

projected to level-off at approximately 6,700 children aged eight through eighteen in the 

1()()%-133% of poverty income range. 

Assuming constant dollars, program costs are prOjected to increase from less than 

$1 million in 1991 [1OCIuding start-up costs) to approximately $6.3 million in state 

expenditures in 1995 for the program covering Medicaid-like benefits ($2.6 miUion in state 

funds for cow. age of ambulatory services only). In subsequent years, enrollment in the 

program is pro;ected to decline as the phased-in Medicaid expansions will cover an 

increasing nunber of this program's target populatiOn. 
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RECOMMENDATION # 2 _________________ _ 

StTengttIerI the public sector primary and pI'fNfJI7tive service deliVery system. 

Even with the phased-in implementation of expanded Medicaid coverage of 

children and the establishment of a new public health care financing program for non· 

Medicaid eligible children under 133% of poverty, the services provided by Child Health 

Centers and Community Health Centers will continue to play a very important role in 

meeting the ambulatory care needs of low-income children throughout the State. This is 

expected to be the case because there are an estimated 30,000 uninsured children 

throughout the state are in households with incomes about 133% of poverty who would 

be unaffected by these program expanSions. In addition, many low-income insured 

children 'Ifill rely on these public clinics because their insurance coverage does not 
• • 

include preventive services and/or provider shortages restrict their access to other 

sources of care. 

Given this scenario and the assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of Iowa's 

current public sector system for delivering primary and preventive services presented in 

Finding #9, the Task Force recommends that a number of measures be taken to improve 

the ability of the State's ambulatory care dinics to meet the needs of its low-income 

population. These measures indude: 

A. Expansjon of preventjye and acute care services for low-income children. 

The Task Force recommends a series of measures to expand the services 
provided by child health centers throughout the State10

• They are as follows: 

10 A summary of the State costs associated with these and other 
recommendations is presented in the next chapter. A more detailed breakdown of the 
costs for the recommendations to improve the public service delivery system can be 
found in Appendix G. 
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1 . Exoand the provision of preventive care to Iow-jncome children 

As noted in Finding #9, in 1989 only about 22,000 of the State's 135,000 
uninsured children and low-income childten without coverage of well child 
care received preventive services through the child health centers and 
community health centers. This recommendation would provide the 
additional funding required to provide preventive services to an additional 
15,000 predominantly school-aged and adolescent low-income children who 
are not eligible for Medicaid. Coverage of these new children would be 
phased in over a four year period at a current year cost of $110 per child, 
or $1.65 million for a fully implemented program. 

2. Expand the State's current voucher program to provide acute care services 
to additional low-income children 

To assure follow-up care for sick children, the state should expand its 
current voucher program (appropriated at the level of $450,000 for FY 1991) 
to cover the additional 15,000 children receiving preventive care I.mder the 
previous recommendation. Only about 70% of these newly eligible childr!n 
are expected to be uninsured (the others would have private coverage for 
acute care), so the additional costs of covering 15,000 new children would 
be $482,000 ($88 per case for the 5,250 uninsured children estimated to be 
referred to follow-up care) at full implementation in year four. 

3. Expand the voucher program to coVer injuries and chronic jIIness 

The state's current voucher program excludes payment for injuries and 
chronic illness. To add injury services for current uninsured clients of Child 
Health Centers would cost about $225,000 ($100 per case for the 2,250 
children estimated to need treatment for injuries). To provide them to the 
newly eligible groups of uninsured children would cost about $236,250 
($150 per case for 1,575 childten) when the program is fully operational in 
the fourth year. 

Treatment of chronic illness for currently uninsured CHC clients would cost 
about $22,500 ($300 per case to CfJV8( an estimated 750 chronically ill 
children). To cover chronic illness among the newly eligible groups of 
uninsured children would cost about $157,500 ($300 per case for 52 
children). 
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4. Increase operational suoPOrt for the expanded voucher program 

The Department of Public Health staff have also estimated the need for 
approximately $90,000 in additional funds to administer the expanded 
voucher program, $30,000 to process claims for the current program, 
$30,000 as the program expands to cover additional services for injury and 
chronic illness, and $30,000 to cover 15,QCX) new children. Administrative 
costs include the processing of thousands of small claims. These funds 
would support administration for the entire program ($450,000 for the FY 91 
program plus the $1.3 million expansion) and would represent about 5% of 
total care costs. 

It should be noted that enhancing efforts to assure that all children eligible 
for Medicaid are enrolled should bring new federal revenues into the state. 
It is estimated that about 15% of the newly eligible children (primarily older 
children not now served by the centers) may become eligible for Medicaid. 
Child Health Centers receMng these new Medicaid funds would then be 
able to expand coverage to several hundred more low income, uninsured 
children. 

On the other hand, it also must be noted that there are several impe·dimen. 
to significantly increasing Child Health Center capacity: the shortage of 
pediatric nurse practitioners and dieticians in many areas of the state; the 
physical space in which many child health clinics are located; the need to 
upgrade tracking systems to meet additional capacity and new case 
management responsibilities; and the potential resistance of the medical 
community to Child Health Center expansion. To address these problems, 
the Department of Public Health should assist centers in locating personnel 
and upgrading tracking and referral systems. 

B. Actively pursye additional federal funding for one or more ambulatory community 
health centers in ynderserved areas of the state. Although federal funds for 
Community Health Centers have been limited in recent years, the Department of 
Public Health and other officials have discussed a possible grant application with 
the U.s. Public Health Service (PHS). There is optimism that the PHS may entertain 
an appIc8lion fer a new Community Health Center, possibly in western Iowa or in 
conjUiICtion with· a rural hOspital. Additional state resources would be needed to 
develop such an apprlCation. A successful grant application requires coordinating 
local support among a core group of con1munity leaders; some con1munity needs 
assessment and health personnel assessment; strategic planning for primary care 
delivery; and development of the application with detailed administrative and 
programmatic description. Such an application could be expected to take about 
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two years and cost $50,000 per year, some of which might potentially be raised 
from the private sector, but some of which might need to be state resources." \ 

C. Improve coordination and integration of public programs. To obtain maximum 
. Federal matching funds and assure that as many persons eligible for Medicaid as 

possible are enrolled in the program, the Department Of Human Services Should: 

1. Expand Medicaid outreach actjyjties to identify more eliaible 
individuals, including eligibility coordination with Maternal and Child 
Health Centers, Rural Healtl1 CliniCS, and Community Healtl1 Centers, 
preparation of a video on eligibility processing (for use by M/CH 
enters and ather interested agencies), and the development of 
brochures for consumers and providers on Medicaid; 

2. Outstation eligibility workers in selected public Clinics, hospitals, community 
health centers and Maternal and Child Health Centers; 

3. Consider changing Medicaid's name to lessen its welfare connotations; 

4. Develop a public media campaign for the expanded Medicaid program; a.-d 

5. Increase efforts to enroll eligible children in Medicaid's preventjye program 
for children. the Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment 
(EPSQD program, including the distribution of infonnation on the program 
through the school system. 

A first-year budget of approximately $300,000 is assumed for these effOfts, of 
which half could be financed with federal Medicaid matching funds. As has been 
the experience in other states, this estimate assumes substantial contributors from 
the private sector in the form of donated lV and radio air time for public service 
messages, etc. 

D. Sjmoljfy !be Medicaid aoplicatjon process. Medicaid currently uses an integrated 
appir*'on term that COllects information needed to determine an applicant's 
eIigibiay not ontt for Medicaid, but also for a number of other publicly supported 
progI_l_, including WIC and Food Stamps. However, an often-<:ited barrier to 
getting people through the Medicaid enrollment process is the length and 
complexity of this form. 

" A recently successful CHC grant application in metropolitan Denver cost over 
$100,000 to develop. 
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The Department of Human Services should consider assessing the relative benefits 
of using this comprehensive form compared to 8 streamlined one that might 
increase overall Medicaid enrollment and allow new recipients to apply for other 
benefits once they are in the system. TIle possibility of designing a demonstration 
that would examine the effectiveness of alternative approaches in several different 
sites should be considered. Federal support fO( such a demonstration should also 
be explored. 

E. Review the state's process of contracting with M/CH Centers. The Department of 
Public Health should consider the following: 

1. Improving the coordination of related services (WIC, prenatal care, child 
health care) through mechanisms such as a single contract for such 
services, co-Iocation, or other means of coordination. WIC contracts are 
combined with existing M/CH contracts, and this strategy should continue. 
While state contracts for these services evolved due to traditional patterns 
of community interest and service, they may not today represent the best 
means of delivering related services to the target population. The 
Department should closely examine its contracting agencies and determine 
how care can be delivered in the most efficient and effective manner iO 
meet local needs. 

2. Reauire applicants for M ICH contracts to identify and propose means to 
address community needs. The Department shOuld take a more active role 
in helping communities, including its M/CH contractOl"S and other interested 
agencies, to assess community health needs and develop plans for meeting 
them with both private sector and public sector strategies. This is consistent 
with its new responsibilities under OBRA 1989 and with a new federal grant 
the Department has received to conduct community needs assessments in 
two areas of the state in order to develop primary care systems there. The 
objective of these needs 8SS8SSments is to identify services, personnel, and 
providers currently available, c:apaci\y for expansion, and training needs. 
Rather than duplicating current activities, the Department could assist 
counties already undertaking health needs assessments to include a focus 
~ maternal and child health by developing protocols to assure standardized 
and high quality analyses and by fuU 0( partial funding of such activities. It 
could also assist local agencies by coordinating current assessment 
activities and planning processes. 
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The Department estimates the costs fOf this needs assessment to be about 
$110,000 per year for two years, during which time all 22 M/CH Center 
services areas would undergo needs assessments resulting in a plan to 
care for all low income children in each area using private and public sector 
resources. 

3 Enhance M/CH Center participation in Medicaid outreach. The Departments 
of Public Health and Human Services are currently undertaking a pilot to 
train M/CH center staff in Medicaid outreach activities. The results of this 
project should be monitored and an appropriate strategy replicated 
throughout the state. 

4. Enhance Child Health Center outreach. Children under age six have been 
the primary client population of Child Health Centers. To encourage more 
use of these centers by school-age children and adolescents will require 
new kinds of outreach activities aimed at these hard-te-reach groups. 
Activities could promote the need for preventive care and health risk 
reduction as well as care for acute conditions. Promotion campaigns could 
use media popular to children and youth and their families, particularly 
television, 'and could also include printed ,materials, radio, PSA's and 
community events. Department of Public Health staff estimate that such ." 
outreach program would cost about $60,000 per year. 

F. Reauire M ICH contractors to meet performance standards. Consistent with its new 
data collection responsibilities under OBRA 1989, the Department of Public Health 
should consider requiring that M/CH Centers meet specific standards for contract 
renewal. These standards would be developed during the process of community 
needs assessments discussed above and could include such elements as: 

1. Identification of women and children potentially eligible for Medicaid; 

2. Actively providing assistance in completing Medicaid applications; 

3. Follow up to determine numbers of clients who were potentially eligible fOf 
Medicaid, who were assisted, who actually applied, and who were ultimately 
enrolled; and 

4. Community needs assessment, problem identification, and attempted 
problem resolution. 

A more detailed listing of potential standards prepared by Department of Public 
Health staff can be found in Appendix G. 
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The costs of training M/CH staff in these new responsibilities is estimated to be 
about $SO,OOO per year in the first two years, with that amount declining in later 
years. Department· responsibilities to monitor contract performance and track 
M/CH diems are estimated to cost $100,000 in the first year, increasing to 
$150,000 in the second year and $200,000 in the third and fourth years. 

G. Imorove the integration of multiole initiatives targeted to vulnerable children. 

Given its finding that there is a need to strengthen the coordination of multiple 
initiatives and programs targeted to particularly vulnerable children (see Finding 
#9), the Task Force recommends that the Iowa Department of Public Health, 
Human Services, Education, and other involved entities should seek to improve the 
coordination of their resources and activities in the planning and implementation 
of the following initiatives: the CASSP program, M/CH services for children with 
special health needs, the provisions of P.L 99-457 Part H and P.L ~1, child 
welfare efforts, and the state's Medicaid EPSDT program. 

H. Further examine the health personnel shortage issue. Although a number of state 
and private agencies are studying various aspects of the health personnel shortage 
problem, there is no central coordinating agency that can conduct targeted studies 
of personnel need, pull together the efforts of these various agencies, collate an; 
analyZe data, and propose solUtions to the problem. Department of Public Health 
staff estimate the cost for this activity to be about $63,000 in the first year, 
declining to about $42,000 in the fourth and subsequent years. 

A summary of state expenditures associated with the specific measures included 

in this recommendation can be found in Appendix H. However, the Task Force further 

recommends that prior to the expenditure of any funds appropriated as a result of this 

recommendations, the Department of PubliC Health (and, as appropriate, the Department 

of Human Services) develop a detailed workpIan of the specific activities to be carried out 

with such funds Qncluding timeframes and milestones to be reached) and submit these 

workplans to the appropriate committees within the General Assembly. 
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RECOMMENDATION # 3 _________________ _ 

Autholi2b Medicaid to coritTibut8 toward the ptemium for empIoyment-based 
COf8r.lg8 d othetwise eligible pen;ons, including dependents, when such 
arrangements prrH8 cost4ective. 

As noted earlier in this report (See Finding # 5). the Task Force found evidence 

that a significant number of uninsured low-income children might live in households in 

which their parents had access to employer-based dependent health care coverage, but 

were unable to purchase it because they could not afford their portion of the premium. 

The Task Force considers it appropriate public policy to assist low-income families 

to obtain employment-based dependent coverage when it is available. This position was 

reflected in its earlier endorsement of an application submitted by the Iowa Department 

of Human Services to the U.S. Health Care Financing Administration that WOL.,d have • 
allowed the State to conduct a special pilot program to extend Medicaid to children above 

its current eligibility levels and to use Medicaid funds. when appropriate, to cover the 

employee portion of the premium cost of employment-based dependent health care 

coverage. (Authorization for these pilot programs was subsequently awarded on 8 

competitive basis to only three states. Iowa was not one of the awardees.) 

The issue of coordinating Medicaid with available employment-based coverage was 

also addressed in the recently passed federal Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990. 

A provision of that statute requires that state Medicaid programs begin purchasing 

employment .. "75Sd group health insurance tor Medicaid recipients when sudl 

arrangemenla prove to be cost-effective. 

The Task Force encourages the Iowa Department of Human Services toimplement 

this new requirement as' expeditiously as possible, while at the same time encouraging 

the Department to develop mechanisms for coordinating these coverages that adhere to 
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the Task Force's principle of designing approaches that minimize the administrative 

burden imposed on employers, employees and their families, and the State. 

The Task Force further encourages the Department to use this new federal 

requirement as an opportunity to design mechanisms to coordinate not only Medicaid and 

employment·based coverage, but also to: 

• Coordinate between available employment-based dependent 
coverage and other public program coverage, including the 
state program for low-income children proposed under 
Recommendation If 2; and 

• explore the possibility of developing a cost-effective 
mechanism for providing other forms of assistance, including 
direct subsidies, to non-Medicaid eligible low-income workers 
unable to afford dependent coverage. 

RECOMMENDATION •• 
• 

Extend Medicaid coverage to aged, blind, and disabled persoI1S with incomes at 
or below the federal povetty level and above the income eligibility level for the 
fedetaJ Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program. 

Covering this optional eligibility group would extend Medicaid coverage to 

approximately 1,000 poor persons with high health care needs who are not currently 

covered for the full range of Medicaid benefits. It would also provide categorical Medicaid 

coverage to approximately 4,200 persons currently being covered under the program's' 

medically needy 'spend down' provisions. The annual cost of these new eligibles is 

estimated to be $3.2 million, of which approximately $1.2 million would be state dollars 

and the remainder federal matching dollars. 
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RECOMMENDATlON # 5 __________________ _ 

Enact regulatory reform measures to correct problems in premium setting practices 

in the small group health insurance marlcet 

As described earlier under Finding II 4, a number of problems in the current small 

group health insurance market make health care coverage unattractive to many small 

businesses. These problems indude: 

• Premium levels charged by the same insurer that may vary 
widely across firms with similar employee characteristics and 
utilization experience. 

• Premium setting practices that result in many small 
businesses being offered very attractive first year rates, but 
then being hit by double •• or even triple - digit increases in 
their premium costs in the following years. These staggering 
increases cause many businesses to not enter the market in 
the first place, drop their coverage, or switch to another 
carrier. The switching or "churning" that occurs only leads to 
further instability in the small group market and increases in 
premium costs becallSEl of the administrative expense 
associated with constantly rEHInrolling these businesses. 

• Insurers dropping some small businesses without notice or 
refusing to renew their coverage because of their daims 
experience. 

• 

A number of organizations, including the National Association of Insurance 

Commissioners (NAlC), have been working to deve,lop a package of regulatory reform 

measures that would enable states to address these problems. At its September, 1990 

meeting, NAlC approved an "exposure draft" of model state legislation concerning 

regulatory reform of premium rating practices. (A copy of this exposure draft is presented 

in Appendix I.) It is expected that NAIC will vote to adopt this draft regulatory reform 
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proposal. with perhaps minor modifications, as its official model legislation at Its 

December 1990 meeting. 

The content of this draft is consistent with provisions identified earlier by the Task 

Force at its June Meeting for addressing inappropriate rating practices in Iowa and 

reducing the volatility of health care premiums paid by small businesses. Specifically, the 

draft legislation being finalized by NAIC, which will apply to insurance sold to businesses 

of 25 or fewer employees, includes provisions in the following areas: 

• Rating restrictions that: . 

limit annual premium increases faced by individual small 
businesses; and 

limit the variation in premium rates charged to different types 
or classes of small businesses. 

• Guaranteed renewability requirements that prohibit insurers from 
dropping specific small firms because of their claims experience. 

• A requirement that insurers disclose their premium rating practices 
and renewability provisions to small buslnesses .. 

• A requirement that insurers maintain their records in proper order 
and submit an annual statement certifying that the rates they charge 
small businesses are actually sound and comply with all the above 
requirements. 

Therefore, the Task Force: 

• Endorses the provisions of the NAIC exposure draft; and 

• Recommends that the Iowa General Assembly enact legislation 
implementing the NAIC model legislation. Should the final model 
legislation (which will not be available until after the Task Force's final 
meeting) differ significantly from the exposure draft, the Task Force 
further recommends that the Iowa Insurance Commissioner submit 
a brief report to the General Assembly that (a) identifies these 
differences, (b) assesses the potential impact of these changes in 
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Iowa, and (c) recommends whether these new changes should be 
adopted. 

The adoption of the provisions of the proposed NAIC model legislation would have 

a negligible cost impact on the State of Iowa but could be expected to improve the 

affordability and stability of health care coverage for many small businesses within the 

state. 

RECOMMENDATlON # 6 

Establish a state reinsurance program to ensure the availability of health care 

ccverage to all small businesses and their employees. 

Although the regulatory reform measures included in the previous recommendation 

can be exoected to improve the small group market, they cannot ensure that all small . . . 
businesses interested in obtaining coverage for their employees will find such coverage 

available to them. As was found in Health Systems Research, Inc. 's survey of health 

insurers operating in Iowa, most, if not all insurers, engage in medical underwriting to 

assess the risks associated with each small business. Many small businesses that may 

have one or more employees with high medical needs may find themselves unable to 

purchase coverage for that employee or perhaps for all of their workers. In some cases, 

insurers may consider all businesses within particular categories (e.g., barbers or health 

care institutions) to be unacceptable risks and refuse to sell coverage to any business in 

these categories. 

To address this problem, the Task Force considered the option of a state

established reinsurance pool through which all small businesses would be able to 

purchase coverage and in which all insurers selling to smaJI businesses would be required 

to participate. In general, under this reinsurance pool approach, insurers selling to small 

businesses would not be permitted to refuse to cover certain types of small businesses 

or specific firms with one or more high risk employees. Furthermore, the additional cost 
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of insuring high cost individuals is not borne solely by firms that employ these individuals, 

but is spread across a larger number of businesses. The establishment of such a 

reinsurance mechanism can be expected to increase the availability of health care 

coverage to small businesses with one or more employees with high health care needs. 

The National Association of Insurance Commissioners is currently involved in 

developing model legislation to guide states in developing such a pool. NAIC has not yet 

completed work on itS recommended specifications for a reinsurance mechanism, but is 

expected to have an initial report on the subject prepared for itS December, 1990 meeting, 

with model legislation drafted by mid-summer of 1991. 

Given the complexity of the issues involved in the development of a state 

reinsurance pool for small businesses and the significant resources that are being 

devoted to the development of the NAIC proposal, the Task Force recommends: (1) 
• • 

endorsing certain principles to be included in a state-authOrized reinsurance mechanism, 

and (2) supporting the enactment of the NAIC model legislation when it is completed, 

assuming that it adheres to these prinCiples. 

More specifically, the Task Force's position on thiS issue includes: 

• Support of state legislation that will: 

eliminate multiple waiting periods for pre-existing conditions 
tor persons switching carriers without a break in their 
coverage; 

prohibit insurers selling to small businesses from blacklisting 
certain industries or refusing to offer coverage to high risk 
employees; and 

establish a state reinsurance pool for small businesses that 
will: 
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place a limit on the premiums that can be 
charged small businesses with one or more 
high risk employees; and 

spread any additional costs associated with this 
coverage across broader base of businesses. 

• Recommend that the NAIC model legislation be used as the 
legislative vehicle for these new requirements, assuming that the 
model legislation includes all of the above provisions and pending 
the review and comment on the final NAiC model by the Iowa State 
Insurance Commissioner. 

RECOMMENDATION #7 _________________ _ 

Keep the fOcus 011 health cate reform until universal CCNerage becomes a reality . 

• 
As noted earlier in this report, one of the most important conclusions reached by 

the Task Force is that significant systemic changes must be made to our current 

fragmented health care financing structure if access to needed care is to be provided in 

a rational and affordable manner (see Finding #10). 

Indeed, it is the Task Force's view that we must move toward a universal system 

of health coverage because the current mixture of public, employer, and individual 

financing, by its very nature, almost inevitably creates coverage gaps for some people, 

particularly when employment status changes. It is the Task Force's further view that, 

while ultimate responsibility for enactment and impJementation of policies creating 

universal access to needed health care must rest at the federal level, the pressure for 

change, and perhaps the first steps toward major system reform, must spring up from the 

state and local level. 

The Task Force recognizes that the fundamental restructuring of our current health 

care financing system into one that is more equitable, efficient, and rational represents a 
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task of heroic proportions. It is not a matter of dollars in the absolute sense, since it is 

the Task Force's belief that there are sufficient inefficiencies in the current system which, 

if corrected, could in large measure offset the additional expenditures associated with 

providing universal access to needed care. Rather, it is more a matter of major shifts in 

the distribution of the r.esponsibility for financing health services. For example, the 

establishment of a publicly administered health care financing system would relieve 

employers of the significant costs associated with providing employee health benefits but 

would require a substantial increase in public tax revenues to finance such a system 12. 

The Task Force recognizes that the challenges to be faced in making universal 

health care a reality are certainly daunting, but not unsurmountable. It also understands 

that overcoming these challenges may take significant time and effort. In fact; it was in 

recognition of the time required to achieve consensus on major health care reform that 

the Task Force adopted the first six of its recommendations. While these • 
recommendations seek to improve upon the current fragmented system rather than 

establish a major new approach to health care financing, it is hoped that they represent 

measures around which political consensus can be developed rapidly and which will 

address the very real and pressing needs of vulnerable and underinsured persons in Iowa 

today. One other possible recommendation on which the Task Force focused 

considerable attention, but around which it was unable to reach consensus, involved a 

"payor play' proposal which, beginning in 1994, would require Iowa businesses with ten 

or more workers to either provide health care coverage to their employees or contribute 

12 It is estimated that the costs of providing health care coverage to the 220,000 
uninsured persons in Iowa would be apprOximately $147 million. This represents less 
than a 4% increase in the estimated $3.9 billion being spent in 1990 fOf Iowa's non-elderfy 
population. If health care spending for all Iowans is considered, including the State's 
elderly population, the estimate of 1990 spending is $6.6 billion. The incremental cost of 
covering the State's uninsured figure represent approximately 2% of this amount. 
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to a new payroll tax. (More detailed information on the 'payor play" proposal conSidered 

by the Task Force IS presented in Appendix J.) 13 

Nonetheless, perhaps the Task Force's most significant long-term contribution to 

the Improvement in the health care system, in Iowa and across the country, is the adding 

of its voice to the call for the enactment of a system of universal health care access. The 

Task Force strongly encourages a continuing and significant dialogue among citizens, 

policymakers, and health care providers in Iowa to discuss and identify the preferred form 

of a universal system and, in the absence of a successful initiative at the federal level, to 

push for enactment of such a system at the state level. 

The Task Force believes that the results of its deliberations found in this report, 

including its findings, guiding principles, and recommendations, provide a context within 

which the dialogue in Iowa can be framed. However, they represent only a starting point . 
• 

Only with continued discussion of the issues and strong grassroots involvement will the 

goal of universal health access become a reality for all Iowans. 

The Task Force recommends that the State take responsibility for continuing this 

dialogue through the establishment of a broad-based 'Universal Health Care Access 

Commission" that would remain in operation until its goals are attained and that seeks 

grassroots community involvement at all stages of its deliberations. 

13 An analysis of th implications of the provisions' of the federal Employee 
Retirement and Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) with respect to state 'pay or play' 
strategies can be found in Appendix K. 
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N. COST SUMMARY 

Presented in the table on the following page are estimates of the cost to the State 

of Iowa to implement the Task Force's recommendations. These estimates cover a four 

year period beginning in 1991 and ending in 1994 and are presented in constant dollars . 

• 
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TABLE V-I. 
SUMMARY OF STATE OF IOWA COSTS 

ASSOCIATED WITH IMPLEMENTATION OF 
TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS 

(In C onstan! Dollars) 

RECO~tMENDA nON 1991 1992 1993 1994 

l. PU!.'i:c Program Lvvtrmg $500,000 - $1,030,000 - $1,560,000 - $2,090,000 -
:--;on-~leJic.id Children S750,OOO S2,I4O,OOO $3,530,000 $4,920,000 
<133% Poverty 

low - ambu12tOry services ocly 

hi~ - ~1eJicald-like benefits 

2. Delivery System Improvements 
(for further details see 
Appendix H) 

•• Expanded preventive services Sl10,OOO SS50,OOO $1,100,000 $1,650,000 

b. Exp""ded Voucher :>rogram SS54,OOO S795 ,250 $1,110,500 Sl,:95,75O' • 
c. ~Iedicaid Outreach" S111,OOO Sl11,OOO $111,000 $111,000 

d. Community Assessmenl S315,OOO $365,000 S215,OOO $280,000 

e. CHC Application $50,000 $50,000 

f. Personnel Shortage $63,000 $48,000 $43,000 $42,000 
Coordination 

SubtOtal, Recommendation 2 $1,203,000 $1,919,250 $2,649,500 $3,478,750 

3. Euminc Potential for 

expanding Medicaid/Private M~IA~tiQUI~ltOState 
SectOr Coordination 

4. RegulatOry Re(Ollll of 

Insurance Ralillg Prxticel M~I Additional Cost to State 
for Small Groups 

5. State-sponsored Reinslll'lDCc Minimal A~tional Cost to State 
Program for Small Businesses 

6. Continued Activities Regarding $200,000 
Health Care Re(ollll 

S200,OOO $200,000 $200,000 

Total, all Rec:c>ml!!C'lldotioaa $1,903,000 - $3,419,250 - $4,409 ,500 - $$,761,750 -
$2,153,000 $4,259,250 $6,379,500 SI,S9&,75O 

" State Match Oaly 
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MEMBERSHIP 
OF 

HEALTH CARE EXPANSION TASK FORCE 

Sena:or Charles Bruner 
Ames, Iowa 
Co-Chairperson 

Senator Joy Corning 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 

Senator William Dieleman 
Pella, Iowa 

Senator Jean lloyd Jones 
(Member May 1989 - June 1990) 

Senator Elaine Szymoniak 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Senator Maggie Tinsman 
Bettendorf, Iowa 

Mary Bergstrom 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Vivian Bovenmyer 
Garner, Iowa 

Janet Burch 
Urbandale, Iowa 

Steve Gleason, D.O. 
West Des Moines, Iowa 
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Representative Tom Fey 
Davenport, Iowa 
(Member and Co-Chairperson, 
May 1989 - October 1990) 

Representative Patricia M. Harper 
Waterloo, Iowa 
Co-Chairperson 
(October - November 1990) 

Representative Dolores M. Mertz 
Ottosen, Iowa 

Representative Lee Plasier 
Sioux Center, Iowa 

Representative Bill Trent 
Muscatine, Iowa 

Myron Unn 
Pella, Iowa 

Dave Neil 
Waterloo, Iowa 

Mary Noland 
Adair, Iowa 

Robert Richard 
Independence, Iowa 
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ORGANIZATIONS CONTACTED BY 
THE TASK FORCE AND ITS CONSULTANT 

Allen Women's Health Center, Waterloo 

American Home Finding Association, Ottumwa 

Broadlawns Hospital 

Child Health Center, Blackhawk County Board of Health 

Governor's Blue Ribbon Commission on the Uninsured 

Health Policy Corporation of Iowa 

Iowa Blue Cross and Blue Shield 

Iowa Department of Social Services 

Iowa Department of Employment Services 

Iowa Department of Management 

Iowa Depar"!ment of Public Health 

Iowa Department of Revenue 

Iowa Farm Bureau 

Iowa Governor's Office 

Iowa Hospital Association 

Iowa Insurance Commissioner's Office 

Iowa Medical Society 

Iowa State Association of Counties 

National Federation of Independent Businesses/Iowa 

North Iowa Community Action Organization, Mason City 

Peoples Community Health Center, Waterloo 

Polk County Health Department 

Polk County Health Services 

Principal Financial Group 

University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics 

Warren County Health Department 

Webster County Public Health Nursing Service, Fort Dodge 
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1988 FEDERAL POVERTY GUIDELINES 

HOUSEHOLD SIZE ANNUAL INCOME 

1 . $ 5,770 

2 $ 7,730 

3 $ 9,690 

4 $11,650 
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DISTRIBUTION OF UNINSURED IOWANS: 
By Employment Status of Family Head 

(N=220,OOO) 
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UNINSURED WORKERS IN IOWA: 
By Industry 
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UNINSURED WORKERS IN IOWA: 
By Size of Firm 
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INNOVATIVE PUBUC AND PRIVATE SECTOR OPTIONS 
TO FINANCE HEAL T1-l CARE 

Most state and/or local governments have traditionally funded health care for 
various low income populations not eligible for Medicaid and several states are 
d leloping innovative public and public-private sector programs for the uninsured. 
-, .ese new strategies can be divided into purely public sector programs and those 
snaring the health care financing responsibility with the private sector, particularly 
employers. In addition to health care financing, states are also considering health 
insurance regulation to redress some of the aberrations in the small group health 
insurance market. 

A. PubliC Programs 

In the past decade, as the number of uninsured Americans has grown, most 
states have studied their uninsured populations. Rather than expand their traditional 
indigent health care programs, many states have developed new public or public
private programs sector to serve the uninsured. 

1. Medicaid Expansion 

Using Medicaid to expand health care financing for certain low income groups 
has the advantage of sharing the expense with the federal government. Between 1981 
and 1987, three dozen states, induding Iowa, expanded Medicaid eligibility by 
adopting optional eligibility groups, particularly pregnant women and children. Several 
states added 'Medically Needy' programs to cover people with the family, age, Of 

disability characteristics of AFOC or 551 recipients but with higher incomes. The 
medically needy include people whose net income, after deducting high medical bills, 
falls below the medically needy eligibility level. 

2. Medicaid Buy-In 

A few states have enacted programs administered by their Medicaid agenCies 
that permit low income people to 'buy-in' to Medicaid through an income·related 
premium. Since they are funded exdusively with state funds, these programs can be 
designed IIIdIIy 10 CClV8f certain services or target populations (such as children or 
pregnant wen ... ). They also have the advantage of using the existing Medicaid 
administratiYe systems for processing diem eligibility and provider claims. Programs 
targeting the working poor may, however, be more costly than sharing costs with 
employers through programs such as those described below. 

• Mjnnesota covers children up to age 18 (and up to age 18 
beginning in January 1991)with incomes below 185% of the federal 
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poverty line with a package of outpatient services; families pay 
S25/Child/year to enroll. 

• vermont plans to provide a Medicaid package of services to 
pregnant women with incomes between 185% and 2000k of the 
federal poverty line and children under age 6 with incomes 
between 133% and 225% of the poverty line. 

• Maine will cover children in families with incomes under 125% of 
the poverty level and adults with incomes under 95% of the 
poverty level for Medicaid services other than nursing home or 
pregnancy care. 

• Massachusetts, Maine. and Wisconsin cover low-income disabled 
workers needing insurance benefits not offered through the 
workplace or a supplement to workplace insurance for their 
special needs. 

3. Public Subsidies for Private InSurance 

Rather than use their existing Medicaid administrative systems, a few states 
have chosen to purchase health insurance for low income individuals through private 
sector insurers. Maine's buy-in program, described .above, for instance, is designed to 
pay an employee's share of any workplace insurance plan that the state deems 
adequate. The other programs are piloting the feasibility of public subsidies for 
individual insurance coverage purchased from Health Maintenance Organizations 
(HMOs) or other managed care options. (For an outline of the features of these public 
programs, see appendix.) 

• The Washington Basic Health Plan is a demonstration project 
based in seven sites designed to enroll up to 25,000 people with 
incomes under 200% of the federal poverty level into HMOs (or 
other managed care plans in rural areas). It is not employment
based; individuals can enroll and there is no mechanism for 
employer contributions. State premium subsidies vary by income. 
Ba calISe most enrollees have very low incomes, the state pays 
about 80% of the premiums. 

• One of the Qbi2 insurance pilots covers people with incomes 
below 3()()% of the federal poverty level who leave AFOC for work; 
the state subsidizes on a sliding scale the cost of enrolling in an 
HMO and will pay up to 97% of the family premium. 
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• Three of the New York pilot projects subsidize HMO premiums for 
up to 95CO individuals with incomes under 200% of the federal 
poverty level; individual premium contributions cannot exceed 2% 
to 4% of gross income, so state subsidies will be 62"A. to 91% of 
premiums. 

• One of thl 'v1assachusetts pilot programs' subsidizes insurance for 
individual~ If they have been without coverage for at least a year 
and have income under 300% of the federal poverty level. 

• Connecticut has recently enacted a new program to subsidize the 
cost of private health insurance for children under 250% of the 
poverty level, pregnant women under 200% of poverty, and low 
income disabled individuals. 

B. Innovative Indigent Health Care Programs: Public-Private Sector Programs . 

1. "Caring Foundation" Plans 

Blue Cross AssOCiations in several states have developed private sector 
programs to subsidize insurance covering outpatient services for low income children. 
Following the 1985 example of Blue Cross of Westem Pennsylvania, Associations in 
Alabama, Iowa, Maryland, Missouri, North Carolina, Ohio, and Wyoming created 
Caring Foundation programs. These programs are usually funded by Blue Cross and 
private donations by corporations, civic groups, and individuals. Sometimes they 
require a small family contribution, but often they are free to families with incomes that 
range from 100% to 250% of the federal poverty line. They cover outpatient well and 
sick child physician visits and sometimes outpatient surgery but no inpatient care. 
Costs are kept low by negotiated discounts with physicians and other providers. 

These programs generally involve no public funds. But Iowa's legislature 
appropriated $300,000 into a fund to match private donations at the rate of one state 
dollar for every two private dollars in FY 90, declining to 1:3 ratio in FY 91 and 1:4 
ratio in FY 92. 

A ~ concept is under development in Colorado, where the legislature 
appropriated $650,000 of the state's indigent health care funds to match an equal 
private sector contribution that will fund outpatient services for children up to age 9 in 
families with incomes up to 150% of the federal poverty line. Families must pay an 
enrollment fee of S25/year/child. 

These programs are too new to evaluate. However, public support for a 'Caring 
Foundation" type program could enhance cost effective services to children, while 
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encouraging private contributions to an organized and reasonably comprehensive 
system of ambulatory care. 

2. Positive Emoloyer Incentives 

Because over three-quarters of the uninsured are workers (most of them full
time) or their dependents, many states have considered expanding workplace 
Insurance opportunities as a means to insure a large segment of the medically indigent 
population. This approach builds upon the existing tradition of obtaining insurance 
through the workplace and shares the cost of insurance among employers, 
employees, and state government. States can reduce an employer's insurance 
premium through tax credits, direct subsidies, aggregate premium reductions, sharing 
risk with insurers, buying innovative benefits and administrative assistance in plan 
development and marketing. Over a dozen states have undertaken such employer 
insurance incentive programs, most under the auspices of the Robert Wood Johnson 
'Foundation's 3-year initiative on health care for the uninsured.' The programs 
generally focus on the full-time workers of small, uninsured firms. Most of these 
projects developed new insurance products with more liberal underwriting standards 
or preferred benefits than standard insurance in the marketplace. (For an outline of the 
features of'each of these public programs, see appendix.) 

• Employer Income Tax Credits. Six states (Calitomia, 
Kentucky, Massachusetts, Oklahoma, and Oregoo) have 
enacted income tax credits for employers who offer and 
pay part of the premium for employee health insurance. The 
credits range from a lower of $15 to $25 per month or 20% 
to 50% of the premium. For fiscal reasons, all but 
Oklahoma's law limits the credits to firms that have not 
offered insurance for a specified period (12 to 36 months) 
and are of limited duration (2 to 5 years). Most of the laws 
also limit the credit to firms under 25 employees. Some 
require employers to contribute a specified percentage 
(25% to 75%) of the employee premium. The laws in 
Oregon and Oklahoma require that employers must buy 
insurance from the public pool in order to receive the tax 
credit In all states but Oklahoma (where the credit it 
rW1dabIe). employers must have taxable income in order 
to take advantage of the credit. Only Oregon's credit has 
been in existence long enough to evaluate. In its first year 

, Several of them are private sector efforts without public subsidies but with benefit 
design, managed care, or low cost providers to lower insurance premiums, which will be 
discussed below). 
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of operation it enrolled only about 1000 firms and 3800 
employees and dep~ndents into the state pool. It is thus 
hard to estimate whether such credits will induce a 
significant number of employers to offer health insurance 
compared to other more explicit premium subsidy 
strategies. 

• Employer Insurance Premium Subsidies. The states of 
Michigan. Maine. Massachusetts. New York. Ohio. and 
Wisconsin have developed explicit premium subSidy 
demonstration programs. While each varies in detail, they 
are all designed to share in the cost of the premium for 
small employers, usually firms with under 2S employees, 
who pay a given percentage of the employee's premium. 
The programs in Michigan, Maine, Ohio, and Wisconsin 
target lower wage workers, usually those with family 
incomes below 20()% of the federal poverty level. But those 
in Massachusetts and New York target the uninsured firm 
and subsidize premiums' regardless of a worker's income. 
Because these are pilots with limited funding, all the 
programs restrict eligibility to firms withOut insurance for six 
to 18 months. Subsidy levels vary from as low as 5% of the 
premium in Massachusetts to 50% in New York (where 
employees pay no premium). 

Explicit premium subsidies,' particularly if targeted to low income workers, do 
involve administrative costs of processing income eligibility, a potentially time
consuming and costly endeavor. To avoid the eligibility determination process, 
Florida's small firm health insurance project reduces employer premiums by an 
aggregate payment to its HMO insurance partner and reinsurance to share risk othigh 
cost cases. Together, these strategies lower premiums about 30% from market rates. 
This subsidy is applied to reduce family premiums more than individual premiums in 
order to encourage the purchase of family coverage. Arizona, Maine. and 
Massachusetts have also negotiated with their irlSlJrance partners risk sharing such as 
reinsurance 01 stop loss protection against high cost claims in order to lower 
aggregate prwnIums and make irlSlJrers more comfortable to enter the unknown 
territory of 1tw amaII group market. Connecticut plans to lower small group premiums 
by waiving premium taxes on these products and pooling high risk cases through a 
state-sponsored reinsurance mechanism. These approaches lower premiums about 
20% to 30% below standard market rates. While less costly to administer, they do not 
permit targeting subsidies to only lower income individuals and may therefore 
subsidize with public funds firms and individuals that COUld afford to pay more for 
insurance. 
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Another approach that many small firm insurance demonstrations are using to 
make insurance more affordaOle and available is assistance with the substantial 
administrative costs associated with selling small group insurance. Most of the projects 
have undertaken administrative chores, such as developing new insurance products, 
creating provider networks for managed care, paying for extensive marketing 
campaigns. processing employer and/or employee enrollment, and billing for 
premiums. Mark€' 'g to reach the small group market is especially costly, averaging 
S80 to S 150 per E;'lrollee in the first few years of program operation. 

• Benefit Design. The small employer demorlStration 
programs generally use HMOs, where available, but those 
using indemnity carriers prefer managed care systems that 
can control utilization and therefore expenditures. In some 
cases these projects have assisted insurers to develop 
managed care networks in rural areas where they have not 
previously existed. The projects also generally include 
outpatient and early preventive services (prenatal care, well 
child visits, immunizations) that are cost effective . 

. To ~ncourage use of appropriate care while discouraging use of high cost or 
inappropriate care, some of the projects place high copayments on emergency room 
use. A few also place high cost sharing on hospital and sick care but waive 
co payments for preventive care. Because the enrollment target for these programs 
tends to be lower income families, cost Sharing, if used at all, must be designed 
carefully so as not to deter use of necessary care, since even modest copayments 
can discourage low income families from using appropriate outpatient services. 

Most states mandate that insurers provide or offer certain benefits to employee 
groups. Recognizing that some of these benefits may be costly and push insurance 
premiums over the brink of affordability for small groups, a few states have enacted 
laws to waive the mandated benefits if insurers participate in a small employer pool or 
otherwise provide approved coverage in the small group market. Kentuckv. Minnesota, 
New York, Oklahoma. Oregon. Abode Island. Virginia, and Washington have recently 
enacted such legislation. It is too early to evaluate whether waiving mandated benefits 
wi!! lower premiums sufficiently to attract small employers. And depending upon the 
coverage changes, such policies may actually leave enrollees underinsured for needed 
services. 

• Insurance Bwing pools. Small group health insurance carl 
cost from 10% to 40% more than that for large groups. The 
extra costs are due to medical care use, insurers' medical 
underwriting expenses, marketing costs, employee tumover, 
customer service, and enrollee education. It is often 
assumed that aggregating many smail employers into a 
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large group will approximate the same risk distribution as a 
large employee group. Unfortunately, as long as insurance 
enrollment is voluntary, insurers face the real threat of 
-adverse selection: the likelihood that people enrolling in a 
plan will need to use it. Experience suggests that merely 
pooling many small employers does not necessarily reduce 
premiums significantly. Pooling can reduce some 
administrative costs, such as marketing and enrollmer; 
processing, and thus may save 10'*> to 20% of premiums. 
But it cannot assure the same risk distribution of a large 
group. 

Small group pools may, however, use the leverage of several thousand 
potential enrollees to bargain with insurers for innovative benefit design and managed 
care features. Many trade and business associations otter small group insurance 

. products. Traditional association insurance pools have not tended to develop or 
negotiate innovative products, but most of the RWJF projects are attempting to'do so. 

• Experience with small group incentive programs, Despite 
high hopes that employer incentives would significantly 
decrease the number of uninsured workers and 
dependents, in the dozen projects under way for six to 
twenty-four months, enrollment so far has been modest 
Consultants to the Task Force have estimated, for instance, 
that after two years of active enrollment, the subsidy 
programs will enroll between 3% and 10% of ~ target 
population (uninsured employers of small business) in the 
area where the pilots are operating. While this penetration 
rate is considered very good by health insurer standards, 
and over three to five years may increase somewhat, these 
incentives seem unlikely to solve the prOblem of the 
working uninsured to a significant extent. 

Of the half dozen projeCts in operation long enough to evaluate, it appears that 
an employer'S net aggregate premium (the total amount the employer pays for all 
employee and dependent coverage, not counting any amounts paid by employees or 
the state) IftJIt be reduced at least 30% below what the employer would pay in the 
general ma1111t fer comparable coverage to attract employers. Thus, if a subsidy is 
targeted to low income employees only, the total amount of premium the employer 
pays tor subsidized and non-subsidized employees must be substantially reduced by 
benefit design andjO( indirect subsidies in order to be affordable. 

Even to achieve such a penetration rate, a state must incur substantial 
marketing and development costs. Enrollment in the demonstrations has tended to be 
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very small groups (under 5 employees), perhaps because innovative insurance plans 
have been unavailable to them at any price. Reaching such tiny firms, however. is 
expensive and time-consuming. 

Although employers may express a preference tor choice among insurance 
plans, it appears that some prefer not to have to undertake the costs of Such a 
search. The projects that offer a Cnoice 'insurance from plans in the market have not 
so far been as successful as those that have contracted with a single insurer and have 
been able to negotiate benefit design features to lower premiums. 

While employers have generally been the target of the initiatives for the 
uninsured, experience under Washington's Basic Health Plan suggests that marketing 
directly to individuals is much less oostIy ($1.50jenrollee) than marketing to employers 
($80 to $l50jenrollee). The very large public subsidy for low income enrollees may 
account for the enthusiastic reception that BHP has enjoyed. But it is clear that the 
price for having employers share one-half to one-third of the cost of insurance is the 
expensive and time-consuming process of marketing to the employer, for whom 
myriad factors contribute to the insurance purchasing decision, rather than directly to 
low income individuals. BeSides its higher price tag, another disadvantage to the 
individual insurance approach is that it may provide a disincentive for employer~ to 
offer insurance. Washington is monitoring this issue as it evaluates its program over 
the next year. 

Program costs of the demonstratiOns appear to be better than expected. 
Utilization of medical care has been equal to or better than that of larger groups of the 
insurance partners. While it is too early to be confident in these results, experience 
thus far seems to reMe the insurance industry'S conventional wisdom that small 
groups are poor risks. Administrative costs include marketing, which is substantial, 
and the costs of processing eligibility for premium subsidies in addition to modifying 
insurer billing systems to accommodate variaole premiums. 

Thus far, these pilot programs demonstrate that lowering the price of health 
insurance is necessary but not sufficient to increase insurance in the small group 
market significantly. Many firms eligible for the subsidies or Iow-cost products are still 
deterred by their cost. Employer surveys show that some proportion (probably 25% to 
35%) of smaI employers would not participate in a voluntary program because they do 
not believe 1tW health care financing is an employer's responsibility. 

Furthermore, employer-based approaches are not likely to reach all uninsured 
workers. Omitted from these small group insurance projects are part-time and 
seasonal employees, who are generally either cfasqualified by insurer policy or unable 
to pay the larger employee share of premium for coverage. The substantial number of 
uninsured Iowans who work in large firms and who may be unable to afford their 
share of the employee or family premium are also not assisted by initiatives that target 
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small groups. Finally, these programs do not address the needs of those out of the 
workforce. 

3. Negative Employer Incentives 

Three states have enacted broad health care financing programs that are 
theoretically designed to make insurance available to most state reSidents. These 
programs include a mix of publiC and private sector participation. 

Since 1974 Hawaii has requirJ all employers to cover employees working at 
least 20 hours/week with a defined (typical major medical) insurance program for 
which the employer pays at least 50% of the premium. The law reduced the uninsured 
population from 5% to 1.8%. Since the number has recently risen, however, the state 
has recently developed a publicly-subsidized insurance pool for uninsured Hawaiians 
below 300% of the federal poverty line. The will provide income-based subsidies for 
residents to buy private insurance through the pool. 

In 1988 Massachusetts enacted a 'payor play' law designed to insure all 
residents while attempting to avoid the problem of the federal pension law (ERISA), 
which prohibits states from mandating that employers provide certain employee . 
benefits.] The state requires that in January 1992 employers of six or more 
employees pay a tax of 12% of payroll up to $14,ooo/year ($16S0jyear) to fund a 
state health insurance program. An employer that offers insurance may credit its cost 
against the tax. Thus the employer must 'pay' the tax or 'play' in the insurance 
market. In addition to this program, the state has undertaken a series of new and 
expanded public programs for the poor (people leaving welfare for work, disabled 
workers, disabled children), covering 17,000 new people at a cost of $120 million. An 
additional employer tax of 0.12% of payroll will fund insurance for people receiving 
unemployment compensation. Colleges are required to insure their students. Small 
employers may participate in a state insurance pool that will be developed and receive 
income tax credits for health insurance. Special provisions are designed to protect new 
and marginally profitable firms. The programs are funded primarily with revenues from 
the state's hospital uncompensated care pool established by its rate-setting system. 
Due to controversy about public and private funding, the employer tax is likely to be 
delayed by at least one year. 

In 1988 Oregon enacted a three-part health care financing system to offer 
health care tnaneing to its residents. In its most notorious action, the state assumed 

2 This mandate was invalidated by the U.S. SUpreme Court in 1978 as pre-empted by 
ERISA, the federal Employees' Retirement Income Security Act. In 1983 Congress 
enacted an explicit exemption from ERISA for the Hawaii health insurance mandate. 

3 1d. 
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responsibility for funding residents under the federal poverty line by expanding the 
Medicaid income eligibility level. Covered services are to be defined by a process of 
setting priorities according to costs and benefits of services. a procedure that has 
generated much controversy. The actual definition of covered services will then be left 
to the legislature. which may choose to limit benefits to fewer than those now covered. 
To include non-categorical individuals with federal money and potentially cover fewer 
than the federally mandate~ Medicaid services requires a fed. 31 Medicaid waiver. 
which has not yet been granted. 

The second piece of Oregon's program is a state purchasing pool that must 
offer low cost insurance to small employers, for which they receive an income tax 
credit. If by October 1993 the pool and credit do not enroll a specified number of 
people. a 'payor play' approach takes effect: the state will impose a tax on all 
employers of 75% of the cost of covering employees and 50% of the cost of covering 
dependents with a basic benefits package (defined under the Medicaid priority-setting 
process). The tax revenues will fund a state pool for the uninsured. Employers offering 
insurance can credit its cost against the tax. The law offers special prOvisions for new 
and marginally profitable firms. The third prong of the program is of a high risk pool 
tor uninsurables. 

. . 
Although the Massachusetts and Oregon programs purport to cover most state 

residents, they are voluntary for unemployed individuals, and if unaffordable may not 
cover them. They also will not cover many part-time employees Or dependents or fuII
time and part-time workers. Although these laws are designed with some care to 
circumvent ERISA, it is not clear whether these laws will do so. The U.S. Supreme 
Court will ultimately have to resolve this issue. It is also unclear whether the 12% 
Massachusetts payroll tax rate will suffice to fund insurance for the remaining 
uninsured. If employers are paying much more than that amount for coverage when 
the program takes effect, it may be cheaper for them to pay the tax and drop 
coverage, leaving the state with a potentially large and uncontrollable insurance 
obligation. 

4. Uninsurable Risk Pools 

People with medical conditions (such as AIDS. heart disease, diabetes, cancer. 
or stroke) are often denied health insurance at any price. If part of a large employee 
group, such people can usually be covered, but if they seek individual or small group 
insurance, the condition, the individual, or sometimes the entire sma/I group is denied 
coverage. About one percent of the U.S. population has been estimated to be 
uninsurable. To address this potentially growing need,as of 1990, 21 states, including 
Iowa, have enacted laws that provide access to health insurance for 'medically 
uninsurable' individuals through insurance pools. Insurance under these pools is 
available regardless of medical condition and premiums are capped, usually at 
approximately 150% of the premium for a standard risk individual of the same age and 
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sex. The pool plans generally prohibit coverage of pre-existing conditions for six to 
twelve 12 months. 

Pool premiums are generally affordable to higher income people but not to low 
or middle Income families. Only the states of Maine and Wisconsin explicitly subsidize 
risk pool premiums for low income enrollees. Despite the high premiums, because of 
the great medical needs of their enrollees, the pools lose money. These excess costs 
over premium revenues are generally spread among all indemnity insurers and HMOs 
doing business in the state, and often permitted as a credit against insurance premium 
taxes (a general fund tax expenditure). Unfortunately, since states cannot compel self· 
insured employers to participate in funding these pools, this financing mechanism 
tends to drive larger employers into self-insurance and erode the base over which to 
spread the excess pool costs. In a few states, pool costs are financed through general 
fund appropriations (Illinois), an individual income tax surcharge (Colorado), or a 
bospital revenue tax (Maine). 

High risk pools do not solve all the problems of the medically indigent. They 
can, however, assist small employers (who may be disqualified from coverage due to 
the medical condition of a single employee) to purchase insurance for healthier 
employees by mo\~ng those with medical conditions into the pool. 

C. Health Insurance Market Reform 

Although the objective of the public programs described is not to change the 
health insurance industry, it is increasingly obvious that to encourage employers to 
provide health insurance compels a re-examination of the small group health insurance 
market. Small firms face numerous barriers to obtaining health insurance, some of 
which can be ameliorated through regulatory strategies. 

1. Obstacles to Small Emplover Health Insurance 

Small firms face particular obstacles in purchasing health insurance not 
experienced by larger groups. Premiums are higher initially due to the administrative 
costs of marketing to, processing eUgibility for, and maintaining small groups. 
Marketing it Mpedal/y expensive. Small employers make purchasing decisions based 
on individual preferences, employee circumstances, and firm profitability. They buy 
insurance from 8gellts and brokers, who must spend many hours diSCUssinp options. 
Determining eligibility for coverage is also more costly. Medical underwriting, applied 

4 Medical underwriting is the detailed review of medical histories of all members of a 
group. It is done in small groups to permit insurers to control for adverse selection. It may 
result in eliminating the particular condition from coverage for 8 fixed or perpetual period 
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to small groups to correct for tI1e problem of adverse selection, is expensive. Even 
with underwriting to eliminate higher risk enrollees, however, insurers charge higher 
premiums due to the concern tI1at small groups will experience above average risk. 
Premiums are also higher for small than for larger groups because few small group 
policies offer managed care strategies for cost containment. Finally, servicing and 
maintaining accounts, including processing eligibility for employees leaving and 
entering the firm, is performed by large employers' personnel managers but is an 
insurer or broker responsibility for small groups. 

Searching for health insurance is also costly for the small business owner. A 
National Federation of Independent Business survey found that on average small firms 
spend four hours per year searching for health insurance, but those that buy it spend 
about eight hours while those that do not spend on average only one hour per year. 
Their limited time to devote to this exercise explains small firms' reliance on insurance 
agents and brokers. Yet tI1ese agents may have incomplete information about the 
rar;tge of private plans or public sector options (such as high risk pools) to assist small 
firms. 

Even when small employers find an affordable health insurance policy, they may 
face significant premium increases at annual renewal due to: medical care exper.diture· 
inflation (running about twice tI1e rate of general price inflation for many years), the 
completion of 6-12 montl1 exclusions on coverage for medical conditions that existed 
before the policy began ('pre-existing condition exclusions'), and the natural aging of 
the group, which will use more medical care as its members grow older. Annual rate 

. increases may cause small firms to seek cheaper coverage, leading to group turnover, 
which contributes to higher insurer administrative costs. As the better risks, which can 
obtain che.aper coverage elsewhere, leave the group, higher risks, which may be 
unable to buy otl1er coverage at any price, tend to remain, making the group more 
expensive to cover over time. 

2. The Small Emoloyer Health Insurance Marketolace 

The market for small group coverage is different for small than for large groups, 
primarily because of insurers' concerns about adverse selection. To attempt to create 
groups of actuariaIIy normal risk, insurers generally medically underwrite groups under 
ten, but increasingly are using this screening device for groups as large as SO. Some 
medical concIIlons such as AIDS, cancer, epilepsy, and hemophilia, will generally 
result in rejs.tlllg an insurance applicant entirely. Some insurers will not even cover the 
other members of a group in which such an applicant works. For conditions such as 
chronic allergy, asthma, sciatica, or hypertension, some insurers will cover the 
individual but not services needed for that particular condition. Most indemnity 

of time or in rejecti~ the individual or the entire group. 
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insurance also excludes other pre-existing conditions from treatment for anywhere 
from three to twenty-four months; pre-existing condition exclusion clauses have been 
lengthening in recent years. 

Insurers also exclude certain industries from coverage entirely, regardless of the 
health status of their members. Industry exclusions vary widely among insurers but 
ge rally derive from bad claims experience (physician offices), risky businesses 
(pt: ;ticide applicators, construction firms), high employee tumover (restaurants, 
hotels), instability of revenues (non-profit organizations), and the potential that the 
grcup is not "real" but constituted just to obtain insurance (social clubs, family 
businesses). 

The concept of spreading risk originally led health insurers to set 'community" 
rates, common to all enrollees in a geographic area. With increasing competition 
among health insurers, community rating has deteriorated. Large firms are generally 
Charged rates based on their own experience. Small firms' rates are based on the 
experience of other small groups holding policies with the insurer, but the insurer may 
establish several rating tiers, based on varying levels of small group experience. 
Federally-qualified Health Maintenance Organizations are required by federal law to 
use community rating, although they can adjust rates based on enrollee age and sex. 

3. Strategies to Address Small Group Insurance Market Problems 

The small group health insurance market has deteriorated from one where the 
basic insurance principle of spreading risk has tumed to the competitive imperative to 
avoid risk. The health insurance industry itself, through the Health Insurance 
Association of America, and its regulators, through the National Association of 
Insurance Commissioners, have acknowledged weaknesses in this market and are 
proposing regulatory solutions to make insurers compete by efficiency and care 
management rather than risk avoidance. One or both of these organizations and some 
state legislatures are considering the following strategies: regulating rating practices, 
limiting underwriting and pre-existing condition exclusions, permitting insurers to sell 
limited benefit packages (described above), regulating participation requirements, 
prohibiting part-time worker exclusions, and regulating Multiple Employer Trusts 
(METs). Connecticut and Maine have recently enacted several of these requirements. 

• Atgulating Rating Practices. The NAlC is proposing that 
nure,s disclose their rating practices, particularly how they 
adjust renewal rates. Many carriers aggregate small groups 
for internal accounting purposes based on the groups' 
collective claims experience. Insurers may use three 
different tiers of experience, aggregating the best risks, 
whose premium increases are lowest, the medium risks, 
with average rate increases, and the worst risks, with 
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highest rate increases. This "tier rating" discourages good 
risks from leaving the insurer to seek better rates, but it 
disadvantages the worse risks who face significant rate 
increases. 

It would be possible, of course, to require that insurers use community rating, 
to retain all small groups in the pool. While more equitable, insurers fear that the best 
risks might tend to self-insure in order to avoid state regulation and leave the worst 
risks in the insurers' pool. As a less onerous SOlution, HIM proposes limiting rate 
differentials among groups that are similar in plan design, location, industry and 
demography, in other words, prohibiting rate differences based on claims experience. 
A less broad-sweeping proposal would be to limit the difference in rate increases 
among all tiers. COnnecticut recently enacted a law limited premium increases to 20% 
plus an inflation adjustment factor. Maine's new law. limits rate increases to 10% 
annually. 

• Regulating Underwriting and pre-Existing Exclusion 
Practices. To cover employees with existing medical 
conditions who are excluded from coverage, HIM. 

. proposes prohibiting denial of coverage due to medical 
condition. In exChange for accepting greater risks, the 
association also proposes that states establish a 
reinsurance mechanism funded by insurers and the public 
to spread the risk of high cost cases. Such a reinsurance 
program would be different from high risk pools (to which 
individuals may subscribe) because individuals remain 
enrolled in their employer plans, rather than being shunted 
into a separate insurance pool and policy. COnnecticut 
recently enacted legislation that prohibits denying coverage 
to groups under 25 due to medical conditions and will also 
create a state reinsurance pool to spread the costs of high 
cost cases over all insurers. 

A state could also prohibit insurers from denying coverage of individuals with 
certain conditions (pregnancy is generally a prohibited exclusion for larger firms under 
federal civil rights laws and some state constitutions). States that have enacted such 
prohibitions, far instance prohibiting discrimination against persons with AIDS, have 
found the inannc:e industry less willing to do business in the state, but required 
coverage of newborns, which can include costly premature infants, has not provoked 
that reaction. States with high risk pools can also require insurers and agents to refer 
rejected applicants to the pool. 

People who are insured but develop medical conditions face a revolving door of 
pre-existing condition exclusions whenever they change jobs or their employers 
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change insurers. To remedy this problem, HIM proposes prOhibiting insurers from 
imposing pre-existing condition exclusions on people who have satisfied one such 
clause in one group policy. States could completely prohibit pre-existing condition 
exclusion clauses, but such limitations may -discourage insurers from writing coverage 
in the state. Maine's law prohibits medical underwriting for employers changing 
carriers and limits pre-existing condition exclusions for individuals previously insured 
through a group or indiv . Jal plan or public program who change employers. 

Some insurers drop small groups with high claims experience. This makes it 
very difficult for such an employer to buy insurance from other carriers. HIM 
proposes prohibiting any termination of a group or member due to claims history or 
deteriorating health status. 

• Regulating Participation Reayjrements. Insurers often 
impose two types of "participation" requirements: that 
employers pay a certain share of the premium and that a 
certain percentage of employees must enroll in order to 
cover the group. While some employer premium 
participation may be appropriate to assure that the 
employer is committed to the insurance plan and to assure 
that enrollees are real, rather than fictional, employees, high 
percentage participation requirements may make coverage 
unavailable to employees who could afford to share more of 
the cost. And requiring that 75% or more of employees 
enroll in the plan is complicated when employees are 
covered by a spouse's plan in another business. While 
insurers deserve the best risk distribution they can achieve, 
these participation requirements also make very difficult 
enrolling very small firms, some of whose employees often 
do have coverage elsewhere that they may prefer, 
particularly if they have medical conditions that might not be 
covered by switching to the primary employer's program. 
No states have regulated these insurer practices. But the 
state of New Hampshire has prohibited insurers from 
refusing to cover part-time workers (under 15 hrs/week). 
While these part-time employees may have to pay a larger 
share of their insurance, some may be willing to do so and 
this may help cover more part-time workers and their 
families. 

• Regylating Myltiple Employer Trysts. Multiple employer 
trusts (METs) or multiple employer welfare arrangements 
are organizations of several employers that negotiate and 
administer employee benefit plans, including health 
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insurance. popular in the mid-70s, METs often were self-
insured (rather than using health insurers) and some were 
undercapitalized and mismanaged. Because of ambiguity of 
the federal ERISA law, however, states were generally 
unable to regulate METs. Clarifications to ERISA now permit 
states to regulate certain aspects of these multiple employer 
organizations, such as levels of reserves and contributions 
and other insurance laws consistent with ERISA. Several 
states have done so. 
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Alabama's BasiCar~ 

A private sector coalition has developed an insurance product for small business In Ine 
Birmingham area, underwritten by an HMO, that offers the alternatives of medium-cncea 
coverage through private physiCians and hospitals or low-priced coverage througn p\;c:ic 
Maltn department clinics and hospitals. . 

Date Begun: 4/90 

Enrollment is just beginning 

Benefits 

• limited benefits: 6 MD visits/yr, 10 hospital days/yr 
• $8 copayment for outpatient visits 
• covers prescription drugs with $3 copayment 

Eligibility 

• any firm that did not offer insurance within previous 12 months and with 3 or more 
employees . 

• firms offering insurance to some workers can enroll if fewer than half their workers 
participate 

• employee participation requirements vary with firm size 
• no medical underwriting, but excludes people denied insurance within previous 2 

years and pre-existing conditions for 12 months 
• employers must contribute at least 50% toward employee premiums 

Subsidy 

• no public subsidy 

Plan Cost Containment Features 

• managed care 
• use of low cost providers 
• limited benefits 

Rates 

• private option: $74/indiv, $186/taniily 
• public option: $4S/indiv, $111 /family 

Marketjng 

• mail, radio 
• HMO uses salaried sales staff 



Health Care Group of Arizona 

Using the state's network of Medicaid HMOs, HCG offers to small firms fOl.:r InSl,;rance 
plans through two different HMOs in two urban and several rural counties 

Date begun: 1/88 

Enrollment as of 4/1/90: 1076 people iI, 273 firms 
average firm size: 2.1 

Benefits 

• employers can enroll in any of 4 plans offered by the HMO, ranging from a 
catastrophiC plan and a first dollar plan with no stop loss to a comprehensive plan 
with minimal copayments 

Eliaibility 

• any firm that did not Offer insurance within previous 6 months with under 25 F-T 
workers 

• no medica! underwriting; pre-existing conditions excluded for inpatient cate 1 yr 

Subsidy 

• no explicit state subsidy, but state negotiated reinsurance arrangements for plans, 
provides marketing assistance and collects premiums 

Plan Cost Containment Feature 

• managed care 

• average premiums range from: $55 - $93/indiv(35), $180 - 298/family of 3+ 

Marketing 

• mail, radio, lV, newspaper ads 
• both in-house sales staff and independent brokers 

Lessons 

• despite Medicaid experience, plans were reluctant to participate because of 
unknown risk 

• good utilization experience is encouraging more plans to consider participation 
program does not address needs of lower income workers ' 

• marketing to smaH businesses is difficult 

) 



Colorado's SCOPE 

SCOPE is a low premium, managed care indemnity plan for small firms. first available In 
Denver metro area and now marketed in several other urban areas. 

Date begun: August 1989 

Enroilment as of 4/25/90: 382 firms, 3710 people (about 60% previously unins\;red) 
penetration rate: about 1% of the estimated 242,000 uninsured workers and 
dependents in small firms in Denver area 
average firm size : 4 employees 

Local Economic Conditions: state's economy has been weak but is recovering 

Benefits 
• typical indemnity benefits with no cost sharing for preventive services, $15 

copayment tor MD visits, $250 deductible + 50% coinsurance for hospitalization, 
50% coinsurance for tests, outpatient surgery 

• stop-loss - $2750 

Eligibility 
• employers under 50 Qnduding groups of 1), even if previously insured, who pay 

at least 25% of premium . . 
• employees working at least 30 hrs/wk 
• 75% of all workers must enroll 
• fairly typical medical underwriting criteria and 6 month pre-existing condition 

exclusion 
• somewhat more lenient excluded industry list 

Subsidy 
• nO public subSidy (but low income enrollees would be eligible for partial write-off 

of their cost sharing through state's indigent care program) 

Plan Cost Containmern Features 
• managed care plan with negotiated fees for Exclusive Provider network 

~ 
• $52(3S-yr old male), $72(3S-yr old female), $149/family 
• about <40% of market rates for other typical indemnity plans 
• surchlrge on groups of 1 

Marketing 
• mail, lV, radio ads 
• brokers trained by project and referred leads (directed first to uninsured firms, the 

main SCOPE target) 
• costs about $SO/enrollee 

Lessons 
• price is critical factor 
• limited benefits are attractive when price is critical 
• insurance industry underwriting and exclusion practices limit insurance availability 

in this market . 



Florida Small Business Health Access Corporation 

A public non-profit corporation is a purchasing group that negotiated rates with an HMO 
and acts as a third-party administrator /interr-~diary between small employers and a realtt'1 
care pian. 

Date Begun: 5/89 

Enrollment as of 4/1/90: 2237 people in 435 firms 
average firm size: 2.9 

Benefits 
• 2 options offered by HMO: standard ($10 copayment) or high option (55 

co payment) 
• typical HMO benefits; prescription drug option may be purchased in addition 

'Eligibility 
• firms in business at least 1 year, not offering insurance in last 6 months, and with 

under 20 employees working at least 17.5 hrs/wk 
• employers must pay at least 50% of employee coverage 
• all eligible employees must enrOll in plan 
• state conducts underwriting using liberal criteria; refers uninsurables to state high 

risk pool; no pre-existing condition exclusions 

Subsidy 
• state has negotiated lower rates by limiting HMO's risk through reinsurance, paying 

to lower family premiums 
• state also performs marketing, eligibility, and billing functions 

Plan Cost Containment Feature 
• managed care 

~ 
• $72 - $82/indiv(35), $199 - $22S/family 

Marketing 

• lV, radio ads 
• state marketing staff oversees agent network 

Lessons 
• government sponsorship is credible 
• a subsidy was necessary to attract the insurance partner 
• state should share risk with insurer but not bear entire risk 
• local markets differ; IocaJ pilots are valuable 
• creating and owning a buying group gives state considerable leverage to negotiate 

rates, underwriting criteria, industry coverage 
• voluntary eff9f1S have limited impact, but mandatory approaches must include ) 

insurance industry reform 



MaineCare 

The state has negotiated with an HMO to offer small group insurance In one urcan site 
and IS developing a managed care product for a rural site. 

Date Begun: 12/1/99 

Enrollment as of 4/1/90: 704 people in 220 firms 
average firm size 1.9 

Benefits 

• standard comprehensive HMO benefits 

Eligibility 

• any firm that did not offer insurance within previous 12 months with under 16 F·T 
employees 

• employer must contribute at least 50% to employee and dependent coverage 
• all employees must participate unless insured elsewhere 
• coordination with state high risk pool; 90 day pre-existing condition exclusion 

Subsidy 

• state pays employee's share of employees under FPL 
• state subsidy declines from 100% to 200% FPL 
• state also subsidizes up to 20% of employer'S share for marginally profitable 

firms 
• subsidy costs state $54/mo; state pays 4OOA. of overall bill; 60% of enrollees are 

subsidized 

Plan Cost Containment Features 

• managed care HMO 
• state negotiated substantial hospital discounts 

~ 

• COITIIl'Ulity-ratBd without age or sex tiers 
• $92/inc:tv. S274/family of 3+ 

Marketing . 

• no paid ads 

Lessons 

• good utilizatiOn experience 
• lowfJ( wage workers are willing to contribute something toward coverage 
• sliding scale premiums are important 
• price is stin a deterrent to some firms 



Massachusetts ·Phase·ln· Heatth Insurance Pilots 

Under Massadlusetts Universal Health Care law, tl1e state was required to develop pools 
for small employers to buy insurance. But tl1e state dedded that such pools are already 
available and instead developed pilots to improve affordability by premium subsidies. 
subSidizing administrative and marketing costs, and state risk sharing with plans. 

Date begun: January 1990 

Enrollment just beginning in spring 1990 
enrollment capped at 7750 among 5 plans 

Benefits 

• comprehensive HMO benefits and standard PPO benefits 

Eligibility 

• differs among 5 pilots 
• generally firms under 25 employees, in business 1 yr, without insurance in previous 

12 montl1s, and paying a minimum share of premium 
• employees working fewer than 20 hrs/wk generally not eligible 
• individuals in 1 pilot eligible if uninsured 12 months and income under 300% FPL 

no medical underwriting or exclusions (state finances costs of uninsurables) 

Subsidy 

• employer premium subsidies range from 5% to 14% of premium 
• individual plan subsidies range from 80% to 100% of premium 
• state reinsurers certain claims (e.g., between $10,000 and $100,000 or over 

$15,000) in certain pilots 
• state pays for excess costs of uninsurables in certain plans 
• no premium subsidy to PPO, but funds marketing, claims processing, administrative 

and case management services 

Plan Cost COotajnmeot features 

• mallIIgId care in all plans and risk sharing with HMOs 

Rates 

• $124-140/individual, $293-380/family 
• approximately market rates for large groups (15% to 25% below small group rates) 

Marketing 

• plans develop their own marketing strategies, inCluding direct mail 

) 



Michigan's Health Care Access Project 
One-Third Share Plan 

Michigan's '1/3 Share Plan' was a 2-site demonstration program to subsidize health 
insurance premiums for small firms. Originally designed for firms that hired former AFDC 
recipients, but this condition was eventually dropped, 

Date begun: May 1988 

EnrOllment as of 4/1/90:.1124 people in 202 firms 
average firm size: 5 (3 enrollees) 

Local Economic Conditions: recovering in rur~1 Marquette County; poor In Flint 

Benefits 
• firms could choose among 12 plan in market, but subsidy was based on cost of 

HMO in Aint and Blue Cross plan in Marquette County 

Eligibility 
• firms not insuring in previous 2 years with some employees with low incomes 

( < 200% FPL in Aint, < 185% FPL in Marquette) - no firm size limitation 
• part-time and seasonal workers generally not covered 
• plans use standard underwriting, 6 month pre-existing condition exclusion for some 

groups .. ' 

Subsidy 
• state would pay 2/3 of maximum premium for employees with incomes under 

100% FPL and 1/3 for those between FPL and maximum income level (employer 
to pay 1/3 plus extra cost if chose higher cost plan) 

• subsidy dropped to 25% after 12 months of enrollment 
• 83% of enrollees are subsidized 
• average cost to state: 527.50/subsidized enrollee, S2O/enrollee 

Rates 
• 5118/mo/indiv(35); S248/mo/family of 3+ 
• Subsidy brings average premium down to about 85% of market rates 

Marketing 
• mail, PSA, personal contacts by local staff 

SP'Siai E $m 
• stale negotiated hospital discount for Flint HMO that helped to lower rates 

pramUna 84% of market rate 

Lessons 
• despite low enrollment, projects are viewed locally as successful 
• most emplOyees offered enrollment did enroll 
• Aint HMO utilization experience has been good • normal risks 
• despite subsidy, 1/3 of firms that contact Rim office did not enroll due to cost 

(firms under 5 yrs old Jess likely to offer coverage) 
• indemnity coverage in Marquette seen as expensive; underwriting disqualified many 

potential enrOllees or made coverage unaffordable 
• welfare recipient connection was difficult in Flint and dropped; this feature of 

program created a welfare stigma in Flint 



New York State Health Insurance Pilot Programs 

New York is testing health insurance subsidies for individuals and businesses In 5 
geographic areas. Insurers process eligibility, determine premiums, contract with prOViders 

Date begun: from May 1989 through January 1990 

Enrollment: 2500 as of March 1990 
penetration rate: 17% of maximum 14,500 enrollees 

Benefits 
• 4 HMOS and 1 EPO 
• comprehensive benefits (do not include some state mandates, e.g. number of 

outpatient mental health benefits) 

Eligibility 
• individuals uninsured since 1/1/88 with incomes under 200% FPL 
• employers of under 20 employees without insurance since 1/1/88 
• no excluded industries or medical underwriting (but some pre-existing conditions 

eXCluded) 

Subsidy 
• for individuals state pays 62% - 91 % of premiums Ondividuals need not spend more 

than 24% of incomes on premium) 
• for employers, state pays 50% of premium (regardless of employee income) and 

employer pays 50% 

Plan Cost Containment Features 
• managed care in all plans and risk sharing with HMOs 

~ 
• $52 - $l53/individual; $244· $459/family (varies by pilot site) 
• approximately market rates 
• subsidy decreases individual rates up to 90% and employer rates 50% 

Marketing 
• ma '59 by plans 
• CUb r ch by community groups and non-profit agencies in one site 

Lessons 
• marketing much more demanding and costJy than plans anticipated 
• prohibiting participation of firms insured since January 1988 is too long a waiting 

period 



OhiO Heaith Care for the Working Uninsured 

Ohio is pilot testing insurance models for low wage workers in 4 sites, 3 subslQlzed plans 
and 1 low cost catastrophic plan. 

Date begun: January to June 1990 

Enrollment was 150 people as of April 1990 
capped at 1000 in the subsidized plans and projected to be 1000 ,n the 
catastrophic plan. 

Benefits 
• 2 HMOs with comprehensive benefrts 
• rural PPO with $200 deductible and 80/20 coverage 
• catastrophic plan: $5000 deductible for major medical plan; choice of $175 or S250 

'medical spending account" for routine medical and dental care and prescription 
drugs 

Eligibility 
• 1 pilot = individual coverage for post·AFDC families without workplace insurance 
• 2 pilots cover firms without insurance for 18 months with workers with incomes 

under 200% FPL 
• catastrophic pilot covers firms under 100 employees without insurance for 18 

months 

Subsidy 
• former AFDC families pay premiums for individual plan on sliding scale; state pays 

up to 97% of premium 
• HMO pilot: state, employee, employer each pay 1/3 premium 
• PPO pilot: employer pays 1/2 premium, employee and state pay 1/4 

plan Cost Containment Features 
• managed care in HMOs and PPO, risk sharing with HMOs 
• high cost sharing for hospitaliZation in catastrophic plan; medical spending account 

not spent one year expands benefits the next year 

~ 
• HMO Ind PPO plans: $100/lndividual, S3OO/family 
• cat· aphie plan: S54/individual (under 30), $142/family (estimated average 

8tl'ljiicyIr premiums: $9O-12O/empJoyee) 

Special Features of catastrophic Plan 
• primat)' care spending account is expected to cover 90% of needed medical and 

dental care . 
• although IRS rules prohibit refunding the unspent account, residual in accounts are 

expected to be used to improve benefit design in Jater years 
for expenses between the $250 and $5000, plan administrator wiU help enroUees 
obtain low ifiterest loans from providers to payoff medical debts 

----------- ---



Tylsa Health Option 

Tulsa Health Option is a project of the Tulsa Chamber of COmmerce that aggregated 
large and small businesses Into a health insurance buying group to purchase PPO ano 
HMO coverage at community rate regardless of firm size. 

Date begun: October 1986 

Enrollment as of January 1990: 34,000 to 40,000 enrollees, 4,000 - 10,000 of whom are 
in small employer groups 

penetration rate: 7 - 170/0 

Benefits 

• both plans had comprehensive benefits and limited cost sharing 

Eligibility 

• firms of any size, but target was small firms 
• medical underwriting of firms under 10 

Plan Cost Containment Features 

• managed care for both plans; risk sharing for HMO 

• $75-$85 /individual, $185/family 
• 70-80% of market rates 

Marketing 

• mail, newspaper, radio campaign 
• trained brokers staffed Chamber phOnes 

Special Features 

• COIt1mLftty rate among all firms regardless of size provides a cross-subsidy from 
large to II'n8I firms 

Lessons 

• in this community, large firms are willing to subsidize smaller ones by aggregating 
experience of all businesses into one large group 

• large business was convinced that it would save money otherwise spent on cost
shift 

• THO brought to very sm8il groups HMO coverage that was not sold at all before 
despite THO, 1990 Chamber survey found that 29% of firms not insuring reported 
price as reason 



Oregon Small Employer Health Insurance Pool Plan 

In 1989 Oregon established its health insurance pool for small employers. which offers 6 
plans, induding 5 PPOs and 1 HMO. By law, the monthly premium is capped at 
S53jindlvidual employee. 

Date begun: April 1989 . 

Enroilment as of 6/1/90: 1000 firms with 2200 employees plus 1800 dependents 

Benefits 

• standard HMO and indemnity plan benefits 
• to keep premiums within statutory $53 cap, plans adjust benefits, primarily by 

raising copayments and deductibles for older persons 

Eligibility 

• firms under 25 employees without insurance for 2 yrs that pay up to 
$4O/employee/month 

Subsidy 

• firms in pool are entitled to tax credit of lower of S25/employee or 50% of premium 
for first 2 yrs; credit declines and terminates after 5 yrs. 

Plan Cost Containment Features 

• high cost sharing 
• managed care for all plans, risk sharing with HMOs 

~ 

• $53 /mo/employee 
• $28/mo net of tax credit 

Marketing 

• state hie distributed information through small employer trade associations 
• state plans direct mail campaign in spring 1990 

Lessons 

• low enrollment since not actively mar\(eted in first year 
• employers generally supplement the basic $53 benefit, paying on average 

$68/ employee 



Tennessee MedIcust 

A private sactor community health center·based HMO with deep hospital discounts offers 
coverage to uninsured employers in Memphis. 

Date Begun: 3/20/89 

Enrollment as of 4/1/90: 647 people in 163 firms 
average firm size: 2.1 

Benefits 

• standard comprehensive HMO benefits with S5 MD copayment 

Eliaibility 

• firms of any size that did not offer insurance within previous 3 months 

• employee participation requirements vary by firm size 

Subsidy 

• no public subsidy 

• substantial hospital discounts lower rates to 55% of market rates 

~ 

• $49/indiv, $131/family 

Marketing 

• radio 



Utah Community Health Plan 

A private hospital-based HMO that includes community health centers and pr:vate 
physicians and discounted hospital rates is offering coverage to small empioyers. 

Date Begun: 9/12/89 

Enrollment as of 4/1/90: 836 people in 154 firms 
average firm size: 6 

Benefits 

• standard HMO benefits with $10 MD visit copayment 

• $150/day hospital copayment 

• pre-existing conditions covered at 50% first year 

Eligibility 

• firms that did not offer insurance for 12 months. with under 20 F·T workers. 

• medical underwriting and industry exclusions 

Subsidy 

• no state subsidy 

• provider rate discounts bring price down to 40% of market price in area 

B2ru 

• S64/35-yr old male, $74/35-yr old female, $187/family of 4 

Marketing 

• direct mail 

• staff saIeapersons 

Lessons 

• insurers in state fought HMO license for this project 

• providers are willing to participate at substantial discounts, but only if pian'S 
marketing efforts are not too successful 



Washington'S Basic Health Plan 

The state subsidizes premiums lor individuals to purchase care from contracting HMOs 
and peos in six sites. Enrollment does not come through the workforce. 

Date Begun: 1/1/89 

Enrollment as of 4/1/90: 8408 people 

Benefits 

• comprehensive HMO benefits with $5 copayment lor MD visits, no copayment for 
preventive services 

• no drug or mental health benefits 

Eligibility 

• any resident with income under 200% FPL 
• no medical underwriting, but pre-existing conditions excluded 1 yr 

SubSidy 

• state pays full premium for persons under 75% FPL; all others contribute on a 
sliding scale up to 75% of the premium at 175% FPL 

• subsidy scale favors lower income persons 
• state pays average of 82% of premium 

Plan Cost Containment Feature 

• managed care through HMOs, PPO 

~ 

• S95/indiv (35), $295/family 3+ 

Marketing 

• low key marketing campaign 

Lessons 

• individuals are willing to contribute to premiums 
• plan to study whether businesses are dropping coverage, but no evidence so far 

program development took time 
• subsidies are costly 



Wisconsin Health Insurance Pilots 

Subsidizing lower wage workers in small firms is one of Wisconsin's 3 insurance p,lets 
(ethers: subsidize premiums for lew wage workers In large firms offering :r.surance 
t,;naffordable to the low wage worker and aJlows disabled workers to buy :nto MediCalC) 

Date begun: Nonlnsunng firm pilot: 2/89 

Enrollment: 
Nonlnsuring firm pilot: 22 firms/Sa subsidized enrollees (4/25/90) 

Benefits 

• employers can enroll in any of 4 indemnity plans or 1 HMO approved by Insurance 
Commissioner as ·comprehensive· (e,g. stop loss no greater than $1000/$2500) 

Eliaibility 

• any firm that did not offer insurance within previous 12 months with under 20 F·T 
workers and at least one employee under 175% of FPL 

• employer, need not' contribute to premium for employees to receive subsidy 

Subsidy 

• up to 75% of premium on income-based sliding scale 
• subsidy favors buying family coverage 
• average cost to state: $41/individual, $168/family, $147/enrollee 

~ 

• average premiums: $73/indiv., $265/family (market rates) 
• net of subsidy: $32/indiv., $97/family 

Marketing 

• mail 

Lessons 

• em"""., have taken a long time to return applications 
• some employers haven't applied because they don't realize they are eligible for 

subsidy or aren't interested in applying since they see subsidy as helping 
employees not the firm or feel insurance rates too high, despite subsidy (which only 
assists some of their employees) 

• state and insurer time to process applications has been lengthy 
• need a local presence for local pilots 
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Introduction 

This report provides preliminary information on the costs associated with a 
range of options for improving access to care for Iowa's uninsured and undenf"isured 
populations. For most options, these estimates are accompanied by br:ef (!escnpt:cr,s 
of each option that identify the important deSign features (e.g. eligibility cr:tena, 
sL;os;dy leveis, etc.) and the assumptions upon which the estimates are based. Costs 
associated with several options involving administrative changes to eXisting state 
programs have been omitted pending further discussions With responSible state 
agency offiCials. 

The options discussed in this document are the following: 

PUbliC Sector-Oriented Approaches 

A. Medicaid expansions 

B. Public sector service delivery expansions 

C" Improve public program coordination and integration 

D. Efforts to increase the availability of health care practitioners 

E. Establishment of new public programs for certain low-income persons 

F. Establishment of a Canadian-like system for all Iowans 

Private Sector-Oriented Aooroaches 

A. Insurance regulation reform 

B. Increased tax deductibility of health coverage for the self-employed 

C. State tax credits for small businesses 

D. Subsidized coverage for small businesses 

E_ "Pay 01' Play' requirements 

It is expected that at its July 17 meeting the Task Force will identify a subset at 
these options that it believes are most appropriate for implementation in Iowa. Health 
Systems Research, Inc. (HSR) will then proceed to develop more detailed final cost 
estimates tor these preferred options. These estimates will include assessments of the 
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impact Of these options in hospital uncompensated care levels and on county health 
care expenditures. 

It should be noted that in constructing its cost estimation model for thiS prCjec. 
HSR has developed or updated premium cost estimates for six alternative benefit 
packages, ranging from a comprehensive Medicaid-like benefit package to coverage 
of ambulatory services only for children. The costs for these different packages are 
estimated to range from S165 to S66 per month for adults and 590 to 530 for 
children's coverage. Descriptions of these alternative packages can be found In 
Appendix A to this document. 

However, in an attempt to simplify the presentation of preliminary cost estimates 
in the body of this dOcument, unless otherwise specified in the description of a specific 
option, the projected costs presented for new public or private sector coverage are 
based upoCl a mid-priced plan with a monthly premium of $125 for an adult and S60 
for a child. The issue of what is the appropriate benefit package for these options 
will be discussed at the July 17 meeting with the Task Force's recommendations 
reflected in HSR's final cost estimates. In the interim, Table A-1 in Appendix A 
provides information on the percentage differences in the cost of different packages 
that can be useful in quickly calculating differences in the costs of individual options if 
a different benefit package is assumed. 

I. Public Sector-Qriented Approaches 

.. 

A. Medicaid Expansions 

1. Extend Medicaid coverage to cyrrently ineligible aged. blind and 
disabled persons with incomes below the federal poverty level 

This option, which was included in the Task Force's interim report, 
would provide Medicaid coverage to a small group of aged, blind, 
and/or disabled persons whose incomes are currently too high to 
be eligible for the Medicaid and the federal SSI program but are 
below the federal poverty level . 

To provide a reference point fO( the cost estimates presented in this document, it 
should be noted that the cost of covering all 223,000 uninsured Iowans with this 
benefit package would equal approximately $284 miUion. 
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o Number of new Medicaid recipients: 1,000 

o Costs - Total: $2.7 million 

State: $1 million 

Federal: $1 .7 million 

2. Apply for the new Medicaid demonstration proljJram authorized by 
aBRA 89 

PartiCipation in the demonstration would enable Iowa to extend 
Medicaid coverage (or an alternative benefit package) to currently 
ineligible children under 20 in household with incomes below 185% 
of poverty. The State is currently working with Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield to prepare a demonstration application which must be 
received by the federal government by July 26, 1990. Proposed 
design features and cost estimates should be available to the Task 
Force at its July 17 meeting. 

8. Public Sector Service Deliverv Expansions 

Iowa currently has a network of maternal and child health centers located 
in 29 counties. In addition, within the State, there are: 

o 11 rural health centers; 

o 3 community health centers; and 

o 6 family practice residency training program sites. 

(See Appendix B for a summary of the major State programs supporting 
the local delivery of personal health services and Appendix C for a map 
showing the locations of the public delivery centers listed above.) 

Pi nented below are preliminary costs associated with expanding the 
. child preventive and referral activities of these centers. 
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1. Exoanding public sector preventive care programs for children 

o In Iowa, there are approximately: 

• 32,000 uninsured children under 200% of poverty; 
and 

• 70,000 privately insured children under 200% of 
poverty who are not covered for preventive care. 

o The number of potentially eligible children is about 102,000. 

o About 11,000 currently uninsured children are served by the 
State's Child Health Centers. 

o An additional 91,000 low-income children are uncovered for 
preventive care. 

o Assuming a 50% participation rate and an annual cost per 
. child of $100, the total cost of the expanding services' to 
this population would be $4.55 million (state). 

o This expansion would increase the number of children 
served by more than fourlold. 

2. Expanding pediatric referrals from these centers for diagnosis and 
treatment 

This would represent an expansion of the State's current $400,000 
program. 

Assuming one-quarter of newly participating children would be 
referred at a cost of $50 per child, the total annual cost of these 
referrals would be approximately $580,000. 

It should be noted that the approach of expanding current service 
delivery activities raises a number of issues: 

o Physical space limitations exist in many centers. This is 
particularly a problem for older children, 
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o Personnel shortages exist, including those of pediatric 
nurse practitioners and dieticians. 

o There is a need for more sophisticated fOllow-up systems to 
track referred children. 

o .Relationships with private physicians for diagnosis and 
treatment are important. 

• These are generally good for referral arrangements. 

• In some communities, physicians see Child Health 
Centers as competition. 

• Some physicians oppose splitting preventive and 
primary care (the issue of continuity). 

o The potential exists to use Family Practice Residency 
Training Programs. 

• They are currently located at 6 sites. 

• They generally do not serve low-income uninsured 
persons. 

C. Improved Coordination and Intearation af Public Proarams 

A number of opportunities exist tor increasing the effectiveness of 
pragrams currently operating in Iowa. One major emphasis of these 
efforts could be on making maximum use of federal Medicaid funds by 
increasing the enrollment of eligible persons who are currently using 
state-supported services. 

The activitles to be pursued in this area include: 

o Expanded Medicaid outreach activities to identify more eligible 
individuals, including increased Medicaid eligibility determinations 
tor persons using matemaI and child health centers; 

o Increased efforts to enroll eligible Children in EPSDT, Medicaid's 
preventive care program; and 
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o Greater coordination and integration of Medicaid eligibility and 
service delivery at the local level. 

Cost estimates for these activities are currently being developed in 
collaboration with the responsible state agencIes. 

D. Efforts to Increase the Availability of Health Care Practitioners. Particularly 
in Rural and Underserved Areas 

Efforts to improve the delivery of services to the uninsured and 
underinsured must recognize the shortages of key health practitioners 
that exist in many areas of the State. several groups have examined or 
are examining this issue in Iowa. Drawing upon the work of these and 
other groups, specific proposals in this area will be brought to the Task 
Force at a later date. 

E. Establishment of New Public Programs for Low-Income persons 

Two illustrative programs are presented in this section: one extending 
coverage for all low-income persons below a certain level of poverty, the 
second extending coverage only to children. 

1. program for persons below 200% of QOvertv 

Under this program, persons with incomes below the federal 
poverty level would not be required to contribute to premium 
costs. Persons between 1000-' and 200% of poverty would 
contribute on a sliding scale basis. This is similar in design to the 
State of Washington's Basic Health Plan. Cost estimates assume 
some switching of coverage by previously insured persons. 
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.... 

** o Participation Rates : 

• Previously uninsured: 50% 

• Previously insured/non-group: 25% 

• Previously insured/group: 10% 

o Number of Enrollees: 100,000 

o Costs - Total: $123.3 million 

State: $90 milfion 

Individual: $33.3 million 

2. PrOQram for children under 250% of poverty 

This alternative would be designed to provide coverage for 
uninsured children under 250% of poverty. No premium 
contribu1ion is assumed for children under poverty, while a $25 
enrollment fee is required for other children. Some switching of 
coverage is anticipated. Two benefit packages are costed out: 
the first is the mid-priced package described in Appendix A which 
includes inpatient and outpatient care. The second package is 
similar to that provided under the Minnesota Child Health Plan or 
the Caring Foundation Plan in that it does not cover inpatient care. 

o PartiCipation Rates: 

• Previously uninsured: 60% 

• Previously insured/non-group: 15% 

• Previously insured/group: 5% 

o Estimated Enrollees: 38,000 

Participation rates refer to the percent of a given population expected to enroll in 
the program. . 
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0 Costs/Medicaid Benefits: 

Total: $34.2 million 

State: $33.4 million 

Individual: $758,000 

0 Costs/ Ambulatory Care Benefits: 

Total: $13.7 million 

State: $12.9 million 

Individual : $758,000 

F. Establishment of a Canadian·Uke System for All Iowans 

At Il'!ast one Task Force member has asked that preliminary cost 
estimates be developed for a universal health care plan which would 
replace current public and private sector coverage with a single, publicly 
financed statewide insurance plan covering all Iowans. 

An order of estimates of the cost of such a plan can be developed by 
applying annual per capita cost estimates of $720/child, $15OO/non. 
elderly adult, and $3,500/elderly adult to Iowa's population of 2.B1 
million. This results in total annual program costs of approximately $4.5 
billion. If this amount were reduced by 15% to reflect increased 
efficiencies resulting from moving to a single paper system, total annual 
program costs would be reduced to $3.B billion. 

Should this option be identified by the Task Force as a high priority 
alternative, HSR's final cost estimates will assess the distributional cost 
impacts of this option on current health care programs and payers. 
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II. Private Sector-Oriented Approaches 

A. Regulatory Reform in the Small Group HeaUh Insurance Market 

The recommendations in this area developed by the National AssoCiation 
of Insurance Commissioners are expected to address: 

o Disclosure and certification of underwriting practices; 

o Elimination of multiple waiting periods for pre-existing conditions; 
and 

o Umitations on year-te-year increases in premium costs. 

Adoption of these recommendations will have a negligible cost impact on 
the State of Iowa but are expected to improve the affordability and 
stability of heaUh care coverage for certain small businesses within the 
state. 

B. Increasing the State Tax Deduction for Health Care Coverage Purchased 
by Self-Emploved Persons 

Federal tax laws permit incorporated businesses to claim a tax deduction 
for 100% of the cost of employee health benefits .. However, self
employed individuals can claim a deduction for only 25% of such costs. 
Because the State of Iowa in general follows federal policy concerning 
the definitions of deductions, thiS same difference exists with respect to 
state income tax. 

If the State of Iowa were to amend its tax laws to allow 100% deductibility 
of health care coverage purchased by self-employed persons, assuming 
a marginal tax rate of 8%, this would result in an annual tax savings of 
$90 for each of the estimated 178,000 self-employed persons in the state 
currently purchasing health care coverage for themselves and $59 for 
each of their more than 300,000 covered dependents. This would 
... duee the effective price of adult coverage considered in our model 
tom $1500 per year to $1410, a reduction of 6%. We estimate that this 
change in policy would cause only about 5% of the 47,000 currently 
uninsured self-employed workers and their dependents to obtain 
coverage. 
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An alternative design option would be to limit the expanded deductions 
to self-employed workers and dependents under 200% of poverty. For 
the purposes of estimating costs for this option, a marginal tax rate of 50" 
is assumed. 

Increased Deductions for All Income Levels 

Estimated Number of Newly Covered Individuals: 2,400 

Cost to the State of Change in Tax Policy: $33.9 million 

Increased Deductions for Persons Under 200% of Poverty 

Estimated Number of Newly Covered Individuals: 1,100 

Cost to the State of Change in Tax Policy: $5 million 

C. Tax Credits to Small Businesses 

Under this option, state tax credits would be provided to. small 
businesses (under 25 workers) previously not providing health benefits to 
their employees that elect to do so and that contribute at least 75% 
toward the premium cost for individual coverage and 50% toward the 
cost for family coverage. The credit WOuld be equal to $25 per month for 
each covered employee and would be limited to employers not 
previously prQviding coverage. This tax Cl'edit would be meant to provide 
transitional assistance to these employers and would be eliminated or 
phased out after several years. 

This credit would represent about a 25% reduction in the employer's 
portion of premium costs. We estimate that about 10% of currently 
uninsured full-time/full-year wor1<ers in small firms would obtain coverage 
as a result of this policy, as would about 5% of the uninsured 
dependents of these workers. Penetration rates of about half these rates 
.. e assumed for non-fuIl-time/fuU-year workers and their dependents. 

Estimated Number of Workers/Dependents Obtaining Coverage: 7,000 

o Annual Costs - State (tax credits): $1.5 miUion 

o Employer Premium Contributions: $4.6 million 

o Employee Contributions: $2.4 million 
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D. Subsidized Coverage for Low-Income Employees in Small Businesses 

This option would provide state subsidies for health care coverage 
provided to previously uninsured workers in small firms « 25 workers). 
For coverage of workers under the poverty level and their dependents, 
the state subsidy would be equal to half of the premium cost; the 
employer would be responsible for the other half. Subsidies for workers 
between one and two times the poverty level would be available on an 
income-related sliding scale basis. It is estimated that, on average, the 
state subsidy for this group would represent about 15'3:b of premium 
costs with the employer contributing 50% and the employee the 
remaining 35%. Additional premiums for coverage of dependents in this 
income group would be financed by a 30% state subsidy, a 50% 
employer and 20% employee contributions. There would be no state 
subsidies for workers with incomes greater than 200% of poverty. It is 
assumed that only full-time workers are eligible and that 15% of eligible 
employees and dependents would participate. 

o Estimated Number of Newly Covered Workers/Depend.ents: 
6,400 . 

o Costs - Total: $7.6 million 

State: $2.6 million 

Employer: $3.1 million 

Employee: $1.9 million 

E. "Payor Play" Requirement 

Under this option, all employers would be required to pay a new payroll 
tax equal to $1300 per year for each full-time employee. Employers 
providing health care benefits to employees would be able to credit the 
COlt of these benefits toward this new tax and revenues generated by 
.. new tax would be used to provide health coverage tor uninsured 
persons. We estimate that approximately 72,000 currently uninsured 
WOt1<ers would be covered if employers elect to provide coverage rather 
than pay the tax. In addition, it also is estimated that approximately half 
of currently uninsured dependents of these workers would be insured 
through family coverage. 
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o Estimated number of newly covered workers: 72.000 

o Estimated number of newly covered dependents: 33.000 

o Annual Costs - Total: $140.4 million 

Employer: $ 93.6 million 

Individual: $ 40.8 million 
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APPENDIX A 

DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVE BENEFIT PACKAGES 

This appendix provides brief descriptions and the estimated premium costs of 
the six alternative benefit packages developed for use in HSR's cost estimation mode\. 

Package 1. 

The benefits under this package are similar to those available to state 
employees under what is known as the Blue Cross/Blue Shield Program II option. 
The benefits include coverage of inpatient hospital care (after a deductible equal to the 
two day rate for a semi-private room), phySician office visits (90% coverage, no 
deductibles), immunizations and prescription drugs. Annual out of pocket expenses 
are limited to $500 per person/family. 

Th~ majority of State of Iowa employees in a Be/BS plan are enrolled in this 
plan. The enrollees have an age distribution similar to the state's uninsured 
population. 

Package 2. 

Premium Estimates 

Adult: $165/month 
Child: $ SO/month 

This package is a relatively broad one similar to that provided under the state 
Medicaid program. COverage includes inpatient care, phySician services, well-child 
care, prescription drugs and a variety of other services. Estimates are based upon 
Medicaid reimbursement levels. 

Premium Estimates: 

Adult: $140/month 
Child: $ 75/month 
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Package 3. 

This alternative is based upon 'Plan l' developed by the Governor's Blue 
Ribbon Committee on the Uninsured. This package would include inpatient care and 
physician services. Prescription drugs are not covered. All benefits would be subject 
to a S250/person deductible and then 80/20 coinsurance payments. Annual out-of
pocket payments would be capped at $750/person. Premium estimates developed by 
the Blue Ribbon Committee have been updated to reflect inflation and administrative 
costs. 

package 4. 

Premium Estimates: 

Adult: $125/month 
Child: $ SO/month 

The services available under this alternative are modeled after the benefit 
package offered under the Denver SCOPE plan, a Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
supported demonstration program. The SCOPE plan has a unique benefit package . 
that combines strong front-end coverage for prel(entive care with sizable cost-sharing 
requirements for inpatient hospital use. The plan covers 100% of the cost for well
child care and mammography screenings and charges a $15 copayment for visits to 
physicians for other preventive services. Persons entering a hospital are required to 
pay a $250 deductible and 50% coinsurance payments for the first $5,000 in charges. 
Out-of-pocket expenses above $2,750 per person per year are covered in full. 
SCOPE's premium levels, also reflect the use of selected hospital facilities providing 
significant discounts. 

Package 5. 

Premium Estimates: 

Adult: $ 68/month 
Child: $ SO/month 

This~e is modeled after 'PIan 3' included in the Governor's Blue Ribbon 
Committee report and is similar to a Basic health plan currently being mar1<eted by 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield. It covers inpatient hospital care, outpatient surgery, 
emergency and accident care, and several other services. It does not cover major 
medical benefits (e.g. non-emergency physician office visits, prescription drugs, or 
maternity care). The plan includes selective contracting with hospitals and physicians 
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and copayments of $200-600 per hospital admission, $50-150 for outpatient surgery 
and non-emergent hospital emergency room use, and $10-30 for emergency and 
ambulatory surgery services. There is no out-of-pocket maximum. 

Package 6. 

Premium Estimates: 

Adult: $ 6S/month 
Child: $ 4O/month 

This package covers non-inpatient services for children, including well-child 
visits, immunizations, and prescription drugs. 

Premium Estimates: 

Child: $ 30 

Table A-1 on the following page presents the estimated monthly premiums for 
adults and children for the six benefit packages described above. As noted in the 
body of the document, unless otherwise specified, the cost estimates of most of the 
options were developed using mid-level premium estimates similar to that of Package 
Three. The last two columns of the table identify the percentage differences between 
this index premium and the projected premiums for other options. 
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BENEfiT PACKAGES 

1. State Employee 
Program (BC/BS 
Plan 2) 

"lI 
2. Medicaid 

..... 3. Governor's ~ 

Commission 
Proposal (Plan 1) 

4_ Denver SCOPE 

5. Governor's 
Commission 
Proposal (Plan 3 -
BC/BS BASIC) 

6. Ambulatory 
Services Only for 
Children 

TABLE A-1 

ESTIMATED MONTHLY PREMIUM/COVERAGE COSTS 
FOR VARIOUS BENEFIT PACKAGES 

ADULT CHILO 

$ 165 $90 

$ 140 $ 75 

$ 125 $60 

$68 $50 

$66 $ 46 

$ 30 

PERCENT ABOVE/BELOW INDEX PREMIUM 
(OPTION 3) 

ADULT CHILO 

+ 32% t 50% 

+ 12% + 25% 

0 0 

- 46% - 17% 

- 47% - 23% 

- 58% 
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TABLE B-1 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH CONTRACTS FOR PERSONAL HEALTH CARE SERVICE PROGRAMS • 

Proaram SlIIYices f'rovlded Funding In~Qm!! I:::ligi!;!ilttx: CQntracting No. of 
Slate/Federal Agencies & !:;Q~nli~~ 

SUbcQntractws ~ 
Public Health CouneeIIng,'-hh S/F $2.2 m. Under 100% FPL Boards of health 99 Nursing proItIaIkJn, hMIIh w / no charge; 

'11111 " ... IIlnIng care, above FPL w/ 
relemillO II'IIItI'nent sliding scale, by 

county 

ChId Health·· Health & denial S/F $3.5 Up 10 185% FPL; PH nurses, VNA, 94 (99") 
assessment, lab, nutrition (for bolh child sliding scale CAP, hosphals 
counseling psycho-soclal & malemal above (25 conlractors) 
care for children 0-2 I health) 

Malernal Health & dental S/F $3.5 Up to 165% EPL; PH nurses, VNA, 96 (9900
) 

H!l8ith·· assessment, lab, nutrition (for both child sliding scale CAP, hospitals 
counseling psycho-social & maternal above (23 contractors) 
care, prenatal/postnatal health) subcontract with 
care for preg nant women rural MDs 
15-44 

Dental Care Dental treatment for S/F $164,000 Up to 150% FPL, Des Moines Health 5 
chRdren and women In no charge < FPL; Center SI. Lu~e's 
MCH programs sliding scale Hospttal 

above 

Dental Irealment for S/F $55,000 Up to 150% FPL Unlv. Iowa Stalewide 
handicapped children Hosp/Clinics 

WIC Nutrition counseli ng & food S/F 3.5 m. Up 10 185% FPL; Boards of Health. 99 
supplements to no charge < FPL; CAP hospitals 
pregnant/lactating women sliding scale subcontracls w/ 
and children 0·5 above PHN & VNA 

• Data from Division of Family and Communily Health, Iowa Department of Health, OVerview. 1989 and Descriplion 01 Inlc"(k~j 
Expendttures, 1989-90. 

•• Malernaf and child health services are also provided al 5 oU,er centers funded by olher stale. local, or pnvale funds 

No of 

~ 

7 

15,100 
(FY 88) 

3440 
(FY 07) 

1950 
(EY 88) 

200 
(EY 80) 

:lB. 000 /1110 

(fY U6) 



TABLE B·1 loontinued) 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH CONTRACTS FOR PERSONAL HEAlTH CARE SERVICE PRQGllAMS··· 

Proaram Selvlces Provkled Fynding IO!<Qmj! !;ligillil!ti CQn!raClina ~ !:ill..J.!! 
SlalIlLFedllr<l1 AooQcles & Co!.l"liS!~ ~ 

Subcol1traClor~ ~ 

FamMy CoU1, r IG and S/F $400,000 up to 100% FPL Deparlmem of 99 12,300 

Planning OOi"' .. A,"'. eupplles wino charge; Heal1h, FP (FY 87) 

plus sliding Program, FP 
scale above Councd a/Iowa, 

(Planned 
Parenthood aHillalC) 

Homemaker/ long term care 10 permh S $7.9 m SSI standards Board of 99 ?? 

Home Heallh children and adults to plus $10,000 of Supervisors, 

Aide & Chore remain at home resources Board of Heallh, 

Services Subcontract wi 
VNA hospitals, NFP 

• 
." 

corps 

~ We/I Elderly Health assessment, S $492,000 Up to too% FPL, Boards of Health 65 ?? 

counseling 10 persons over and In some 

55, referral to sourc.es of counties above 

Ireatment FPL 

Substance ScreenIng, evaluatIon, S/F $tO m. None, but higher Treatment centers 99 25.000 

Abuse···· assessment, Irealment, Income persons In 3t arcas of slate 

aftercare for alcohol and are charged on 

substance ebusers sliding scale 

... Data from Division of Family and Community Heal1h, Iowa Department of Health, OVerview, 1969. 

•••• Data from Iowa Comprehensive Slate Plan for Substance Abuse, 1988·t96'), Iowa Dep\. of Public Health 
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I. Introduction 

At the July 17, 1990 meeting of the Iowa Health Care Expansion Task Force, 
Health Systems Research, Inc. presented cost estimates for a range of options 
designed to Improve access for Iowa's uninsured and underinsured populations. 
Based upon the discussion at that meeting, the Task Force requested additional 
information on selected options. Specifically, we were asked to: 

• Provide cost estimates for expanding the public delivery 
system to a level below that presented in our July 17 report 
(In the report, this is Option 8 under PUblic-Sector Oriented 
Approaches); 

• . Provide cost estimates for improving the coordination and 
integration of existing public financing and delivery systems 
(Option C); 

• Identify available information concerning health care 
personnel shortages in the state; 

• Provide cost estimates for establishing new public programs 
for low-income adults and children using income eligibility 
limits below those used in our July 17 report (Option E); 

• Explore the availability of relevant data and develop 
estimates of current health care spending in Iowa (This 
information was requested to assist the Task Force in its 
discussion of a single payer health care financing approach 
- Option F); 

• Provide additional information on regulatory reform options 
affecting small group insurance rate setting practices 
(Option A under Private Sector - Oriented Approaches); 

• Develop an option for establishing a pool through which all 
businesses could purchase health care coverage; and 

• ElcpIore approaches for expanding dependent coverage in 
. the event that the State's Medicaid demonstration program 

application is not approved. 

This additional information is presented in the following sections. 
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II. Public Sector Service Deliyerv and Financing Enhancements 

This section provides additional information concerning: 

. • Options to expand the current publicly supported system of 
delivering preventive and curative services for children; 

• Options to improve the coordination and integration of 
publicly supported financing and delivery activities; and 

• The aVailability of health care personnel in Iowa 

It is organized into the following three subsections: 

• A brief description of the publicly supported delivery system 
in Iowa; 

• Findings from a review of this system; and 

• Possible recommendations for improving the system's 
performance. 

A. Iowa's Publicly Supported Health Care Deliverv Systems 

There is loose-knit system of public and quasi-public health care providers in 
the state that serves as a safety net for many uninsured Iowans (See map in Figure 1). 
The network comprises: 

• 3 community health centers (CHCs) in Des Moines, Waterloo, and 
Davenport. funded by the Federal government under Section 330 of the 
Public Health Services Act, and one federally funded Migrant Health 
Center to serve farm workers; 

• 11 Medicare-certified rural health clinics (RHCs) that are permitted 
to employ allied health personnel, such as Physician Assistants 
Md Nurse Practitioners, under general physician supervision; 

• 29 Maternal and/or Child Health (M/CHs) Centers funded 
primarily through the Iowa Department of Health that operate at 
least episod'lCaIly in all 99 counties; 
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• 9 training sites of the Family Practice Residency Training Program 
(1 of which are under the direction of the University of Iowa) that 
train family physicians and receive $1.7 m~lion in state funds; and 

• 4 school-based youth services programs that provide health 
services as part of their responsibilities were funded for FY ~J*by 
the legislature, and which are currently under development. 

This network of Maternal and Child Health Centers serving all 99 counties 
receives $3.5 million in state and federal (MCH block grant) funds to provide maternity 
and child health services to about 18,000 clients with incomes under 185% of the 
federal poverty level. As many as half of the children served by the centers have 
insurance but no coverage for preventive care. 

In spite 01 this broad array of public health services, only the rural health 
centers and community health centers function as full-service primary care clinics for 
the low-income uninsured. The Maternal Health Centers generally provide or arrange 
fur both prenalai ar..:! delivelY servi(;Ss for low-income woman, bu1 theil incorole 
guidelines now match those of Medicaid, SO they do not generally subsidize care for 
other uninsured women. The Child Health Centers offer only preventive care, Si.;ch as 
immunizations and well-child check-ups. Although, they can refer sick children for 
care other than for chronic or accidental illness or injury to community physicians 
under the $400,000 program established by the legislature in 1989 to pay for diagnosis 
and treatment of children referred through the centers. 

The state funds a series of other programs (see Table 1). State and federal 
funds support dental treatment for children and pregnant women in the M/CH 
program. Specialized services for chronically ill and disabled children are delivered 
through the University of Iowa HospitalS and CliniCS. Homemaker/home health aide 
services in all counties provide long-term care to permit children and adults to remain 
at home. Well elderly clinics provide health assessment, counseling, and referral to 
treatment for people over age 55. Public health nursing services in all counties (funded 
by state and local sources, but using county-employed nurses) provide counseling, 
health promotion, health assessment, nursing care, and referral to treatment. These 
programs all serve families with incomes below from 100% to 185% of the federal 
poverty level Iret.<l. at a reduced charge and generally cover higher income persons 
for a higher fee. 

*** A task force comprising the Departments of Public Health, Human Services, 
and Education is currently examining school heaJth services in general, 

•• -* 
County govemments also fund a variety of heaJth services. The results of a 

survey of county activities is being analyzed separately. 
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TABLE 1 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH CONTRACTS FOR PERSONAL HEALTH CARE SERVICE PROGRAMS· 

Prooram SlIfIIlces P (ovlded funding IO!;Q!!lI! !;llgll2Htlll Con! raetlng tm...2! ~ 
Siale/federal Agenclos & ~Q!Jnll~~ Q!~ 

S!JbcQ!lI[j~12r~ ~ 
Public Heatth CounselIng, health S/F $2.2 m. Under 100% FPL Boards 01 heatth 99 ? 
Nursing promollon, MaIIh wino charge' 

assoi8lllllfll, nursing care, plus above FPL 
referral 10 treatment wi sliding scale. 

by county 

CtlMd Health·· Health & dental S/f $35 Up 10 185% FPL PH nurses, VNA, 94 (99··) IS.loo 
assessment, lab, nutrition (lor bolh child sliding scale CAP, hospnals (FY 88) 

counseling psycho-social & maternal above (25 conlractors) 
care lor cMdren 0-21 health) 

Relenallo sick care $ 400,000 local MDs 

Maternal Heallh & dental S/F $3.5 Up 10 165% FPL PH nurses. VNA. 96 (99··) 3440 

Health·· assessrnant, lab, nutrition (lor both chMd sliding scale CAP, hospitals (fY 87) 

counseling psycho-social & maternal above (23 contractors) 

care, prenatal/posInatai heallh) subcontract wnh 

care lor pregnant women rural MDs 

15-<44 

Oental Care Dental lreatment lor S/F $164,000 Up to 150% FPL Des Moines Health 99 1950 

children and women In no charge < FPL; Cenler SI. Luke's (FY 88) 

MCH programs sliding scale Hospital; private 
above DDS 

Dental treatment lor S/F $55,000 Up 10150% fPL UnN. Iowa Statewide 200 

handicapped chMdren Hasp/Clinics (FY 88) 

• Data Irom Dlvtslon 01 famUy and Community Health, Iowa Departm9f1l 01 Health, Overview. 1989 and Descrlpllon ollnlendod 

Expeodttures 1989·90. 

•• Malernal and chUd health services are also proliidod at 5 olhar centel1llundod by olher slale. local, or prNala 'UrlCJS 



TABLE 1 (continued) 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH CONTRACTS FOR PERSONAL HEALTH CARE SERVICE PROGRAMS'" 

PrOOl1l.m S IHVIces PrOYlded Funding I!l!<!l!!ll! !;llglbU~ Contracting M2...l!! ~ 
Slale/Federal AWlOCl1lS & !;;2unll~~ Qill.r~ 

:illbcolllW;I!l[~ ~ 
WlC N ... ,.1on c:ounseIlng & food S/F 3.5 m. Up 10 165% FPL; Boards of Heahh. 99 38.000/mo 

supplements to no charge < FPL; CAP hosphals (EY 88) 
ptagnantJlaclallng women slid tog scale subconlracts w / 
and children 0-5 above PHN & VNA 

Famlv Counseling and S/F $400.000 Up 10100% FPl Departmem of 99 12.300 
PlaMlng con1raceptlve auppliea w/ no charge Hoalth. FP (EY 67) 

plus sliding Program. FP 
scale above CouneR of Iowa. 

(Planned 
Parenll100d aHUlale) 

.,.. 
Homemaker/ long term care 10 penni! S $7.9 m. SSI standards Board 01 99 11 

~ 
Home Health children and adult. to plus $10.000 of Supervisors. 
AIde & Chore remain III home resources Board of Hoalth. 

SeMces Subcontract w / 
VNA hospitals. NFP 
corps 

W .. EIdeIty HeaIIh •• 888lmenl. S $492.000 Up 10 tOO% FPL, Boards of Hoalth 65 11 
counseling to persOns over and In some 
55, rafenal to aourcea of countIe8 above 
trealment FPL 

••• Data from DMsIon of Fam1v and Community Health. Iowa Department 01 Hoalth. Qjiervlew. 1989. 

.... Data trom Iowa Comprehensive Stale Plan for Substance Abuse. 1988-1989. Iowa Dept. 01 Public Heahh 



B. Findinas 

Based on review of documents, interviews with state officials, and visits to one 
communrty health center and selected maternal and/or child health (M/CH) centers 
around the state that represented a variety of organizational models, we make the 
following observations and conclusions about Iowa's public and quasi-public health 
care deiivery system. The- purpose of our visits was not detailed a M/CH Center 
program evaluation, which could involve its own separate study, but we did observe 
program strengths that could be built on and weaknesses that could be addressed. 

Our comments with respect to the state's network of ambulatory providers are 
as follows: 

• The MtCH Centers are an important foundatjon for ambulatory care 
delivery in the state. This network is unique and forms the framework for 
building a public and quasi-public delivel)' system where private 
providers are not available or willing to serve the uninsured. 

• Nevertheless. M /CH Centers do not meet all the need for preventive 
~. We estimate that in Iowa there are currently about 32,000.· 
uninsured children under 200% of the federal poverty level and 70,000 
privately insured children in this income cate-gory without preventive care 
coverage. Of these 102,000, about 11,000 uninsured children are now 
served by Child Health Centers and about 11,000 other uninsured 
children are now served by Community Health Centers. 

• There is great yarietv among the M /CH centers in terms of structure and 
odentatioo. Some are traditional local publiC health nursing agencies, 
while others are local community service groups (Community Action 
Programs or family service agencies), or hospitals. Some of these 
agencies view their mission narrowly to provide specific services on 
request, while others seek to prOvide a broad range of services and 
promote them in the community. In our limited review, the programs that 
seemed to work best combine or at least co-Iocate maternal and child 
centers (just over half the programs are combined) and have a good 
sense of the health care needs and resources of the communities in 
which they function. 

• Relationships with local physicians. critically imoortant to the centers' 
sUccess. vary across the state. Child Health Center staffs have found 
the voucher program vel)' useful. Physicians, who are paid Medicaid 
rates tor a limited number of visits, have generally responded well to the 
program and are willing to participate. Other relationships between the 
centers and physicians seem to depend upon the local medical 
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marketplace. The general shortage of physicians willing to deliver babies 
makes it difficult for some Maternal Centers to find contracting 
physiCians; several mentioned that physicians are generally limiting their 
Medicaid dient loads. Furthermore, wI'Ien a community is prosperous, 
physicians seem comfortable with a prominent role for Child Health 
Centers, but when the economy is stagnant. some physicians tend to 
view these centers as competition for even uninsured patients. In some 
communities, physicians send their insured patients to Child Health 
Centers for welk:hild care, whUe in others, doctors assert that splitting 
preventive and primary services impedes continuity of care, especially for 

. chronically ill children. 

• Coordination between M/CH Centers and Medicaid is yita! but 
inadequate. Maternal Health Centers have seen their funding change 
from mostly MCH BlOCk grant to almost exclusively Medicaid, as 
Medicaid eligibility has expanded up to 185% of the federal poverty line 
(the MCH eligibility standard). Nevertheless, some staff noted that their 
dients have difficulty completing the Medicaid application prxess. Even 
with presumptive eligibility, the follow-up Medicaid application is 
cumbersome and confusing. M/CH center staff do not always see their 
job as assisting dients to apply for Medicaid, and local social services 
staff are not always helpful in their attitudes. 

• Even for eligible children, the sick care voucher program is limited. The 
Child Health Center voucher program pays for acute rather than chronic 
care or care for accident or injury. While some center staff attempt to 
stretch the definition of covered care to include acute episodes of a 
chronic condition, others are uncomfortable bending the rules. Such a 
limitation can impede continuity of care and discourage providers from 
treating the whole child. 

• AdQlescent health care is an unmet need. Adolescents are reluctant to 
attend child health clinics, due both to attitlJde and to the physical 
loCations of many of these clinics. Most temporary and some permanent 
sites are in church basements and other settings inappropriate for older 
children. Special education and outreach is also necessary to attract 
these youth to preventive health dinics. 

• On the whole, MlCH centers agptar to have the fleXIbility to meet local 
commynity needs. but the state has not ftlitahlishecl guidelines for their 
oertormance or rigorously eya/Yated tflejr effectiveneSS. M/CH contracts 
have apparently been awarded based on historical patterns of local 
service delivery, and changes in contractors is rare. lhe new revenues 
from expanded MecflCaid eligibil'1ty for pregnant women and young 
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children may free up federal and state maternal and child health care 
funds and offer the opportunity to review M/CH center goals and 
performance. The contract process can strike a balance between 
identifying and addressing unique local needs and meeting state 
standards to improve accountability. Most centers have unsophisticated 
patient tracking systems that would need improvement to monitor their 
performance and compliance with state standards. 

• The Department of PYblic Health will be undertaking new needs 
assessment and data collection duties under recent federal law changes. 
In the 1989 Omnibus Reconciliation Act, Congress imposed new 
responsibilities upon state Maternal and Child Health agenCies. In an 
expanded application process, MCH agenCies wiU be required to include 
statewide needs assessment data on services to women and children 
and to outline a plan to meet various national MCH goals. States must 
also report health status indicators, such as perinatal and maternal 
mortality, immunization status, low birth weight rates, and rates of early 
prenatal care. 

• Manv Medicaid eligible are not enrolled. Despite a Significantly increased 
caseload of children and pregnant women, many Medicaid eligible 
families are not enrolling in the program. In 1989, an estimated 24,000 
persons eligible for Medicaid were not enrolled. Among the many 
reasons that people do not partiCipate in public programs are lack of 
information, eligibility complexity and confusion, and the program's 
association with the welfare system. Several states have greatly simplified 
their application forms and processes for pregnant women and young 
children, and many have developed majOr media campaigns to 
encourage these groups, in particular, to enroll. SOme states have also 
renamed their MediCaid programs for pregnant women ("Baby Your 
Baby; 'BabyCare," etc) to improve its image and encourage early 
enrollment 

Medicaid's EPSDT (Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and 
Treatment) Program for children is designed to identify childhood 
disability and illness early in order to treat or amerlOrate potentially 
disabling conditions. Throughout the United States, about 30% of the 
children screened under EPSDT are referred on to diagnosis and 27% of 
them are referred to treatment. In Iowa these proportions are only 9% 
and 10%, respectively, suggesting the need for an improved system to 
follow referrals from screening and diagnosis to treatment providers, an 
approach which has been successful in other states. 
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• There are many communities where /ow:iocome uninsured are not 
served by a full-service ambulatorv cljniC. The map in Figure 1 shows 
these areas. 

'. Access to prenatal care for !ower income women not eligjble for Medicaid 
is an increasing problem. L.ocaI needs vary acroS$ the state, but most 
M/CH centers cited an increasing problem of access to prenatal care 
providers, (due in part to the general physician shortage in rural areas) 
especially fOr women above Medicaid income eligibility guidelines. Some 
try to assist these women, but they are not funded to subsidize their 
care. 

• Preventjye and primary care foe ynlnsurtd adYIts is limited. Community 
Health Centers provided preventive and primary care to about 37,000 
patients in 1989 but exist in only three communities in the state. The 
University of Iowa's $27 million "state papers. program provides primary 
and acute care in Iowa City to about 550 obstetric/newborn andSOO 
orthopedic pcrtier.is (non-quota patients) and 3,900 patients ieferred 
under the county quota system. M/CH center staffs reported difficulty in 
getting patients into the state papers program because County Relief 
directors, responsible for setting eligibifrty standards and certifying patient 
eligibility, vary in their willingness to use their quota slots. Furthermore, 
despite the University Hospitals' transportatiOn networi<, Iow-income 
patients not certified as state papers have difficulty traveling to Iowa City 
due to cost and unavailability of private or public transportation. SOme 
center staffs also noted the problems faced by residents of outlying rural 
counties in transporting themselves to the centers' sites for preventive 
care or acute care referral. 

Our final finding addresses the problem of shortages of primary care providers 
in the states: 

• A1thQugh not well QUantified. it is certain that there are shortages of 
primary en proyiders in many areas of the state. Research by the 
University of Iowa, the Iowa Medical Society, health professional licensing 
boards, and the Health Professionals Shortage Committee and 
Govemor's Task Force on Rural Health have all documented shortages 
of personnel SUCh as obstetricians, family practitioners, physician 
assistants"P.f'S1iatric nurse practitioners, nurse midwives, and registered 
dieticians. 

***** See Ejnal Report of the Health !'rofessional Shortage Committee submitted to 
the Iowa College Aid CommisSion and Joint Education Appropriations SUbcommittee 
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For instance, although the Board of Nursing reports 72 licensed pediatric 
nurse practitioners in the state, over one-third are located in Johnson 
County, and some are not actively practicing. Child Health Centers 
generally contract with PNPs on a part·time basis, so these nurses find it 
difficult to establish a sufficient practice, especially in rural areas where 
travel is an additional problem. Physicians are also in short supply in 
some areu·of the state; 28 areas in Iowa ~n all or parts of 48 counties) 
are designated by the U.S.P.H.S. as "health manpower shortage areas.' 
The University of Iowa College of Medicine's Offiee of Community-Based 
Programs reports that 165 Iowa communities are seeking one or more 
family practitioners. The Physician Assistant training program estimates 
that there are 45 unfilled employment opportunities for PAs in the state. 
And a recent Iowa Medical Society SUf\t&y revealed that over one·third of 
obStetricians and family practitioners report a shortage of obstetrical 
services for all patients, and up to half report a shortage of obstetrical 
services for Medicaid patients. The majority of the physicians responding 
report an Obstetrical shortage for all patients in OVAr one-third (35) of the 
state's counties. 

Despite many independent studies of the health personnel shorta ~ e 
issue, there is no single focal point to conduct or coordinate data 
collection, analysis, and solution development for this overreaching health 
care delivery problem in the state. 

See Appendix A for further information on this issue. 

C. Possible Recommendations 

To address the most pressing of these needs, the Task Force should consider 
the following recommendations: 

1. Expand the preventive and acute care programs for children under 200% 
of the poyerty Roe, to include the largest number of children that can be 
covered within the state's budget limits and expand the sick care 
voucher program to include chronic and accidental illness and injUry. 

(continued) 
December 15, 1989, and Final Report of the GOvernor's Task force on Rural Health, 
November 28. 1989. 
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Currently about 80,000 low-incOme dliIdten without preventive care 
coverage are not served by Child Health Centers or Community Health 
Centers. Assuming that half of these eligible 80,000 children would 
participate in expanded child health services at $100 per child per year, 
the cost of expanding services to 40,000 new children (12,400 currently 
uninsured children and 27,600 insured children) would be 4 million state 
dollars (rt is unlikely that new federal Maternal and Child Health Block 
grant funds would become available to support such an expansion). By 
lowering the income eligibility level or capping the budget, for instance at 
$2 million, the state could serve a smaller group, for example, one· 

. quarter of the eligible population (20,000). 

To assure follow-up care for sick children, the state could expand its 
current voucher program (appropriated at the level of $450,000 for FY 
1991). About 13% of the children seen in weU-chiid clinics are referred to 
physicians for treatment, but this is an early estimate that might be low 
(one center we visited referred one-third of its children). Current per child 
costs a:e $50, but this estimate may also be low since it is bos...-d or very 
early program experience. Only the 12,400 currently uninsured children 
would requite state funds for this foUow-up care. Assuming a 20% . 
participation rate among the 12,400 uninsured children and a $50 per 
child cost. expanding the sick care voucher program to correspond with 
expansion of the preventive care program would cost $124,000 in state 
funds. 

The Departmont of Health staff have also estimated the need for 
approximately $60,000 in additional funds to properly administer the 
expanded voucher program. These funds would support administration 
for the entire program ($450,000 for the FY 91 program plus the 
$124,000 expansion) and would represent about 11% of total care costs. 

Removing the restriction on using vouchers for chronic or accidental 
illness or injury would increase the cost of this program somewhat, but it 
is not possible to estimate the impact of this change. 

It should be noted that there are several impediments to significantly 
increasing Child Health Center capacity: the shortage of pediatric nurse 
practitioners and dieticians in many areas of the state; the physical space 
in which many child health dinics are located; the need to upgrade 
tracking systems to meet additional capacity and new case management 
responsibilities; and the potential resistance of the medical community to 
Child Health Center expansion. The Department of Health could assist 
centers in locating personnel and upgrading tracking and referral 
systems. 
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2. Actively oursue additional federal funds for one or more ambulatory 
community health centers in ynderserved areas of the state. Although 
federal funds for Community Health Centers have been limited in recent 
years, the Department of Health and other officials have been discussing 
a possible grant application with the U.S. Public Health Service (PHS). 
There is optimism that the PHS may entertain an application for a new 
Community Health Center, possibly in western Iowa or in conjunction 
with a rural hospital. Additional state resources would be needed to 
develop such an application. We estimate that a successful grant 
application requires some community needs assessment and health 
personnel assessment as well as detailed administrative and 
programmatic description. SUch an application might cost $50,000, some 
of which might potentially be raised from*U'l~.p.rvate sector, but some of 
which might need to be state resources. 

3. Imorove coordination and integration of public programs. To obtain 
maximum Federal matching funds and assure that as many persons 
eligible for Medicoi( as possible are enrolled in the program, the 
Department of Human Services should: 

*_ •••• 

a. Expand Medicaid outreach activities to identify more eligible 
individuals, including eligibility coordination with Maternal and Child 
Health Centers, Rural Health Clinics, and Community Health 
Centers, preparation of a video on eligibility processing (for use by 
M/CH centers and other interested agencies), and preparation of 
brochures for consumers and providers on Medicaid; 

b. Outstation eligibility workers in selected public clinics, hospitals, 
and Maternal and Child Health Centers; 

c. Consider changing Medicaid's name to distance it from its welfare 
association; 

d. Develop a public media campaign for the expanded program; and 

e. Increase its efforts to enroll eligible children in Medicaid's EPSDT, 
including the distribution of information on the program through 
the school system. 

A recently successful CHC grant application in metropolitan Denver cost 
over $100,000 to develop. 
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A first-year budget of approximately $300,000 is assumed for these 
efforts, of which half oould be financed with federal Medicaid matching 
funds. As has been the experience in other states, this estimate 
assumes sUbstantial oontributions from the private sector in the form of 
donated IV and radio air time for public service messages, etc. 

4. Simplify me 'Medicaid application process. Medicaid currently uses an 
integrated application form that oollects information needed to determine 
an applicant's eligibility not only for Medicaid, but also for a number of 
other publiCly supported programs, including WlC, Food Stamps, etc. 
However, an often-cited barrier to getting people through the Medicaid 
enrollment process is the length and complexity of this form. 

The Department of Human SecW:es should consider assessing the 
relative benefits of this oomprehensive form oompared to a streamlined 
one that might increase overall Medicaid enroUment and allow new 
recipients to apply for other benefits once they are in the system. The 
possibility of designing a demonstration tnat would exam~'18 the 
effectiveness of alternative approaches in several different sites should be 
considered. Federal support for such a demonstration should also be . 
explored. 

5. ReView the state's process of oontracting with MlCH Centers. The 
Department of Public Health should oonsider the following: 

a. Improve the coordination of related services (WIC, prenatal care, 
child health care) through mechanisms such as a single oontract 
for such seMces, ccHocation, or other means of coordination. 
WIC oontracts are combined with existing M/CH contracts, and 
this strategy shOuld continue. While state contracts for these 
seMces evolved due to traditional patterns of community interest 
and service, they may not today represent the best means of 
delivering related services to the target population. The 
department should closely examine its contracting agencies and 
determine how care can be delivered in the most efficient and 
effective manner to meet local needs. 

b. Require applicants for M/CH COl Itl acts to identify and propose 
means to address community needs. The department should take 
a more active role in helping communities, including its M/CH 
contractors and other interested agencies, to assess community 
health needs and develop plans for meeting them with both private 
sector and public sector strategies. This is consistent with its new 
responsibilities under OBRA 1989. Rather than duplicating current 
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activities, the Department could, tor instance, assist counties 
already undertaking health needs assessments to include a focus 
on matemal and child health by developing protocols and by full 
or partial funding of such activities. It could also assist local 
agencies by coordinating current assessment activities and 
planning processes and assuring standardized and high quality 
analyses. 

c. Actively participate in Medicaid outreach. The Departments of 
Public Health and Human Services are currently undertaking a 
pilot to train M/CH center staff in Medicaid outreach activities. The 
results of this project should be monitored and an appropriate 
strategy replicated throughout the state. 

The Department of Health estimates the annual cost of carrying out the 
above three activities to be $690,000. 

d. OeJJ<&o 1ment of H6a1th SUilt &::;umate the COSt of expanding its 
current pilot outreach efforts to a statewid~ basis to be 
approximately $325,000 per year. It is assumed that half of this 
amount would be financed with Medicaid matching funds. 

6. Reauire M /CH contractors to meet performance standards. Consistent 
with its new data collection responsibilities under OBAA 1989, the 
Department of Public Health should consider requiring that M/CH 
Centers meet specific standards for contract renewal, such as: 

a. Identification of women and children potentially eligible for 
Medicaid; 

b. Actively providing assistance in completing Medicaid applications; 

c. Follow up to determine numbers of clients who were potentially 
eligible fer Medicaid, who were assisted, who actually applied, and 
who were ultimately enrolled; and 

d. Community needs assessment, problem identification, and 
attempted problem resolution (as discussed above). 

The Department of Health estimates that requiring its M/CH contractors 
to actually assist and follow up on clients applying for Medicaid would 
involve new staff costs of approximately $15,000 per year per contractor. 
The total annual cost to the Department of Health to implement these 
activities is estimated to be $660,000. 
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7. Further examine the heal!t! gersoooef 3bortage issue. Although a number 
of state and private agencies are SWdying various aspects of the health 
personnel shortage problem, there is no C6i Ib aI coordinating agency that 
can conduct targeted studies of personnel need, pull together the efforts 
of these various agencies, cellect and analyze data. and propose 
solutions to the problem. Department of HeaItti staff estimate the annual 
cost of this activity to be about $65,000. 

III. New Public Coverage Programs for Certain L.ow-Income Persons 

In our July 17 report to the Task Force, we provided cost estimates for two 
different programs that would extend publicly supported health care coverage to 
certain low-income persons not eligible for Medicaid. The first would extend fully 
subsidized coverage to adults and children below the poverty level, and partially 
subsidized coverage to adults and c/:Iildren between 100% and 200% of poverty. The 
second program extended coverage to children under 250% of poverty and required 
payment of a $25 annual enrollment fee for thos6 children above poverty. ror tioe 
latter program, two different benefit packages were oosted out: a Medicaid benefits 
pac~age and a package Covering only ambulatory·care. These cost estimates 
assumes some SWitching of coverage by previously insured persons. 

The Task Force requested that alternative cost estimates be developed by 
varying certain design features and/or assumptions. Specifically, we were asked to 
explore the cost implications of: 

• lowering the program's income eligibility runits; 

• reduCing the amount of the subsidy for the adult and child program; and 

• reducing the crossover of previously insured persons into the programs. 

Cost estimates were developed for five dilferent altematives fO( the adult and 
child program and four alternatives for the children Of'io/ program. The design 
features/assumptions upon which these aItemative scenarios are based are identified 
below. A soomary of the enroUment and cost estimates for the alternative adult and 
child programs is presented in Table 2. A summary of enrollment and cost estimates 
for the children only program is presented in Table 3. 
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A. Programs for Adults and Children 

Alternative 1: Coverage of Persons under 200% of Federal Poverty Level (FPL) 

Assumptions: 

• Full state subsidy of premium for persons below poverty 

• Sliding scale premium subsidy for persons between 100 - 200% 
poverty 

• Average state subsidy for 100·200% poverty group is 60% 

• Average monthly premium cost equal to $125/adult and $SO/child 

• Participation rates by current insurance status: 

uninsured 
nongroup 
group 

• 50% 
- 25% 
- 10% 

Alternative 2: Coverage" of persons under 150% FPL 

Assumptions: 

Same as Alternative 1 except: 

• Sliding scale premium subsidy for persons between 100 - 150% 
poverty 

Alternative 3: Coyerage of Persons under 150% FPL 

Assumptions: 

Same as Alternative 2 except: 

• 90% state subsidy of premium for persons below poverty 

• Average state subsidy for 100 • 150% poverty is 50% 

• Participation rates by insurance status: 
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uninsured 
nongroup 
group 

-~ 
- 2D'l' 
- 5% 

Alternative 4: Coverage of Persons under 100% of FPL 

Assumptions: 

Same as Alternative 1 except: 

• No sliding scale premium subsidy for persons above poverty 

Alternative 5: Coverage of Uninsured Persons under 200% EPl 

Assumption~: 

Same as Alternative 1 except: 

• Participation by insurance status: 

• uninsured· 50% 
• assumes no participation by currently insured persons 

As can be s~n in Table 2, enrollment in the program is estimated to range 
from a high of nearly 100,000 under Alternative 1 to a low of 30,800 under 
Altemative 4. Total annual premium costs would range from $123 million under 
Alter:1ative 1 to slightly more than $40 million for Alternative 4. Annual state 
costS would range from a high of $90 million under Alternative 1 to 
approximately $40 million for Alternative 3 and 4. 

B. Programs for Children Only 

Aftematjye 1: Coverage of Children under 250% EPl 

Assumptions: 

• Full state subsidy of premium for children below poverty 

• $25/yr enrollment for children above poverty 

• Average monthly premium cost equal to $SO/child for Medicaid 
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TABl.E 2. 
COST ESTIMATES POR A STATE PR(XJ~AM TO 

COVER ADULTS AND CHILDREN BELOW CERTAIN POVERTY LEVELS 

ALTBRNATlVB 1 ALTERNATIVE 2 ALTERNATIVE 3 ALTERNATIVE 4 ALTERNATIVE 5 

Eljgjbles 
Adulls 375,700 205,500 205,5t>l) 110,600 104,000 

Children 169·400 71.800 71,80'J 29,200 31,700 

Total 545,100 277,300 277,300 139,800 135,700 

Enr~ 
AduliS 65,900 39,700 30,7M 23,200 34,700 

,.. Children 34,000 16.900 12,7(l~ 1.2QQ 15,100 

.... Total 99,900 56,600 43,400 30,800 49,800 

N 

600YII ~2il1i1I2llI1 
Adults $98,801,200 $59,509,100 $46,110,300 $34,730,800 $51,981,300 

Children n4,46~,IOO ~II,!!14,600 $9,147,7(lQ $5.466,600 ~ I Q,905 ,000 

Total $123,266,300 $71,123,700 $55,258,000 $40,197 ,400 $62,886,300 

An!ll!i!l ~~li/S!iI!< 
Adults $73,173,100 $49,597,800 $33,894,500 $34,730,800 40,424,900 

Children SIM6~,700 $9.499,500 $6.246,700 $5,466,600 7,852,400 

Total $90,038,800 $59,097,300 $40,141,200 $40,197,400 S48,2TI,300 



-like benefits and $25/child for ambulatory services benefits 

• Participation rates by insurance status: 

uninsured • 60% 
nongroup - 15% 

. group • 5% 

Alternative 2: Coverage of Children under 200% EeL 

AssumptionS: 

Same as A1temative 1 except: 

• Only children under 200% of poverty are eligible 

Alternative 3: Coverage of Children under 185% FPL 

Assumptions: 

Same as Alternative 1 except: 

• Only children under 185% of poverty are eligible 

Alternative 4: Coverage of Children under 133'lf, FPL 

Assumptions: 

Same as Alternative 1 except: 

• Only children under 133% of poverty are eligible 

As can be seen in Table 3, enrollment in the program is estimated to range 
from a high of 38,000 under Altemative 1 to a low of 14,000 under Altemative 4. Total 
annual premium costs for Medicaid·like benefits range from $27.2 mimon under 
Alternative 1 to $10.2 miffion for Alternative 4. Annual state costs for this benefit 
package would range from a high of $26.5 milrlOO under Alternative 1 to $10 million 
under Alternative 4. 

For a program covering only ambulatory care, total premium costs would range 
from $11.3 million (Alternative 1) to $4.3 miUion (Alternative 4), with state costs varying 
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TAnl.E 3 
COST ESTIMATliS FOR A STATE I'R(XIRAM TO 

COVER CfflLDRHN nm .. ow CERTAIN POVIiRT\' Llivm.s 

ALTERNATIVE I ALTERNATIVE J. ALTERNATIVE 3 ALTERNATIVE 4 
Eligibles 

Previously uninsured children 35,500 31,100 25,500 18,600 
Previously insured children 224,000 130,400 98,300 33,300 
Total 259,500 161,500 121,800 51,900 

Enrollees 
Previously uninsured children 21,100 18,700 15,100 11,200 
Previously insured children 16,500 10,700 ~ 3,000 
Total 37,800 29,400 21,700 14,200 

Total COSIS 

'?) Medicaid-Like Benefits: 

t 
Previously uninsured children $15,340,500 $13,445,100 $11,010,900 $8,042,900 

Previously insured children 511,868,900 $7,691.400 $6,032,700 S2,I7I,IOO 
Total $27,209,400 $21, 136,500 $17,043,600 $10,214,000 

Ambulatory Benefils: 
Previously uninsured children $6,391,900 $5,602,100 $4,587,900 $3,351,200 

Previously insured children $4,945,400 $3,204.800 $2.513.6QO $904.600 

Total SII,337,300 $8,806,900 $7,101,500 $4,255,800 

TOIa! COSls/Slale • 
Medicaid-Like Benefits: 
Previously uninsured children $14,944,200 S13,114,700 SIO,76S,OOO $7,900,100 

Previously insured children $1 1.507 .070 $7.474.300 $5,873.440 i2,145,800 

Total $26,451,270 $20589 flOO $16,638,440 $10,045,900 , . 

Ambulatory Benefits: 
Previously uninsured children $5,995,600 $5,271,100 $4,342,000 $3, 20H, 30n 

Previously msured children $4,583,495 $2,98V~~1 If,J:'i02l l~Z2A!lQ 

Total $ /0,579,095 S8,259,5(J() $6,6'16,321 S4,087,700 



from $10.6 million under Alternative 1 to $4.1 miUion under Alternative 4. 

IV. Estimates of Current Health Care Spending in Iowa 

As part of its discussion of mOving to a single payer health care financing 
system, the Task Force requested that Health Systems Research, Inc. explore the 
availability of relevant data that could be used to estimate total health care spending in 
Iowa. 

Actual figures on total current health care spending in Iowa are not available. 
The latest state-specific estimates available are for 1982. However, we attempted to 
develop reasonable estimates for 1990 using two altemative techniques: 

• Updating the 1982 Iowa per capita health care spending figures using the 
medical care component of the Consumer Price Index (CPI). This figure 
was compared to the 1990 inflated national per capita figure to ensure 
that the ddjustment was cc,rrect. The updated Iowa per capita spenair,g 
amount was then multiplied by the estimated state population to yield 
total health care spending. 

• The second method utilizes more recent age-specific per capita health 
care expenditure data to arrive at total health care spending. National 
age-specific per capita health spending figures for 1987 were updated to 
1990 using the medical care component of the CPI, and then applied to 
the age profile of the Iowa population. The sum of the expenditlJres for 
each age category produced an estimate of aggregate Iowa health care 
spending figure. 

Using the first methodology, total 1990 health care spending for Iowa was 
estimated to be $6 billion. The second method generated an estimate of $6.6 billion. 

Order of magnitude estimates of payment sources for these expenditures can 
be developed by applying national parameters to these Iowa-specific estimates. They 
are as follows: 

• Private: $3.6 to $3.9 biUion 

• Medicare: $1.2 to $1.3 bilrlOO 

• Medicaid: $670 to $747 milfion 

• Other Public: $586 to $647 miUion 
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Finally. it Should be noted that both estimates include nursing home 
expenditures. However. because many proposals considering single payer financing 
systems do not include long-term care, we also calculated total health care spending 
without nursing home care expenditures. This reduced our estimates to $5.4 billion to 
$8 billion. 

V. Insurance Regulation Reform Measures 

As discussed at previous meetings, significant problems currently exist in the 
small group health insurance market A number of organizations, including the 
National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAlC), have been working to 
develop a package of regulatory reform measures that woUld address many of these 
problems. The model legislation being finalized by NAlC will apply to coverage for 
businesses of 25 or fewer employees. It is likely to include provisions in the following 
~e~: • 

• Fiatng res((l.;tions 

annual incr~es 
maximum v~iation 
allowable cI~ses or blocks of business 

• Guaranteed renewability requirements 

• Elimination of multiple waiting periods for pre-existing conditions 

• Disclosure requirements 

• Actuarial certification 

• Maintenance of records 

As noted previously. adoption of these recommendations will have a negligible 
cost impact on the State of Iowa but are expected to improve the affordability and 
stability of health care coverage for certain small businesses within the state. 
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VI. Imoroved Availability of Small Business COyerage 

AlthOugh the meaSures can be expected to improve the small group market, 
they cannot ensure that all small businesses interested in obtaining coverage for their 
employees will find such coverage available to them. As we found in our survey of 
health insurers operating in Iowa, most, if not all insurers, engage in medical 
underwriting to assess the risks associated with each small business. Many small 
businesses that may have one or more employees with high medical needs may find 
themselves unable 10 purchase coverage for that employee or even for all of their 
workers. In some cases, some insurers may consider 811 businesses within a 
particular category (e.g., barbers or health care institutions) and refuse to sell 
coverage to anyone in the category. 

To address this problem, the Task Force has asked that we explore the optior. 
of establishing a pool through which all small businesses would be able to purchase 
coverage. The model that currently appears to be the most attractive model for such 
a pool is a state-established reinsurance pool in which all insurers would be required 
Iu J:jc!rticipate. NAIC is pra5en:Jy in .. c.!ved ir, developing mode! I~islation fur su(;h a 
pool. The acting Iowa Insurance Commissioner, who is actively involved in the NAIC 
efforts, is also in the process of developing a state-specific proposal for Iowa. . 

The basic features of a reinsurance pool will be diSOJssed at the Task Force's 
August 28-29 meeting. 

VII. Support for Expanded Dependent Coverage 

Earlier in this report, we costed out alternate versions of a program providing 
publicly supported coverage for Iow-income children (See Section III. S.). In that 
analysis, we identified the possibility that some low-income parents facing significant 
premium costs for covering their children through employment-based dependent 
coverage might switch their children's coverage to the public program. With respect 
to these children, as well as uninsured Iow-income children whose parents have not 
elected to purchase dependent coverage, a more appropriate public policy objective 
might be to encourage Iow-income families to take advantage of available 
employment-based dependent coverage. This option seeks to do that by providing a 
state subsidy (perhaps in the form of a voucher) for the employee Portion of 
dependent coverage of children. 

The design features/assumptions that underlie our cost estimates of this model 
are as follows: 

• Subsidy available to full-time/fuR-year workers with dependent children 
(under 18) and whose family income is below 200% of poverty. 
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• Premium cost per ct1i1d is S60/month. with employee contribution 
normally set at 50% or $3O/month. 

• State subsidy equal to entire employee contribution ($30/month/child) 
for workers below 100'*> of poverty; on a sliding scale basis. with average 
of 60% of employee contribution or $18/ct1ild/month. for workers with 
family incomes between 100% and 200% of poverty. 

• Participation rate assumption: 

children in families where head of household has group coverage -
40% 

ct1i1dren in families where head of household does not have group 
coverage but child has non-group coverage • 40% 

all other ct1ildren - 30% 

Based upon the above assumptions. the following are the estimated impacts of 
implemer:lting the above'pr()Qram: . 

• Number of enrollees: 50,000 

• Total state subsidy costs: $12.1 million 

• Total employee contributions: $6 million 
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Appendix A 

MEMORANDUM 

DATE: . August 20, 1990 
TO: Health Care Expansion Task Force 
FROM: Pat Butler, Health Systems Research, Inc. 

Health Personnel Shortages RE: 

Healt/1 care finandng stratt:!gius presume the availability of health care prvv.ue:rs 
to serve additional groups of people, such as those with new purchasing power through 
health insurance. Proposals to expand the current public health care delivery systems also 
require an adequate supply of providers. After examining health personnel issues, two 
Iowa task forces have ~ncluded that there are significant professional health personnel 
shortages in the state. Unfortunately, these studies did not quantify the extent of the 
shortages, although they do provide current data on the location of most categories of 
licensed personnel in the state. We have spoken to several state agency staff familiar 
with these issues. There are few hard statistics on the numbers of personnel needed in 
he state. An outline of findings follows: 

I. Physicians 

A. Obstetrical services 

The Iowa Medical Society (IMS) has recently surveyed obstetricians and family 
practitioners to determine availabUity of prenatal and delivery services. One-third 
of family practitioners and 38% of obstetricians observed that there is a shortage 
of obstetrical services in he county for all patients; 13% and 25% more, 
respectively, believe that there is a shortage of obstetrical services for Medicaid 
patients. Based on responses from 44% of physicians surveyed, IMS identified 35 

1 See Rnal Report of the Health Professional Shortage Committee submitted to the 
Iowa College Aid Commission and Joint Education Appropriations Subcommittee 
December 15, 1989 and Final Report of the Goyemor's Task Force on Rural Health, 
November 28, 1989. 
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counties where a majority of physicians report a shortage of such services for all 
patients, another 20 where one-third to one-half of physicians reported a shortage, 
and 5 additional counties where Medicaid patients have problems finding 
obstetrical services. 

B. Family Practice 

According to the University of Iowa's office of Community-Based Programs, 1,175 
family practitioners now practice in the state, but 165 communities in Iowa are 
currently seeking 279 family practitioners (FP). Comparing those who enter and 
those who leave practice in the state, the state has gained 1-2 FPs per year in 
recent years. Rural areas, however, are less likely to receive new family 
practitioners that are urban areas. The retention of Family Practice Residency 
Training graduates from Iowa dropped from 66% in 1985 to 54% in 1988. 

C. Pedi<:ovics 

Pediatricians are generally not found in Iowa communities smaller than 25,000. 
About 60% of the state's 700 pediatricians are located in Des Moines and Iowa 
City, and most of the others in smaller cites. The Iowa chapter of the American 
Academy of Pediatrics has no precise figures but does perceive a shortage of 
pediatricians in the western half of the state in general, and specifically in Sioux 
City and Waterloo. 

II. Nurses 

Child Health centers rely heavily on Pediatric nurse practitioner (PNP), but have 
experienced a shortage of these personnel in some areas. Since most of the centers 
can only employ PNPs on a part-time contractual basis, PNPs find it difficult to establish 
a suffiCient practice in rural areas to make the travel worth their effort. 

According to the Report of the Task Force on the Shortage of Nursing Personnel 
in 1989, in the next decade there will be a serious shortage of nurses, especially tor 
acute and long-term care. 

III. Other personnel 

A. Dieticians 

Child health and WIC centers have experienced shOrtages of dieticians, but there 
are no data on the numbers of such personnel needed in the state. 
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8. Physician Assistants 

According to the Health Professional Shortage Committee Report, half of the 
graduates of the Physician Assistants (PA) training program at the University 
remain in the state.and in 1989 half were place in medically underserved areas. 
The UniverSity's Physician Assistant training program estimates that while about 
179 PAs practice in Iowa communities (and another 25 in VA hospitals), about 45 
employment opportunities in local communities are currently \.!nfilled. 
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POSSIBLE STANDARDS TO BE USeD TO ASSESS M/CH CONTRACTOR 
PERFORMANCE 



POSSIBLE CRITERIA TO BE USED 
TO MONITOR M/CH CONTRACTOR PERFORMANCE 

IDENTIAED BY THE IOWA DEPARTMENT 

Activity 

I. Administration 

A. Outreach 

B. Fiscal Management 

OF PUBUC HEALTH 

Monitoring Criteria 

- Percentage of MH clients enrolled in 
first trimester 

- Percentage of population served tor 
all programs 

- Percentage of school-aged and 
adolescent youth served in program 

- Mandatory evening and weekend 
clinics O.e., at least one time per 
month) 

- Service area teen birth rate and 
births to mothers under age 15 

- . Ouarterty reporting of CH/MH 
enrollment and eligibility by county 

- Setting and enforcing minimum 
percentage of Medicaid 
reimbursement by program 

- No more than 1/12 of grant money 
distributed per month 

- Quarterty reporting to include: 
Money spent per contractor 

- Program income collected by 
source and service 

- Percentage of craents receiving 
assistance with Medicaid 
application 

- Cost of service delivery 
- Cost per participant 

) 



Activity 

C. Coordinator Rol~ 

D. Planning 

II. Quality AsSUrance 

A. Coordination 

G·2 

Monitoring Criteria 

Definition of minimum role and 
responsibilities of coordinator 
including minimum level of 
experience and edlolcation 

- Definition of minimum coordinator 
FTE - based upon the number of 
people served, programs, service 
area 

- Annual or biannual local needs 
assessments - especially related to 
access 

- Program yearly goals and objectives 
stated in clearly measurable :?rms '. 
and related to above 

- Six month progress reportS 
- Include plan for local provider 

outreach - six month reports to 
include: 
- Number of local providers (by 

type) participating in program 
- Provider concerns 

- "intemal" marketing plan 

- Mandatory linkages 
- Written agreements 
- Plans for ongoing communication 
- Regular meetingS 

- Post clinic team conferences 
- Use of mutlidisciplinaty care plan 
- Percentage of families (by program) 

on WlC . 
- Percentage of MH participants 

enrolled in CH/FP 
• Monitoring area reported cases of 

child abuse/neglect 



Activity 

B. Continuity of Care 

C. Clinical 

D. Comparison to Percentage of Low 
Birth Weight 

Source: Iowa Department of Public Health 

G·3 

Monitoring Criteria 

- Child health drop rate 
- Ratio of continuing CH/new 
- Documentation of follow-up on all 

referrals in chart within 30 days 

- Percentage of children referred from 
screening (i.e., vision, dental, 
developmental) 

- Completion of training program prior 
to administering deY/vision/hearing 
screening (with regular updates) 

- Immunizalion rates by ages 
- Completion of training program prior 

to prenatal education 
- Percentage of population with 

anemia (CDC level defined) 

- Receipt of prenatal care: 
- Adequacy of medical visits 
- Adequacy of enhanced package 

- Percentage of service 
population (from area) with 
dental caries 

- Monitoring area cases of 
measles, tetanus, diphtheria, 
rubella, encephalitis 



Appendix H . 

SUMMARY OF COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH RECOMMENDATIONS TO 
IMPROVE THE PUBLIC SECTOR SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEM 



BUDGET ESTIMATE FOR STRENGTHENING OF PUBLIC SECTOR 
PRIMARY AND PREVENTIVE CARE DELIVERY SYSTEM 

COSTS - YEAR 1 

1 . Preventive semces to 1 .000 school-age children and adolescents - 1 .000 children x $ 1 10 

2. Voucher Program: 

Acute services for 1.000 school-age children and adolescents - 1.000 children x $44 

Treatment of injuries - 2.250 children x $100 

Treatment 01 chronic conditions -- 750 children x $300 

Support services (2 FTE) 

3. Medicaid Outreaen (OHS) 

4. Community Assessment (1 FTE) 

Planning and Implementation 

Training 

~onitoring/tracking systems (1 FTE) 

Outreaen 

5. Community Health Center development 

8. Health personnel shortage coordination 

TOTAL 

COSTS - YEAR 2 

1. Preventive services to 5.000 school-age enildren and adolescents - 5.000 children x $1 10 

2. Vouener Program: 

Acute services for 1 .750 school-age children and adolescents - 1 .750 children x $88 

Treatment of injuries - 2.250 young enlldren x $100 + 525 school-age children x $150 

Treatment of chronic conditions - 925 children x $300 

Support seMces (2 FTE) 

3. Medicaid OUIJMCh (OHS) 

4. Community Mliliment (1 FTE) 

Planning and implementation 

Training 

Monitoring/tracking systems (2 FTE) 

Outreach 

5. Community Health Center development 

6. Health personnel shortage coordination 

TOTAL 

$110.C 

$44.000 

$225.000 

$225.000 

$60.000 

$300.000 

S55.000 

S50.000 

S50.000 

$100.000 

S60.000 

S50:000 

S63.000 

$1.392,(' 

$550.000 

$154.000 

$303.750 

$2n.500 

$60.000 

$300.000 

$55.000 

S50.OOO 

S50.000 

$150.000 

$60.000 

S50.' 

$48.0I./v 

$2.108.250 



BUOGET ESTIMATE FOR STRENGTHENING OF PUBLIC SECTOR 
PRIMARY AND PREVENTIVE CARE DELIVERY SYSTEM 

COSTS - YEAR 3 

Preventive services to 10,000 school-age children and adolescents -- 10,000 children x S 110 $1.', ~C.SC~ 

2. VOUCher Program: 

Ac~te services for 3.500 schOOl-age children and adolescents -- 3.500 crollaren x S88 

Treatment of inlufles -- 2.250 young children x Sl 00 • 1.050 SChOOl-age children x S' 50 

Treatment of chroniC conaitions -- 1,100 children x S300 

Support services (3 FTE) 

3. Medicaid Outreach (OHS) 

4. Community Assessment 

Planning and implementation 

Training 

MOnitoring/tracking systems (3 FTE) 

Outreach 

5. Community. Health Center davelopment 

6. Health personnel shortage coordination 

TOTAL 

COSTS - YEAR 4 

S3ca.:co 

S33:J.CCO 

S90:;CO 

S300.0CO 

so 

SO 

S25.000 

S200,000 

560.000 

SO 

S43.000 

52,838,500 

1. Preventive services to 15,000 school-age children and adolescents - 15.000 children x S110 51.650,000 

2. Voucher Program: 

Acute servicas for 5,250 school-age children and adolascants -- 5,250 children x $88 

Treatment of injuries -- 2,250 young children x $100 + 1,575 school-age children x S150 

Treatment of chronic conditions - 1,275 children x $300 

Support servicas (3 FTE) 

3. Medicaid Outreach (OHS) 

4. Community .... ssment 

Planning and Implementation 

Training 

Monitoring/tracJdng systems (3 FTE) 

Outreach 

5. Community Health Center development 

6. Health personnel shortage coordination 

TOTAL 

Source: Original estimates developed by Iowa Department of Health staff, 
with updates made by Health Systems Research, Inc. 

5462.000 

$461.250 

$382,500 

S90,000 

$300.000 

SO 

SO 

S20,000 

$200.000 

S60,000 

$0 

542.000 

S3,667.750 
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DRAFT OF NAIC MODEL LEGISLATION CONCERNING REGULATORY 
RATE REFORM ON THE SMALL GROUP INSURANCE MARKET 



PRElU1]M RATES A.IlO RR~ILI= 01" COVERACK 

!'OR E!EALTH INSURANCE SOLD TO SHALL GlIOUPS 

Table of Cootents 

Seco:':'cn 
Secl:icn 2. 
sect.!.on 3. 
Sec':':'cn 4. 
Sec-t.i.on 5. 
sec':i.on"6. 
Sec~ion 7. 
Sec~ion S. 
Section 9. 

Sectioo 1. 

?'.1,:'rcse 
:Jefin~,::c:1s 

Heal~~ :~5~~3~~e ?~a~s Subj@c~ ~o t~is Act 
Rest~~c~~:~s ~e:a~~~; ':0 ?~em~~~ Rates 
?rov~s~~~s on Rer.@wabi:~~: of Covera~e 
Olsc~o9ure ~~ Ra~:~~ ?rac,:~ces and ~enewabi.:itl Prov~slons 

Oisc~eti~~ o~ ~~e CC~~i9sicner 

£!!ect.':"ve Oa:.e 

Purpose 

The ir.ten~ of this Act. is to ;:rcmote the availability of haelth insurance 
coverage to small employe::os, to prevent: abusive ratinq practice., to· .req'.Jire 
di.sclosure of rating pra:c:.ices ~a" ?urc~asersl to establi8h rule. for c'ontinuity 
of coverage for employers and· covered individuals, and ~ to improve the 
eff!.ci.ency and fairness of t!:e s~all 9:-cuP health insurance marketplace. 

section 2. Definitions 

A. "Small employer" ... eans any person, firm, corpora~ion, partnership or 
assoc!.at~on act~vely engaged in business who, On a~ leas~ fifty 
percent (SO') of ~ts working days during the preceding year, employed 
no more than twenty-!ive (25) eligible employees. In determining the 
number of el~gible employees, companies which are affiliated 
companies or which are eligible to file a combined tax return for 
purposes of state taxation shall be considered one employer. 

Drafting Note: States may wish to consider a different threshold number of 
employees for the purposes of defining a "small employer," depending on tche 
underwrit~ng and marketing practices of insurers J.n the state and any other 
factors that the state finds relevant. 

B. "Inaurer" means any person who prOvides health insurance in this 
state. For the purposes of this AC~, J.naurer includes a licensed 
1.nsurance company, a prepaid hospJ.tal or medical .ervice plan, a 
health maintenance organization, a multiple employer welfare 
arrangement or any other person providing a plan of health inaurance 
8 ubject to state insurance requlation. 

C. "Health insurance plan" or "plan" means any hospital or IIUIdJ.cal 
expense incurred policy or certcificate, hospital Or medical .ervice 



plan conerac~, or health maineenanea orqanizat:ion .ubaer1.ber 
cont:ract. Health l.n§Uranee plan cleaa not: include &cci.d.ar-.t-or:.:""! I 

e~edit, dental or disabi:i~1 income insurance; covera~e issued as a 
Bupplemenl:. to l.iabil.i.t1 inBurance; worl<.Gr' 8 compena.ticn or .L":'!.':'4r 
insu~ancG; or au~o~cbile medlcal-payment: insurance. 

"S~a.ll e~.~:'c.'/er i.:".s·~=e:'· rr,@ai.3 a';'.! ;':1B\,;r2r which C!!8::'S :,:ea:',:~ 

.;.~9u~ance plar.s co·.te::'::.<; -:::e e;,-_:;::::'/ees o! a smal: emplO'l8t'. 

~. ·~a3e :~a~ac~e~~s~~:s· ~@a~ ~e~=;~a?hic or other re:eva~~ 

c~a~ac~@r';'9l:.ics :! a sma:: ~~?l~:er, as de~e:~ined by a. 8~a:': 

employer ~~su=e~, ~h~:~ are cc~s~:ered by t~e in8u~er in t~e 

de~e:m~nat~cn o! prern~~rn :ates for ~he small employer. c~a~~ 

experience, health stat.-..:s and c!urat.icn of coveraqe since, issue ar@ 
not case char&c~e::,ist~cs for the purposes of this Act. 

F. ··Co~ ... nissi.ener·· means t::e Co~.miss.i.c:'1er of Insurance. 

G. "~e?ar~~er.t" ~ea~s t.~e :e~a::,":.:r.e:,,:~ c: : ns;.:rance. 

H. ~aase pr@m~~~ ra~~~ ~eans, for each class of business as to & ratinq 
period, the ;.o· .... esr. f)[-@ml.um ra':e charged Or which could have been 
charged under a. rat.~nq system fer t.har. class of bU6i.neall, by the 
small employet' insure: to small employers w.i.th eimilar, caSe 
charact@ristics for h@al~h insut'ance plans wi~h the 8ame or similar 
cove'rage. 

!. "New cusiness premium rate" means, for each class ot business &s to & 
rating period, the premium rate charged or offered by the 8mall 
employer insurer to small employers with simila~ ca •• characteristics 
for newly issued health insurance plans with the same or a1..."i1ar 
coverage. 

J. 

K. 

"Index rate" means for each class of buainess for 
with simila~ cage characteristic~ the arithmeti¢ 
applicable base premium rate and the corresponding 
rate. 

small employers 
&V8raqe of the 
highest premi= 

"C:ass of busines9~ means all or 
employet's as shown on the records of 

a d~stinct grouping of small 
the small employer insurer. 

( 1 ) A distinct grouping 
employer insurer on 
insurance plans, 

may 
the 

only 
basis 

be established by the 
that the applicable 

small 
health 

Ca) Are marketed and sold through individual. and organizations 
which are not participating in the marketing Or aale of 
other distinct grouping. of small employera for auch small 
employer insurer; 

(b) Have been acquired from another small employer insurer as & 
di9tine~ grouping of plans; 
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(C) Are provided t~ro~qh an a8socia~ion with ~Q~~Q~.hip ot ~ct 

18S8 t:han r i.:lser~ nu:r.:::er 1 small employers '.hie:' has ceen 
for~ed tor yurpcses c~her than obtaini~q ~nBUr&ne8; or 

(d) Are in a c~aBB of ~u8i.~esB that ~e8ta t~e ra~~iremer.~a !~r 

except:~on ~~ ~~e =e9~:~c~~cns related ~Q preo~~~ =a~e8 

pro· ... i.~ed i.n S~:gl!c:-= :":::1 A ( :.) (a) of Sec~ i.en 4. 

A small. e."r.pic¥er ~::st.:re!" :':":dy es:abllsh nO 
a~die~ona~ 9r=up~r.;s under eac~ ot the 
rara;=aph (1) on ~:-'e bAsi.s o! under-ooIrit!.nq 
expect:@d to produce subst.antial variation 
coats. 

mOra t::an t'..,o (2) 

aUbpar .. <;:,aphs :.:: 
c=!.teria which are 

i.n ehe health care 

(3) Tha co::".m,-ssioner may approve the eseablisl'_""ent ot additional 
d;'sti.nc": groupi:"'.;s upon application to the commisaioner and a. 
finding by the c::r-.. "niss:..oner t~at such action would enhance the 
efficiency and fa~::1egg of the small employer insurance 
marketpla.ce. 

M. "Actuarial opl.n:'on" ",ean' a "'r~tten statement by a member ot tha 
Arner~can Academy of ACC'ar,-es ~hae a small employer insurer is in 
compliance wieh th@ provisions of Sectio~ 4 ot ~hi. Act, baaed upon 
ehe person's examination, including a review ot ~he appropriate 
records and of the actuarial assumptions and methods utilized by the 
insurer in establishing premium races for applie&bl. h.al~h insurance 
plans. 

N. -Ratin9 period" ""ear.s the calendar period for which premiu.'II rates 
established by a small employer insurer are assumed to be in 9t!.C~, 
as dBte~mined by the small employer insurer. 

Section J. Health Insurance Plans Subject to this Act 

A. Excep~ as provided in Subs@c~~:n 9 of this section, the provisiona of 
this Act apply to any healtn insurance plan ",hich provides covera<;e 
to one or mo~e employees of a small employer. 

B. The proviSions of this Act shall not aOpply to individual he.lth 
insurance policies which are subject to policy torm and premiu= rate 
approval ae provided in (insert reference to insurance coda 
proviSions for approval of ind~vidual forms and ratea]. 

SectUnl 4. Restrictions Relatinq to Pr_i"", Rat •• , 

A. Premium ra~es for health ~nsurance plane subject to this Act ehall be 
subject to the followin9 provisions: 

(1) The index rate for a rat~ng period for any cl •• , ot bu,in"s 
shall not exceed theOindex rat. for any other cla., ot bu.Lne •• 
by more than twenty percent (20\). 

J 



~a~~g~aph (l} shal: ~ot apply ~o a claS8 ot bU8~n8B. ~t &11 ot 
~~Q foll:wi~~ ap~ly: 

(4) 7he class o! busi~@BS ~s onG for which ehe lnaurer doe. ~o~ 
rQ~ect:. and never ha.a rejactQcL at:\a.ll employers inclucQc! 
wiehin ~he def;'nit;'cn of employers .l.i.qib~. tor en. claBS 
o! b~sir.esa 0: othe~.i8& eligible employees and depenGQn~. 
· .... ho en=01.1 en a ~!.:r.ell basis, baaed upon t.heir c:a!..:2 
exper~enca or h9al~h Btae~8. 

(b) ~~e insurer does not invol~ntarily t:ansfer, and nevar has 
involunearily eransferred, a health inaurance plan into Or 
cue of the class of business. 

(el 7he class of :u91ness is curren~ly available tor purchase. 

(2) For a c!as8 of business, tte premium rat •• charqad durinq a 
rat~ng period to small employers with .imilar case 
charac~eri9tic9 for the same or 8L~ilar covaraq., or the rat •• 
which could be charged to such employers under the rating .y.tam 
for that cl~ss of business, shall not vary from the index rate 
by more or less than tw@nty-tive percent (25\) ot the index 
rate. 

(J) The percentage incre~se ~n ehe premium rate cha:ged to a .mall 
employer for a new r~ting period may not exceed the .um of the 
!ollowinq: 

(a) 7he percenta~e c~anqe in t:he new bU8in... premium rata 
~easur8d !rom the fL~sc day of the prior rating period to 
ehe first d~"{ of ehe r,ew rating period. In the caee of a 
class of business for 'Jhich the small employe .. inaurer 1.8 
nOt issuir.q new policies, the inau~.~ ahall u.. the 
percentage change ~n che base premium rate. 

(b) An adjustment, not to exceed fifteen percent (15\) annually 
and, adjua1:ed pro rata tor rating perioda of le.s than one 
year, due to the claim experience, health .tatus or 
duration ot coverage of the @mploy ... or dependent. of 1:he 
8mall employer aa determined from the insurer's rate =anual 
tor the class of bU8ine88. 

(c) Any adjustment due to ch~nge in coverage Or change in the 
case characteristic. of the small _ployer as detemined 
from the insurer's race tIIanual for the class of busine88. 

(4) In the case of health ;'n.uranCe plans issued prior to the 
effective date of this Ac~, a premium rate for a ratinq period 
may exceed the ranges de.cribed in Subsection A or a ot this 
.ection for a period of five (5) years follOWing the etfective 
date of this Act. In such ca.e, the percentage increase in the 
p .. emium rate Charged to •• mall employer in .uch a cla •• of 
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~ .... siness for a ~e''''' ra~':"r.c; ?~r:"::d. :1'\ay !'\ot exceed ':he 8c.::1 ot t.~e 
fol.!.c1.oli.nq: 

(a) ':'he percen~age cnanc;e 1.!'\ :te new busi~... pram1U!D :at.e 
~.easured !::'::'!"; :!".e !':':st. :!al~ of o:he pr~or rat!.nq per!.cd t.:: 
t~e first d.ay o~ :he ~ew ~ae!.~q per~cd. In ~r.e ea8U o! & 

c~ass of :~sl~ess !C~ ~r.~:~ ~te sma!! em?loyer ~nBurer ~a 

:":.?C iSBu1.r.q :".e1.ol 'po!.!.c :'9S, ~he insurer .hall .... a. 0:.:"':8 

?erCeneag9 change ~n t~e case premium rate. 

(~) Any adju8t~ent d~e to change ~~ coverage or change in t~e 
case chaE'acteE'~st~cs of the 8m~11 employer ~. dete=!."ed 
fr=~ tte insurer's rate ~a~ual for the cla •• of bua1.ne.8. 

H. Nothi~q in this section is intended to affac:~ ~h. u •• by .. small 
employer insurer of legitimate r&tin; tactor. ocher than claLm 
ex~er!.ence, health status or du.t'ation of eov.~aq. in the 
d&tBr~inat~on of premiu~ :ates. Small employer inaurer. ahall apply 
ratlnq factors, including case char&cteris~ic., con8i8~.ntly with 
reapecc to all small employers in a cla.s ot bu.ia •••• 

C. A amall employer insurer shall not involuntarily tran.fer a Ilmall 
emt:loye~ in-co or oue of a class of busine... A emall· employ.r· 
insUrer ahal!.'not offer to transfer a small .mployer into Qr =uc of • 
class of business unless such offer is made to tranafer all __ 11 
employers in ehe class of busines8 without reqard to ease 
c:harac~er!.st icg, c la i~ ~X~@:: ':'er:ce, health sta.eUB or duration since 
i.ssue. 

Section s. Provisions on Renewability of Coverage 

A. Except as provided in Subsection B of this section. a health 
insurance plan aUbject to this Act shall be renewable to all eligible 
employees and dependents at the option of the amall employer. except 
for the follOwing reaaons: 

(1) Nonpayment of required premiums; 

(2) Fraud or miarepresentation of the small employer, or with 
respect to coverage of an insured individual. fraud OE' 
misrepresentation by the insured individual Or such individual's 
repres8neativei 

(3) Noncompliance with plan provisions; 

(4) '!he number of individual s covered under the plan i. le •• than 
the number Or percenta<;e of eliqible incU.viduals required by 
percenta<;e requirements under the plan; Or 

(5) The .mAll employer is no longer actively engaqed in the bu.ine •• 
in which it was engaged on the effective date of the plan. 
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3, ~ ~~~_~ e~?:=~ec ~~s~re~ ~~y cease to ~enew all p~dnB under a c~aaB 

~~ ;~s~~es3. ~~~ i~$~:e~ shal: ?=ov~=e i.O~~C8 eo all atfec~Qd healt~ 
:..:":.s....:ra~ce t'1a.~9 a~d t.o ~~.e =~::,r.:"ss~Of"'.e= i.:l eac:n B~at1i tn ·",r.~eh a.=-. 
a=!"e~:ed i~s-..:.:ed !.:1c.:.·.·:..d:..:al. ;.5 :.tr.cw:'\ ~o :."c:!9i.de at !.ease n~~8t1 (90) 

d~ys ~c~o: ~~ ~e~~:..~a~~on of cQverage. An ~~au:.-~r wh~eh eX9re~&e9 

~,,::'3 ::::';h': ':~ cease to :-e:"'.e' ... · al: p:'ans i.n a claSB o! b'.!8i~ea8 aha:":" 

( ' , -, ~S~d=:~S~ a ~ew c:ass o! bu9~r.e9s for a pericd of five (5) years 
a!~er :~e ncnre~e~a! of the ~lang wi~~ou~ prior approval of ~he 

~=;. .. ~:.:;s!.~~e=; or 

(2) :'=ar.5:er or o::;'e='".se prov~:;!e coverage to any ot che employers 
~=~~ ~~e ~onrer.ewe~ class of bU9ineS9 unless the insurer offers 
t~ t=ansfe~ or provi~e coverage eo all affec~ed employers and 
el :':;;.:;le ernplc;!ees and dependents ~i~hout reqard to case 
c~a=ac~e=~s~icg. c~ai~ exper~ence, health staeu8 or duration of 
c::::>\.°e:oage. 

section 6. Disclosure of Rating Practices and Renewability Provisions 

Each small employer ."s""er sroal! :::ake reasonable disclosure in solicitation 
and sales ma~er~als pr~vided to small employers of ~ha followinq: 

A, The "xte,,:: ::0 ·..'h~ch ?re",i."m rates for a specific small employer are 
escablish@d O~ adj~s~ed due ~n the claim experience, health statue or 
durat.~o:1 0: c~ve=age o! ~~e e~plcyees or dependents of the 8mall 
er.":?:'oye!'i 

So ~h@ prov~sior.s ccnce~~i~g ~he Lnsurer's right to chanq8 premium rates 
an: ~~e fae~~rg, inc~uding case charac~eristic8, which affect changes 
in pre~ium rates; 

C. A description of the class of business in which the small employer ia 
or will be included, including the applicable grouping of plana; and 

o. ~he p~~visions relatinq to renewabili~y of coveraqa4 

Section 7. Kainten .... ce of Records 

A. Each s~all employer insurer shall maintain at its principal place of 
business a complete and detailed description of ~ts rating practice. 
and renewal under-.. r it ~ng pracc ices, including intormation and 
documentation which demonst=ace thac it. racing mechod. and praCticeD 
are based upon commonly accepted actuarial a8aumption8 and are in 
accordance w~th sound ac~uarial principles. 

B. Each small employer insurer shall file .ach March with the 
cc~missioner an actuarial opinion certifying that the insurer ia in 
compl iance w~ch this sect ion and thaI: the rating lII.thod. of the 
insurer are actuarially sc"nd. A copy ot such certification .hall b. 
retained by the insurer aC its principal plac. ot bu.in •••• 
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c. ~ email emp~oyer ~~Bu~@r shal! ~ake ~~8 into~ae~on and documant&e~on 
described in SubseC~~~n A o! ~~ia 8ec~ion available to ~~e 

CC~~1881onar upon requesc. ~~e ~n!or~&tion ,hall be cOfieLd.red 
proprietary and ~rade 88c~et i~~=r~a~ion and .hal: not be .ubjec~ ~~ 
c~sC~CSU:8 by ~~e CC~~~s8~cner ~~ ?e=8C~S outside ot ~ha dap4=~~e~~ 

Qxcep't. as agreed ~o ~y ':.~.& i::s\J:e= or aa orc!.ered by a co .... r-: - & 

Section 8. OiscretioQ of.the COmmiB8ione~ 

:!':e cO ... .::ll.ssicr.er may suspend all or any par': of Sec~iol'\ 4 a. to the prem!.~ 
ratea appl~cable to one or more small employers for ~r.a or ~or. r&tinq periods 
upon a tiling by the small employer insurer and a finding by the commi •• ioner 
!:!'\at e~.t~er ~~e susper.sion is reasonable ~r: light of the financial cond.1.t!.ort of 
~~.e :"r.8u::-er or t.~at t!ie '3usper.sicn ·..Iou!.c! en.::ance th@ effic!.ency and ta1.rne •• o! 
~~e ~a:ketplace ~=~ small @m~lo'le: ~ea:~h :"~s~:ance. 

Sec:tioc. 9. Kffective Date 

The provisions of chis Ace shall apply eo each health l.n ... ranc. plan for a 
amall employer thae is delivered, issued for delivery, renewed, Or continued in 
this seate after ehe effective data of this Act. For purpose. of this •• ction, 
the data a plan ig con~inued is the first rating period which eommanoea a!~.r 

the effective date of this Act. 

dr.fts\misc\smlgr~ 
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Appendix J. 

ANALYSIS OF "PAY OR PLAY" PROPOSAL 

The following members of the Health Care Expansion Task Force 
formally endorsed this portion of the report: 

Senator Charles Bruner, Co-Chairperson 

Representative Patricia M. Harper, Co-Chairperson 

Mary Bergstrom 

Vivian Bovenmyer 

Dave Neil 

Mary Noland 



HSR • Inc. ____ _ 
'-iEALTH SYSTEMS RESEARCH, INC. 

DATE: November 5, 1990 

TO: Health Care Expanslc .. Task Force 

FROM: Larry Bartlett, Health System Research, Inc. 

RE: Analysis of "Payor Play' Proposal 

At its last meeting, the Health Care Expansion Task Force requested Health 
Systems Research, Inc. to develop cost estimates associated with the implementation 
of a "payor play' option developed by a Task Force subcommittee composed of 
Representatives Fey and Harper and Mr. David Neil. This memo describes the 
subcommittee proposal and provides a cost analysis of its implementation. As 
requested by the Task Force, this memo also describes ways to use a state
sponsorea poolto encourage businesses to provide health insurance prior to 
implementation of a "payor play" requirement. 

In addition, because it is essential that this proposal, if enacted, be properly 
designed to avoid a successful court challenge based upon the provision of the 
federal Employee Retirement and Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), we have 
provided you, in a separate memo, with a discussion of the implications of that statute 
on programs such as these. 

A. Description of the Subcommittee PrQoosai 

The principle design objective of the 'payor play' requirement developed by the 
subcommittee is to estalblish a 'pay or play' requirement that provides strong 
incentives. The features of this proposal are as follows: 

• Triggered Implementation 

The 'pay or play' requirement would be implemented in July, 1994 if a 
specific reduction in the number of uninsured workers is not achieved. 
The specific reduction target is yet to be established. 

• Phase-In 

In its first year, the requirement will only apply to businesses with 50 or 
more employees. In year two\ it will apply to businesses with 40 or more 



employees; and in year three. to businesses with 20 or more employees. 
In year four and thereafter, the requirement would apply to businesses 
with 10 or more employees. 

• Employer Requirements 

In year one, covered employers are required to pay a new tax equal to 
80 percent of the cost of covering each of its full-time workers, plus 50 
percent at the cost at covering each eligible dependent through a newly 
established state health insurance pool. Full-time employees would be 
required to participate in premium sharing by paying a payroll tax equal 
to 20 percent of the individual pool premium and 50 percent of the 
dependent premium. In subsequent years, the requirement will be 
extended on a pro-rata basis to part-time workers employed, on average, 
more than 20 hours per week. Coordination of coverage applies when 
more than one person is employed in a household. 

Employers providing health care benefits to their employees are provided 
a credit for these expenses up to the amount of the tax required for each 
worker. 

After year one, the tax liability faced by employers for each of these 
classes of employees would not increase annually by more than the rate 
of change in the Consumer Price Index (CPI). 

• State Health Insurance Pool 

The state would establish a state-sponsored health insurance pool tor 
persons not covered by employment-based benefits or other torms of 
health care coverage and through which businesses could purchase 
coverage for their workers. 

The pool would be financed by revenues generated by the new tax, 
enrolled premium payments. and state general revenues. 

The benefits available under the plan would be comparable in scope to 
those currently available in the market, but would not be a ·Cadillac" 
plan. The cost of purchasing coverage through the pool will reflect the 
following features; 
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State reinsurance protection for cases where costs exceed 
$50,000. This reinsurance would be financed by state 
general revenues obtained from sources other than the new 
tax. 

The incorporation of vigorous managed care 
features(inCiuding the use of effectiveness/appropriateness 
research for treatment protocols) and price negotiation 
measures that are expected to reduce premium costs 10-15 
percent below currently available comparable coverage. 

The state health insurance pool will be governed by a board made up of 
representatives from the state government, and employee, employer, 
consumer, and provider communities. Employer, employee and other 
consumer representation shall constitute the majority of the board. 

B. Cost Analysis 

For the purpose of this analysis, insurance coverage comparable to that 
available through the state pool is estimated to have the following per capita premiums 
if purchased outside of the pool: 

Monthly 

Adult: $125 

Child: $60 

Annual 

$1500 

$ 720 

However, the description of the state pool assumes that: 

• The state will finance reinsurance coverage for cases exceeding $50,000. 
It is estimated that the state's proviSion of this reinsurance will reduce 
premium costs by approximately 8%; and 

• the incorporation of vigorous cost management features could reduce 
premium costs by 10%-15% below that of comparable products available 
in the marketplace. 

Using a mid-range estimate of 12% for savingS associated with the pool's cost 
management features, these two design elements are projected to result in pool 
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premiums approximately 20% below market rates, or about $1200 per adult per year 
and 5576 per child per year. Given the features of the pool described above. this 
!-anslates Into the following annualized per capita costs: 

• Employer tax liability 

per full time worker 
@ 80% of premium: $960 

per dependent 
@ 50% of premium 

adult: $600 
child: $288 

• FUll-time employee premium/tax requirement 

worker coverage 
@ 20% of premium: $240 

dependent coverage 
@ 50% of premium 

adult: $600 
child: $288 

• State cost for reinsurance coverage 

adult: 
- child: 

$120 
$58 

As noted earlier, in the first· year of the 'payor play' requirement, businesses 
with more than 50 employees whO do not provide health benefits to their employees 
would be required to pay a new payroll tax equal to their portion of the pool premium. 
In subsequent years, the size of the firms covered by this requirement would drop 
down to those having 40,20, and finally 10 or more employees. At a later date, the 
requirement will be phased in to cover part-time employees on a pro-rated basis. 

We have estimated the impacts of a 'payor play' requirement based upon 
these design features and our estimates of the number and characteristics of 
uninsured workers and dependents in Iowa firms of different sizes. In conducting this 
analysis we have assumed that 90% of all previOUsly uninsured workers and 
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dependents in businesses affected by the 'payor play" reQuirement would be enrolled 
in the pool and that businesses would incur a half-year liability for full-time, part·year 
workers. The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 1 and are diScussed 
belew. 

Over the four years In which the "payor play" requirement would be phased in, 
the number of previously uninsured workers and dependents enrolled in the pool is 
prOjected to climb from approximately 55,000 in year one to nearly 104,000 in year 
four. Similarly, the employer and employee premium contributions to the pool would 
rise to S59 million and $26 million, respectively. ' 

Given the assumption of a constant 10% non-enrollment rate for eligible 
previously uninsured individuals, number of eligibles not enrolled will also increase, 
from 6,100 persons in year one to over 11,500 in year two. The State's projected 

. revenue from the new payroll tax levied on the employers of these individuals is 
estimated to increase from $3.5 million in year one to $6.6 million in year four. 
However, the State's cost of providing reinsurance coverage to the pool population is 
expected to exceed the new revenues, rising from $4.5 million in year one to $8.5 
million in year four. . 

It should be noted that the above figures only reflect the State's costs 
associated with providing reinsurance coverage for previously uninsured workers. 
However, as discussed earlier, it was the intent of the subcommittee to use the 
reinsurance subsidy to make the cost of pool coverage attractive to all businesses, 
including those already providing health benefits. Thus, depending upon the number 
of businesses (and individuals) that switch their source of coverage to the pool, state 
costs associated with the operation of the pool can be expected to increase by an 
average annual cost of the reinsurance subsidy, which is $100 per adult enrolled and 
SS8 per child. Thus if 100,000 previously insured adults -- or about 5% of the more 
than 2 million persons in the state with private group or non-group coverage - were to 
have their coverage switched to the pool, the state's cost for providing them 
reinsurance protection would be approximately $10 million. 

There are two other possible sources of State expenditures associated with the 
operation of the pool. The first is the possibility that, due to adverse risk selection that 
causes a disproportionately large number of persons with extremely high health 
expenses were to enroll in the pool, the cost of the State's reinsurance protection 
could exceed our estimate of 8% premium costs. One way to address this problem is 
to coordinare coverage between the new state pool and the current statewide 
insurance pool for high risk individuals. Another is to integrate the State's reinsurance 
protection with that provided under the new reinsurance program for small businesses 
that the Task Force has recommended be established (See Recommendation /I 5 in 
the Task Force's final report). 
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TABLE 1 
ESTIMATED IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED 

·PAY OR PLAY· REQUIREMENT ON UNINSURED WORKERS AND DEPENDENTS 
(In Constant Dollars) 

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 

NUMBER OF PREVIOUSLY 
UNINSURED WORKERS AND 55.172 
DEPENDENTS ENROLLED 

59.648 80.430 103.746 

IN POOL 

EMPLOYER PREMIUM $31.516.174 $33.902.569 
PAYMENTS TO POOL 

$45.688.382 $59.134 .058 

EMPLOYEE PREMIUM $13.873.462 $14.867.791 
PAYMENTS TO POOL 

$20.027.745 $25.989.220 

NUMBER OF UNINSURED 
FULL-TIME/PART YEAR 6.130 6.628 8.937 11.521 
WORKERS AND DEPENDENTS 
FOR WHOM TAX IS PAID 

EMPLOYER TAX UABILITY $3.501.686 $3.766.952 $5.076.487 $6.570.451 
FOR UNINSURED INDIVIDUALS 

STATE COST OF REINSURANCE $4.544.301 $4.882.834 $6.519.418 $8.522.492 
COVERAGE @$1201ADUlT AND 
$581CHILD 



A second source of state expense is the design prOVision that caps the annual 
rate of increase in pool premiums to the rate of increase in the Consumer Price 
Index(CPI), a measure of overall inflation. The existence of this cap is meant to make 
pool coverage attractive to businesses and individuals. In tum, as pool membersrdp 
grows. thiS will increase the pOOl'S purchasing power and improve its ability to 
negotiate better financial arrangements with heaith care providers . 

.. 
However, in the event that the pools' cost management provisions and price 

negotiations fail to keep increases in per capita pool expenditures below this level, the 
State may have to absorb the difference. This point can best be illustrated With an 
example. In 1989, the CPI increased nationally by 4.6%. During that same year, the 
medical care component of the CPI(not necessarily an accurate measure of premium 
increases, but sufficient for the illustration). increased by 8.5%. Per capita pool 
expenditures increased at the same rate as the medical component of the CPI, due to 
a combination of higher health care inflation and adverse selection, the estimated adult 
premium would theoretically have increased from $1200 per year to $1302 per year, 
while the child premium would increase from $576 to $625. However, if the CPI 
increase served as a cap. premium increases would be limited to $1255 for adults and 
$603 for children, leaving a shortfall of $47 per enrolled adult and $22 per child to be 
absorbeq by the State. Applying these per capita figures to projected pool enc'::Jllment 
in year four, the cost to the State of the gap would be $3.3 million, 

C. Incentives to Enroll Individuals in the State-Sponsored Pool Prior to the 
TriQQerinQ of the 'pay or Play' Requirement 

The Task Force also asked us to explore ways in which employers could be 
encouraged to enroll previously uninsured workers in the state-sponsored pool prior to 
the triggering of a 'play or pay' requirement. The thought was that if these incentives 
were successful in significantly reducing the number of uninsured workers, the need to 
trigger the 'pay or play· requirement could be avoided. 

As we discussed with the Task Force at its June 1990 meeting, one of the 
important findings from other state-sponsored pilot programs that seek to expand the 
provision of employer-based health benefits is that the price of coverage is a critical 
factor. In general. it appears that in ·successful· programs. insurance products with 
prices at least 30% less than market rates were able to reduce the number of 
uninsured workers in targeted businesses by about ten percent. Given the possibility 
of a 'payor play" requirement being imposed. we might assume that the prior offering 
of an acceptable product at 30% below market rates might result in a 15% reduction in 
the number of targeted uninsured workers. 

As discussed earlier. the state-subsidy of the cost of reinsurance protection and 
the inclusion of strong cost management features in the state pool could reduce 
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premium costs by 20% below market. The addition of two other measures '. the ) 
elimination of the State's mandated benefit requirements and the waiver of the State's 
premium on pool coverage •• could reduce the cost of the pool by close to 30%, as 
indicated below: 

Percent reduction 
in Premium 

• State reinsurance subsidy: 8% 

• Cost management features: 12% 

• Elimination of mandated 
benefit requirements: 7% 

• Waiver of premium tax: 2% 

TOTAL 29% 

If these voluntary incentive packages were targeted to uninsured, full·time 
workers and their dependents in firms with 50 or fewer employees, a 15% increase in 
coverage of this population would reduce the number of uninsured persons in the 
State by about 15,000. If the state reinsurance subsidy and premium tax waiver 
applied only to previously uninsured workers or businesses, the annual cost to the 
state for these enrollees would only be the reinsurance subsidy, which would total 
approximately $1.3 million. If they applied to all pool enrollees, regardless of prior 
coverage status, these costs would be higher, and would include both the cost of the 
reinsurance subSidy plus any forgone premium tax revenues. 
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Appendix K. 

MEMO ON ERISA AND STATE HEALTH CARE 
FINANCING INITIATIVES 



HSRinc ___ -
HEALTH SYSTEMS RESEARCH. INC. 

DATE: November 5, 1990 

TO: Health Care Expansion Task Force 

FROM: Pat Butler, Health Systems Aesearc:n, Inc. 

RE: ERISA and State Health Insurance Financing Initiatives 

Because the Task Force has expresses an interest in "payor play" strategies to 
expand employer-based health insurance, we have explored the ERISA implications of 
sucl'l approaches. Our assessment of these implications is described below. 

A. The ERISA Statute 

Enacted in 1974 as a response to pension fraud an~ mismanagement, the 
federal Employees' Retirement Income Security Act, ERISA ,sets out a 
comprehensive scheme to regulate employee benefit programs, including 
requirements for: disclosure to employees; reporting to the federal government; 
eligibility, participation, and vesting; funding and fiduciary and management standards; 
and a federal insurance system to fund insolvent plans. 

The Act applies to "employee benefit plans, " which in~'udes both "employee 
pension benefit plans" and "employee welfare benefit plans." The latter term is 
defined as a plan or program established by an employer to provide, among other .3 
benefits, employees' medic:aI care "through the purchase of insurance or otherwise. 
The Act regulated employee benefit plans maintained by any employer engaged in 
commerce or in any business affecting commerce. Exempt from the Act's jurisdiction 
are plans operated by governments or c:nurches or those "maintained solely for the 
purpose of complying with workmen's compensation, unemployment compensation, or 
disability ins&nnce laws. A 

1 29 U.S.C. 1001 et seq. 

2 29 U.S.C. 1102 (1). 

3 29 U.S.C. 1002 (1) , (3) • 

4 29 U.S.C. 1003(b). 



Although it applies to employee health plans, ERISA does not regulate their 
content except to require that they provide the oppol1Unity for continuation of group 
rates to former employees and dependents, the so-<:aIIed 'COBRA' continuation 
requirement of P.L 99-272 (1985). In view of this federal regulatory vacuum, one mignt 
assume tl'lat the states could regulate health pian content and relationships among 
plan participants. However, ERISA's prHmption clause (section 514(a) of the Act) 
provides: 

Except as provided in subsection (b) of this section, the provisions of this 
subchapter and subchapter III of this chapter shall supersede any and aI/ 
State laws insofar as they may now or hereafter relate to any employee 
benefit plan described in 29 U.S.'!, 1003(a) of this title and not exempt 
under section 1 003 (b) of this title. 

Subsection 514(C)(2) defines the term 'state' to include 

any state, political subdivision, or agency thereof, or any agency or 
instrumentality of either, which purports to regulate, d!6ect1y or indirectlY. 
the terms and conditions of employee benefits plans. 

And subsection 514(c)(1) defines 'state law' to indude 'laWs, decisions, TIl,es, 
regulations, and other state action having the effect of law, of any state.' 

Subsection 514(b) provides several exemptions from the pre-emption clause: 
state laws regulating insurance, banking, and securities; state criminal law; the Hawaii 
Prepaid Health Care Act; multiple employer welfare arrangements; Medicaid 
'secondary payer' laws; and domr;!c relations orders that. for instance, divide 
pension benefits among spouses. Of particular relevance to state health insurance 
regulation, the so-called insurance 'saving clause' is h.n1her modified by the 'deemer' 
clause that prohibits an employee benefit plan or trust ~m being deemed an insurer 
in order to bring it under a state's regulatory jurisdiction. 

5 29 U.S.C. 1144 Ca) • 

6 29 U.S.C. 11144 (e) (2). 

7 29 {J.S.C. 1144 (e) (1). 

• 29 U.S.C. 1144 (}) (2) (A). 

9 29 U.S.C. 1144 (~) (2) (B) • 
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B. Jydicial Interpretations of ERISA's pre-emption Clause 

Reading this contorted statute in an attempt to interpret its operativ'derms. one 
Court of Appeals found ERISA 'convoluted and seemingly oontraClictory.' And 
even the U.S. Supreme cou~ in a claSsic undetstatament, noted that the law is 'not a 
model of legislative drafting.' ~ Before the SUpreme Court decided it first ERISA 
pre-emption case on the merits in 1981, a number of lower federal courts worked their 
way through the law's cumbersome provisions in order to determine whether it pre
empted various state attempts to regulate heaIttl and other benefit plans. 

To evaluate ERISA's impact on a state law, couns should examine several 
questions in tum: Is the program at issue an employee benefit plan? Do any of the 
jurisdictional exceptions apply? Is the state law • iSsue one 7'\at 'purports to regulate
sud'! plans? Does the state law 'relate to' such plans? Co 8'-'1 of the pre-emption 
exemptions apply? While courts have addressed each of these issues, they have 
rarely examined them in a logical sequence. This memo will address ead'! question 
briefly, focussing particularly on the last three issues, which have the greatest 
relevance to state health employer health insurance incentive programs. 

~ is an Employee Benefit Plan? 

The courts have found that virtually any program of employee benefits 
constitutes a 'plan' for purposes of examining ERISA pre-emption. A notable exception 
is the Supreme Court's determination that a state law mandating employer-paid 
severance benefits when clOsing a plant did ~~ require the employer to have 'a plan' 
and was therefore not pre-empted by ERISA. The Court looked to the language of 
ERISA and its legislative history (emphasizing congressional concern with uniformity of 
regulation to avoid confl~~ state Jaws) to define a plan as one requiring an ongoing 
administrative program. Since health benefits programs meet that test. it is certain 
that they would constitute an employee benefit plan. 

10 Michigan unit.d Food and COmmercial Workers Union v_ 
Bae[Waldt, 767 F.24 308 (6th Cir. 1985). 

11 Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. y. Massachusetts, 471 U.S. 
724, 740 (1985). 

12 Fort Halifax Packing Co. Inc. v. Coyne, 107 S. ct. 2211 
(1987) . 

13 Since Justic. Brennan's opinion was lIIet by a stinging 
dissent frolll Chief Justice Renquist and Justices 0' Connor and 
scalia, it is unclear that this decision wou14 be reafti1'1ll.d l:Iy a 
future Court. 
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Does the Plan Come Within ERISA's Jlrio;didIc r(I 

Exempt entirely from· ERISA jurisdiction are employee benefit plans maintained 
by governments or churches or established for the purpose of compliance WIth state 
workers' compensation, unemployment compensation, or disability laws. The 
contention that an employer's health insurance program is exemPiF disability 
Insurance was first raised in Standard Oil of California y. AgsaJud. The District 
Court rejected this argument after analyZing the different purposes served by health 
compared to disability insurance. And in 1984, the Supreme Court held that to be 
exempt as a disability insurance program, an employer plan ~g have to be 
established 'solely" to comply with state disability insurance law. That is, the state 
could not regulate multiple-benefits plans under its disability law but could require 
employers to maintain separate disability programs, which would then be subject to 
state jurisdiction. 

Does the State Law .Purport to Regulate. Employee Ber.efit Plans? 

Although this definitional language in section 514 could have a profound impact 
on state attem~ts to encourage employer insurance, the SUpreme Court has never 
interpreted it. Two Courts of Appeal, how,~er, have used the language to reject ERISA 
pre-emption challenges. In Lane y. Goren ,the Second CirCuit held that ERISA did 
not pre-empt the state fair employment commission's award of damages for racial 
discrimination against an ERISA trust because the state policy at issue did not purport 
to regulate the ERISA plan even though it affected the trust's assets. The court 
identified three tests that a statute must meet to be pre-empted. It must relate to 
employee benefit plans, not be subject to the pre-emption exceptions, and purport to 
regulate employee plans. The court said that for a state law to purport to regulate an 
employee plan, it "must attempt to reach in one ~ or another the terms and 
conditions of employee benefit plansJ ' for instance by regulating disclosure, fiduciary 
responsibilities, or claims resolution. 17 

In Rebaldo y. Cyomo 18the Second Circuit held that New York's hospital 
rate-setting law was not pre-empted by ERISA merely because it increased an 
employee benefits plan's cost of doing business. "Where, as hers, a state statute of 

14 Supra note 2. 

IS ShAY y. Delta Air Lines, 463 V. S" 85 (1983)" 

16 743 F.2c:! 1337 (9th Cir. 1984). 

17 743 F. 2c:! at 1339. 

11 749 F.2C:! 133 (2c:! Cir. 1984), cart. c:!an. 472 V.S. 1008 
(1985) • 
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general application does not affect the struaure, administration, or type of benefits 
provided by an ERISA plan, the mere fact that the ~fQ has an economic impact en 
the plan doesn't require that the statute be lI1Validatec1." The court agreed with rts 
coileagues in ~ that whether 8 State law purports to regulate employee benefit 
plans establishes a test separate and diStinct from whether the law relates to employer 
plans or falls within the exceptions to prlHlmption, 

Both cases suggest that whether a sta!Ut8 purports to regulate benefit plans IS 

an independent test of ERISA prlHlmption. As a matter of statutory construction, this 
inquiry should precede the question of whether a law "relates to' a plan and, if so, 
whether pre-emption exceptions apply. As a practical matter, however, it seems that 
the courts will examine these issues simultaneously, 

What is a State Law That 'Pelates to' Employee Benefit Plans? 

The issue most often examined in ERISA pre-emption cases, especially those 
involving health plans, is whether the state law 'relates to' such plans,g, particular 
relevance are two rees decided by Califomia District Courts in 1977. In Hewlett
Packard y. Barnes the court invalidated the state's prepaid health plan law 
(regulating primarily HMOs) insofar as it attempted to regulate self·funded erT)plpyee 
health plans. The court held that the pre-emption clause prohibits any state or local 
action that "would affect' any employee benefit plan. It also rejected application of the 
insurance exemption to prlHlmption, citing the 'deemer' clause that prohibits states 
from claiming that self·insured firms are traditional insurers. 

The same year, another judge in the same d~nvalidated Hawaii's Prepaid 
Health Care Act in Standard Oil of Califomia y. Agsalud , The Ad required that all 
employers offer to full·time employees a health program meeting certain standards. 

19 749 F. 2d at 139. 

to An early ca •• of little current application, Insurer's 
Action Council y. H'Aton (423 F. Supp. 921 (D. Minn. 1976), upheld 
aqainst an ERISA challenqe A state r.quir_.nt that _ployers 
offerinq h.alth insuranc. make available a major medical policy 
with pr • .cribed f.atur.s. Oenyinq a motion for preliminary 
injunction, the court held that the law was a state insurance 
statut., rej.cted application ot the deemer clause, and held that 
ERISA's pr.-emption required a more dir.ct conflict betwe.n state 
and federal law. Th. court's reasoninq cl.arly contlicts with 
subsequent decisions ot the Ninth Circuit and the SupreMe Court. 

21 425 F. Supp. 1294 (N.D. Cal. 1977), aft'd 571 F. 2d 502 (9th 
Cir. 1978). 

22 Supra note 2. 
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When ttle state required in 1976 that employers cavw a defined set of services for 
substance abuse, Standard Oi~ which maintained a self-funded plan that did not 
include ttlis coverage, challenged ttle state law as pr&«nPt8d by ERISA. The District 
Court first held ttlat Standard Oil's plan was an 'employee benefit plan' under the Act. 
It men rejected ttle state's contentions that the healttI inSUrance law was a 'disability 
insurance law' exempt from ttle Act and ttIat the law was an exercise of taxing power, 
since funding for health benefits was not paid to the 8t8l8 and since ttle employer 
contnbut~ 'does not enable ttle state to perform a traditional, essential public 
function' . To be a tax, the court held that,2th8 employer's contribution must be 
'calculated according to a specific formula 4. 

The court next examined Hawaii's argument that the law does not 'relate to' 
Standard Oil's plan in ttle same way that ERISA dOes (regarding vesting, disclosure, 
funding, and reporting). That is, the state argued that sinCe ERISA did not regulate ttle 
content of health plans, ttle state could do so, effectively urging a partial pre-emption 

. of any direct conflict between ERISA and state law but none where federal law was 
silent. Although criticiZing the blanket pre-emption Of state laws in subject areas the 
federal law d~S not regulate ("apparently without a specific discussion of the need for 
such a step' ) and quoting Justice Brandeis on the vaJue of encouraging state -
social and economic experimentation, the court nevertheless read the pre-emption 
clause broadly. Under its plain meaning, benefits requirements 'relate to' plans as 
much as do financial and administrative requirements. 

The court also diSCUssed the legislative history of the clause, which was 
narrowed in conference committee. The Senate biD would have pre-empted only 
matters specifically covered by ERISA. and the House version would have pre-empted 
only state regulation on issues of reporting, disclosure. and fiduciary duties. But the 
conference agreement went further than either house to pre-empt all state legislation 
that relates to benefit plans, even in the absence of a direct conftiCt. Supporters of pre
emption, such as Senators Harrison Williams and Jake Javits, argued that such broad 
pre-emption would eliminate "the $'Seat of conflicting and inconsistent state and local 
regulation' and 'endless litigation' . 

Based on its decision in the-Hew!ett-Packscd case, the Ninth CIrcuit affirmed the· 
District Court's holding. rejecting Hawaii's additional argument that a state mandate 
tums the employer's private plan into an exempt government plan. The U.S. Supreme 

Z3 442 F. Supp at ---
24 rd. 
25 442 F, Supp. at --. 

26 120 Conq. Rae. 29993 (1974), 
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Court affirmed the case without opinion. After several years of negotiations, including 
attempts to authorize all state regulation of heaI!tl insurance pians or, at least, the ) 
Hawaii act and other similar Iav.tt. in 1983 Congress adopted an exception to ERISA 
pre·emption for the Hawaii Ia~( (Pfefferkorn 1989). &Jt the exemption prohibits 
amendments after 1974, forecloSing, for inStance, !he requirement of substance abuse 
coverage at issue in the Standard OJ! case. 

Wrth this background of activity in the lower COUt1S, ttle Supre'2l Court decided 
ItS first ERISA pre-emption case, Alessi y. Raybesto$:Manhanan, Inc. . The Court 
held 1M! ERISA pre·empted state law prohibiting an ctfset of pension benefits by a 
workers' compensation award even though the effect on pension benefits was indirect. 
The Court noted that 'every action ~ on private pensions may enaoach on 
areas of exclus~ federal concem • The Court's nexl pl'HtTlption case, Shaw y. 
petta Air Unes. involved a challenge to two New Yor1< stanJtes requiring pregnancy 
leave: the Human Rights Act (prohibiting employment discrimination on the basis of 
pregnancy) and the Disability Act, requiring disability leave for pregnancy. The court 
read the pre-emption clause broadly, stating ttlat ·relateSif means 'having a . . 
connection with or referring to· an employee benefit plan .Thus the ~urt held that 
ERISA pre-empted both state laws related to employee benefit plans. 

The Insurance Exemption 

Of all the exceptions to pre-emption under section 514, such as criminal or 
banking law, only that for state insurance regulation would be likely to apply to health 
plan legislation. In 1977 the First Circuit Court of Appeals foresh~OWed the Supreme 
Court's 1985 Metropolitan ute decision in Wadsworth y. Whalen . Third party 
administrators sued to enjoin the state of New Hampshire from mandating that all 
group health insurance include mental health coverage. Most of the plaintiffs 
administered plans that were funded at least partially by group insurance but that 

v 29 U.S.C. 1144(b)(5). 

u 451 U.S. 504 (1981). 

~ 451 U.S. at ___ . 

lO Supra note 16. 

31 463 U.S. at ___ . 

32 See also, Pilot Lite Ins. Co. y. Dedeaux (481 U.S. 41 
(1981) . 

n 562 F. 2d 70 (1st Cir. 1977). 
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ultimately bore some of the underwriting risk themselves. Nevertheless. the plans 
claimed that they were not self·funded and the court agreed. finding that private 
insurers snared risk with the plans. The court held that the statute in question was a 
state insurance law. exempt from prEHtmptiOn, while acknowledging the apparent 
InconSistency of permitting states, through insurance regulatiol'l, to do indirectly wnat 
they could not do directly·· regulate employee benefits provided by self·insured firms, 

The Supreme Court followed similar reasoning in interpreting the insur~ law 
exemption to section 514 in Metropolitan ute Insyrance Co. yo MassaChusetts . 
Employers and insurers Challenged the state's insurance mental health benefits 
mandate. The Court found that the law did relate to employee benefit plans but was 
exempt as a statute regulating insurance. Maneuvering its way through the statutory 
labyrinth, the Court observed, "While Congress OOC8sionally deddes to retum to the 
statej~hat it has previously taken away. it does not normally do so at the same 
time ' It noted further, "We also must presume that Congress did not intend to pre-
empt areas of tradit~aI state regulation,' such as laws regulating the contents of 
insurance contracts . The Court set fol1h three tests (derived from the McCarTan· 
Ferguson Act) to determine whether an activity is the 'business of insurance' that 
states may regulate: 1) the activity spreads risk, 2) the relationship between insured 
and insurer is an integral, part of the a~, and 3) it is limited to entities in the, 
traditionaf insurance industry. In Pilot ute ,the Court added another step to 
insurance exception analysis: whether the common sense view of the statute in 
question would suggest that It was an insurance regulation law. In that case, ge,neral 
common law remedies for fraud and breach of contract that were not specifically 
directed to the insurance industry failed this test. 

Mel ute establishes two classes of health insurance: plans funded through 
traditional insurers, where states can define benefits, as most have done, and the self· 
funded plans not subject to the 700-0dd state health insurance mandates. With as 
many as half of working Americans 8stimated to be covered through seIf·funded plans. 
some analysts express concem over whether these enrollees are adequately insured. 
While mgf self·insured firms appear to offer fairly oomprehensive major medical 
benefits ,self·funded plans are not subject to state continuation and conversion 

34 Supra note 12. 

" 471 U.S. at 740. 

36 1eS. 

37 Supra note 33. 

38 Surveys ot insurers in Iowa and Colorado disclosed that 
self-insured tirms usually eSo otter most traditional benetits, even 
those alleqeeS to be costly. 
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recuirements (other than the 18-month federal COBRA continuation) and cannot ~ 
required to partidpate instate insurance pools for high risk uninsurable individuals . 

. Applying the reasoning in Met ute. the Sbdt1 ClrOJit added an interesting wrinkle 
to the Interpretation of the insurance law ~ptiOn. In MjctJjgan United Food and 
Commercial Workers Union y. BaerwaJdt ,a health plan tn.Jst fund challenged the 
state's mandatory substance abuse coverage lew. PiainIiff funds were self-insured with 
stop loss coverage (Insurance for claims above a givan level) from Occidental. Citing 
Met Ufe. the Court of Appeals held that mandatoty benefits laws are insurance laws 
and that the stop loss nature of the insurance is lrrel8vant; stop loss insurers were 
required to cover the state's minimum benefits. The c:aurt did not diSQJss the indirect 
impact of this requirement on self-funded plans: Stop lOSS coverage wiU generally 
dictate the type of primary coverage a plan will oIfer. Iince they must mesh 
administratively . 

Similarly, in General Motors Core. y. Caljfomia State Board of Egualization41, 
the Ninth Circuit held that ERISA does not prohibit a state from taxing insurance 
premiums of stop loss insurers (although they cannot tax health benefits costs of self
insured health plans) even if the taxes are calculated based not only on the stdp losS 
premium but also on the costs for primary coverage by the ERISA plan itself (for which 
the stop loss carrier is not responsible). Despite the fact that the stop loss contract 
required the ERISA plan to pay the carrier's actual premium taxes and that the state's 
premium tax law would clearly appear to ·relate to· the employee benefit plans, the 
court upheld the tax scheme, noting that insurance taxation is generally regarded as 
insurance regulation reserved to the states under the McCarTan-Ferguson Act. 

On the other hand, in United Food an~merejaJ WOrkers v. pacyga42 and 
Moore v. Provident ute and Accident Ins. Co, :the Ninth Circuit held that ERISA 
pre-empted a state's anti-SUbrogation law as well as a state's common law cause of 
action for fraud and breach of an insurer's fiduciary duty. In both cases, ERISA plans 

N St_·paul Electrical Workers v. Markha., 490 F. Supp. 931 (D. 
Minn. 1980), caneral Split Corp. y_ Mitchell, 523 F. Supp. 427 (0_ 
Wis. 1981), Pawson y. Wbaland, 529 F. Supp. 626 (D. N.H. 1982). 

44 Supra note 11. 

41 815 F.2d 1305 (9th Cir. 1987). 

~ 801 F. 2d 1157 (9th Cir. 1986). 

43 786 F.2d 922 (9th Cir. 1986). 
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held stop loss coverage from ind8.c2nity carriers. But 1he court found that the 
insurance exception did not apply . 

What appears to distinguish these cases is that in Mk;tligao and Genera! Motors 
the Slale regulation was directed at the stop loss inSUrer (SUCh as in the tax case or 
the minimum benefits case) whereas in MQQC!~ and Unjted it was aimed directly at the 
self·funded firm. 

Peripheral Effects Pemlitted 

The pre-emption cases, especially those of 1he Supreme Court, "Iustrate a 
broad reading of section 514(a) and narrow interpretatiOn at the its ~~ptions. Yet 
despite Alessi's language that pre-emption is .deIiberateIy expansive and prohibits 
even indirect effects, some lower courts have preserved a few areas for state 
regulation by citing the dictum in Sbm ttllt some impacts may be "toO tenuous, 

. remote, or peripheral" to be pre-empteQ'O. 

The state empl~ent discrimination. law in Lacl47 and the hospital rate
setting law in Rebaldo are examples of statutes that had a small. peripheral. and 
therefore permitted impact. on employee benefit plans. In a case similar to J.ip§. the 
Ninth Circuit also found on~a remote effect on employee benefit plans. In Mart0d 

. Bros v. James-Massengale ,the court held that an Agricultural Labor Relations 
Board award of pay for bad faith employer negotiations that was based in part on the 
rate of hourly wages set forth in an ERISA plan was not pre-empted by ERISA. This 
court cited four types of state laws that would be pre-etnpted: 1) those regulating the 
types of benefits or plan terms, 2) those regulating reporting. disclosure. funding, or 
vesting, 3) those setting forth rules to calculate the amount of benefits to be paid, and 
4) common law remedies for misconduct by an ERISA plan administrator. Whereas a 
state cannot regulate conduct that is part of the administration of an employee benefit 
plan, in this case, using the plan's wage rate as a measure of damages awarded for 
employer misconduct is not regulating the plan administration. 

44 See also, lIinnesota Chamber of Cogerc. and Industry v. 
Hatch, 672 P. supp. 393 (D. lIinn. 1987). 

u 451 U.S. at 523. 

~ 463 U.S. at ___ • 

41 Supra note 17. 

48 Supra note 18. 

49 781 F.2~ 1349 (9th C1r. 1986). 
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State garnishment laws applying to pension ber.efits for alimony and child 
support and community property laws effecting distribution of pension benefits were 
upheld ~ years before the !plicit domestic r~ order exception to pre
emption was enacted in 1983 . In Stone y. Stone ,a state community 
property law was upheld against an ERISA challenge. llle District COurt said that 
section 514 was not intended to pr..mpt 8tT'f stare law wiIt1 "even the most tangential 
relationship to ERISA' and distinguished the NinIh ClraJit'I earty health plan cases on 
the ground that community pro~ laws were "more well established' than laws 
regulating employee health plans . 

Similarly, a municipal income tax ordinance that did not recognize a tax deferred 
income plan and mediCal spending account as exempt from income for purposes of 
calculating the city's talS.)'ISS upheld against an ERISA ctlaIIenge in Firestone Tire & 
Rubber Co. y. Neussepot. Citing the "periphenII/tenucua' dicta in Shaw, the court 
foun~~at the tax did not 'directJy affect the administration of benefits under the 

'plan' . It cited three factors for a state law to meet the Shaw test: 1) it is a 
traditional exercise of state authority, 2) it affects relations only between an outside 
party and either the employer, the plan, the fiduciary, or employees, rather than 
relations among the four parties, and 3) it has an incidental effect on the plan. The 
court noted that the tax in question met all three tests but that the weight given to 
each test might vary under other circumstances. . 

Although it would be comforting for states attempting to design employer health 
insurance incentive strategies to rely on the language in Shaw. it may be unwise. In 
Pilot ute the Supreme Court reiterated its position that section 5!;1; is 'not limited to 
state laws specifically designed to affect employee benefit plans' . And some lower 
courts, which have crafted prfHmption exceptions using both the Shaw language and 

~ 29 U.S.C. 1144(b)(7). 

51 See, •• q., Cody y. Reider. 594 F. 2d 314 (2d Cir. 1979) and 
AT' T y. M.rry, 592 F. 2d 111 (2d Cir. 1979). 

5Z 450 F.Supp. 919 (N.D. Cal. 1979), att'd 632 F.2d 740 (9th 
Cir. 1980), c.rt. den. 453 U.S. 922 (1981). 

53 450 F. Supp. at 932. 

54 810 F.2d 550 (6th Cir. 1987). 

55 810 F. 2d at 

56 481 U.S. at 47. 
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the 'purport to regulate' test, have in the past i~ ERISA's scope narrowly, for 
instance on isSues of pregnancy discrimination laws I only to be later overruled. 

Reg "ation of Multiple Employer Wellare AnangemelItS 

After ERISA was enacted, multiple employer trusts (METs) emerged to offer 
health and other employee benefits without federal oversight. Some self-funded METs 
were undercapitalized and mismanaged, but states were unable to regulate them. In 
1983, Congress added an additional exemption to ~n 514 to permit state 
regulation of 'multiple employer welfare arrangements that are either insured 
through private insurance or self-funded but exempt by the U.S. Secretary of Labor. 
State regulation includes both financial reserves and other state insurance laws 'not 
inconsistent with· ERISA. It is currently unclear how far state jurisdiction over self
funded METs and mewas actually extends (Cassidy 1987). 

State Tax Laws 

Beca~ taxation is a long-standing state power, the diStrid and circuit courts in 
Standard Ojl suggested that a specific state tax law might circumvent ERISA pre
emption. However, a Connecticut tax directly on employ~ benefit plans, not a 
generally gaplicable tax, was invalidated in National Cicriers Conference Committee V, 
Heffernan . And state laws attempting to assess seIf·f1,Inded plans for the losses of 
state uninsurable risk pools have also been ov~ I • 

The 1983 ERISA amendment that exempts the Hawaii health insurance law 
specifically provides that ·nothing [in this subsectionl~1 be constnJed to exempt ... 
any state tax law relating to employee benefit plans . Due to both its placement in 
the law and its lack of legislative history to the contrary, this provision appears to 
relate only to a Hawaii tax law (perhaps becallse of the language in Standard OiD. By 
negative inference, therefore, the statute could be construded specifically om to 
prohibit another state to use a tax law of general applicability, even though it relates to 

57 Gast v. Oragon, 585 P.2d (Or. App. 1978), WesUMhouse v, 
Maryland Comm'n on HulAn Relations, 520 F. Supp. 539 (D. Md. 1981). 

~ 29 O.S.C.1144(b) (6). 

59 Supra not. 2. 

~ 454 F.Supp 914 (D. Conn. 1978). 

" See, St. 'Paul, aupr. note 40, paw.on, .upra not. 40, and 
General Split, .upr. not. 40. 

~ 29 U.S.C. 1144(b)(5)(B). 
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employee benefit plans. More likely, however, a court would consider many factOrs, 
including the significance of the impact upon benefit plans, in evaluating the impact of 
ERISA on a state tax scheme. 

Although it is difficult to chart a safe course through ERISA's treacherous 
waters, the following conclusions seem to derive from the staMe and its judicial 
interpretations: 

• States cannot directly regulate employee health benefit 
plans. 

• States cannot impose premium taxes on self-funded plans 
or require them to participate in insurance pools for high 
risk or other individuals .. 

• States cannot mandate that employers provide health 
benefits or insurance. 

• States can regulate insurers, including stop loss insurers, 
but cannot regulate self-funded plans, even those using 
stop loss insurance. 

C. State Health Insurance Incentive Authority Under ERISA 

TO encourage more workplace-based insurance, states are 
experimenting with several types of employer incentives: premium subsidIes, business 
income tax credit, and taxes with credits for offering insurance. This section examines 
each strategy and its possible ERISA implications, 

Premium Subsidies 

States such as Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, New York Ohio, and 
Wisconsin are offering explicit health insurance premium subsidies to employers and 
employees in small firms that did not previously offer insurance. The projects differ in 
the amounts of the subsidy, whether they target assistance to lower income workers, 
and whether they develop new health insurance plans or use existing products. Other 
states, such .. Florida and Arizona, have reduced the insurance partner's risk 
exposure thrOugh stop loss protection. Kentucky, Oregon, and Oklahoma are creating 
pools that firms may join; Arizona, Florida, and several other states are providing 
administrative and marketing assistance to insurers offering lower priced policies. 
These positive Incentives are probably would not qualify under ERISA as ·state laws· 
because as incentives only, they do not 'purport to regulate· terms and conditions of 
employee benefit plans covered by ERISA. They simply offer an altemative that 
qualifying employ~ may choose. Thus, they should not be subject to section 514 at 
all. And if they were interpreted as purporting to regulate employee benefit plans, they 
should meet the Shaw test of remoteness applied in Rebafdg, LaaI. Mactgrj, and 
Firestone, 
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Income Tax Credits 

Offering an. employer a credit against his/her business income tax liability 
is also a fairly benign positiVe incentive. FIVe states (C8Iifomia. Ke~cky, 
Massacl'1usetts, Oklahoma, and Oregon) have enacted these laws that provide a 
tax credit of $15 to $25 per employee per month for two to five years, usually for 
previously non-insuring small firms. To qualify for the credit four statutes 
(Massachusetts, Oregon; Oklahoma, and California) require employe~ to pay a 
minimum proportion of the employee and/or dependent premium. Oklahoma and 
Oregon also require employe~ to buy insurance from a state pool. In ttlese states it 
may be argued that the tax credit laws do in some sense .purport to regulate· ttle 
terms and conditions of employee benefit plans. By 1M same logic. ttley can also be 
said to ·relate to· benefit plans. and ttley are certainly not subject to any statutory 
exemptions. 

Under this line of reasoning. the tax credit laws would be ptEHmptedby ERISA 
unless a court would find that their impact was "tenuous. remote. or peripheral.· Such 
an exception is possible under the Firestone tests. It is arguable. for instance (despite 
contrary language in Standard Oil). that ~on and tax credits are traditional state 
functions (albeit pre-emptable by Congress"j.1t is also Ukety. for example. based on. 
Oregon's experience thus far. ttlat tax credits have little impact on employers'·' . 
decisions to select a plan. But if. as seems likely. the putp068 of the credit is to 
encourage employe~ to offer and finance employee basic health coverage. tax credit 
laws would seem to affect terms and conditions. benefits administration. and 
relationships among the various parties. 

A court might accept ttle argument that tax credit laws do not purport to 
regulate health insurance but merely olfer a reward for employers who meet certain 
standards. The outcome of a challenge to a given tax aecflt appears to depend upon 
the actual legislative purpose in enacting it, whether to influence health plan selection 
and employer contributions or merely to reward voluntary employer activity. But as a 
practical matter. ttle chance that such a case challenging tax credit laws would be filed 
is remote, since ttle only employers with standing or interest in the issue would be 
those ineligible tor ttle credit, who are unlikely. given its small value and limited 
duration, to prosecute an expensive lawsuit. 

6J California I s tax credit will not beccme effective unl ••• 
specifically funded. 

64 See Aloha Air Lines v, pi rector of Taxation (464 U.S 7 
(1983). 
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~ Of Play Taxes 

The strategy most likely to face an ERISA c:NIIenge is the 'pay or play' 
tax·plus-tax-credit approad1 adopted in Massachus8aa and, if voluntary insurance 
enrollment goaJs are not met by October 1993, Oregan. There are certain differences 
between these two laws. As part of its 'Hea/ItI Seo.riy ltd' of 1988, Massad'Iusetts 
will impose an employer tax of 0.12% of payroll. and .. tax credit applies to any 
employer payment up to that amount for eny health t.18fit plan, regardless of benefits 
covered or employer premium contribution. Oregcn. on the other hand, describes its 
program as a requirement that employers offer employee health insurance or pay a 
tax equal to a given percentage of the cost of basic benefits tor employees and 
dependents. Although pay or play generally prase ilS an incentive rather than a 
mandate, one may argue, as ccurts seem to do throughout the ERISA cases, that a 
state cannot do indirectly what it cannot do direclly. 

The Massachusetts law is the more easily defended, since it is arguably not a 
state law that 'purports to regulate' employee benefit plans. What it purports to do is 
establish a state-funded health program for all residents, with a payroll tax as its 
primary revenue source. If an employer relieves the state of this health care financing 
responsibility, it is logical that the employer should receive a tax credit. The ~edit is 
not conditioned upon any definition of terms or conditions. such as benefit levels or 
employer premium contributions. Thus, even if one argued successfully that the law 
dgu purport to regulate benefits. under the Reba/do, I.aOI. Martod, and Ejrestone 
analyses its effects should be seen as too remote tor pre-emption. For example, this 
law meets the second and third Ejrestone tests and could arguably meet the first 
(which is certainly less weighty in any event). 

For these same reasons, however, the Oregon statute is somewhat harder to 
justify. On J~ it resembles a mandate, essentially similar to the one invalidated in 
Standard O' ,and it has generally been marketed as such by its supporters. 
Although employers can apparently escape the tax by providing any benefits, without 
definition, it is harder to argue that this law dOes not purport to regulate employee 
benefits. If a court is less conc:emed with the S1nJCIIJt8 of and pub/'iC relations 
surrounding the Oregon law, however, it might at least apply the tests of peripheral 
impact. If it can be argued that the state is really only imposing a tax (against which a 
credit is appropriate tor each business reducing the state's responsibility by insuring 
its employeel), then the Oregon statute seems about as likely as that in 
Massach I III to meet a test of remoteness, and it might similarly overcome an 
ERISA challenge. 

~ RAll employers Who have not provided .. ployee and dependent 
health care benefit. '" by January 1, 1994 allall aka aonthly 
payaents to the fund, •• " section 7 of oreqon Senate Bill 935 
(1989), 
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While a payor play approach therefcre has a reasonable chance of 
withstanding an ERISA attack, it seen IS likely to do eo best If: 

• The legislative purpose is cIear1y to Mtab!!eh a .. health care 
financing program and any employer tax aedit is Justffied beCause 
the employer is relieving the state of ttWs tInanc:ing burden; 

• The tax is set out in the law as a fixed dOllar amount or 
percentage of payroll (which may inc:b!de ilfIation adjustments), 
not calculated specifically as the cost of a partiCular benefit 

.. package; and 

• The tax credit is not conditioned on any definition of acceptable 
levels of benefits, employer contribuIionI, or other structural or 
administrative features. 

D. Cgndysion 

It is difficult to predict how a court. especially the Supreme Court, wiD resolve an 
ERISA challenge to a state health care insurance/financing incentive strategy such as 
a pay or play staMe or tax credit. As commentators have noted, the pl'Hmption 
clause itself raises thorny policy problems, such as hOw states can effectively meet 
residents' needs for health care (Pfefferkorn 1989, Inman 1984, Mishkin 1984, 
Ackerman 1981). Even absent this policy concern, the statute is fraught with internal 
inconsistencies. For instance, the exemptlon from all ERISA regulation of disability 
insurance and workers' compensatiOn creates for multi-state employers the very chaos 
that the prEHtmption clause was drawn broadly to avoid. And likewise, the insurance 
law exemption to the pre-emption clause is inconsistent with a preeminent concern 
about uniformity of regulation. Nevertheless, Congress is obviously refuctant to reform 
this convoluted staMe in any significant measure. It has thus far ignored state 
requests (for instance from Massachusetts, before enacting the Health Security Act. 
and Minnesota) for Hawaii-like exceptions to Section 514. 

The courts read general ERISA jurisdiction very broadly and Its exceptions to 
jurisdiction na.O¥rty. Likewise, they read the pNHmptlon dellSe broadly and Its 
exemptlona iWTOwty. While not always logical (or dictated by the terms of the statute), 
traditional ..-cia8S of state regulation. such as c:ommunity property and taxation, 
seem to be given more leeway than newer state authority. such as employment 
discrimination, family leave, and health care financing. 

State policy that on its face does not purport to and in fact does not reguJate 
the benefits, financing, or administrative terms of health plans is most fiJ<eIy to survive 
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judicial scrutiny. Thus, it is harder to defend a tax~ plan where the credit is 
conditioned on certain benefits or employer contributions. 

Even a program meeting these standards, as Massachusetts' law appears to 
do, faces a serious ERISA battle to test the breadth of the Supreme Court's decision 
in ~ and whether the COurt will accept the lower courts' reasoning under both that 
case and section 514'5 ·purport to regulate· language. 
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